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Abstract 

Mutations in the myosin binding protein C gene (MYBPC3) are a frequent cause of hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy (HCM) and calcineurin plays a major role in hypertrophic remodelling. 

However, a functional link between MYBPC3 mutations and calcineurin has not been 

investigated.  

Mybpc3 knock out (KO) mice were generated and an increase in the regulator of calcineurin 1 

(Rcan1) mRNA expression was detected, indicating an increase in calcineurin activity (Knöll et al. 

unpublished data). Accordingly, it was hypothesised that calcineurin, particularly its major β-

isoform (CnAβ), plays a role in the pathogenesis of these mice. Therefore we investigated 

Mybpc3/CnAβ double KO (dKO) mice.  Our results confirmed that the severe heart failure (HF) 

phenotype observed in Mybpc3 KO mice is completely rescued by additional ablation of CnAβ as 

judged by echocardiography, gravimetric analysis, histology and electron microscopy studies. 

We also have measured muscle contractility in skinned cardiac trabeculae from dKO mice and 

demonstrated that the rescue was present at the level of the contractile apparatus.  Moreover, 

this rescue was specific to Mybpc3 KO mice as the phenotype of a mouse model expressing the 

apical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy-causing mutation ACTC E99K actin was more severe in 

ACTC E99K/ CnAβ double transgenic (dTG) mice. 

Crucially, it was found that ventricular myosin light chain (MLC2v) was hyperphosphorylated in 

the Mybpc3/CnAβ dKO mice. Furthermore, calcineurin was shown to dephosphorylate MLC2v in 

vitro.  We therefore investigated whether MLC2v hyperphosphorylation per se could rescue the 

Mybpc3 KO phenotype. Mybpc3 KO mice were injected with AAV9 overexpressing 

pseudophosphorylated MLC2v (S14/15D; AAV9-pMLC2v), cardiomyocytes were transfected with 

adv-pMLC2v, and a construct to create a TG mice overexpressing pMLC2v was made. 
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The AAV9-pMLC2v injected mice were studied in detail. A maximal improvement in cardiac 

function was observed 6 weeks after injection. Echocardiography demonstrated ~20%EF and 

~25%FS increase in the Mybpc3 KO hearts whilst there was a trend to diminished performance 

in WT. However, two different concentrations of AAV9-pMLC2v resulted in gravimetric 

parameters, left ventricle (LV) dimensions, and typical HCM abnormalities indistinguishable 

from untreated Mybpc3 KO mice.  

The beneficial effects of MLC2v hyperphosphorylation on the regulation and enhancement of 

myocardial contractile function point to a possible molecular mechanism in attenuating the 

hypertrophy and enhancing myocardial function in the dKO mice. Genetic testing combined with 

inhibition of calcineurin and/or modification of MLC2v phosphorylation in individuals affected 

by MYBPC3 mutations, might provide a novel strategy to prevent and/or treat specifically this 

otherwise serious condition. 
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1. Introduction 

The heart primary purpose is to pump blood around the systemic and pulmonary circulatory 

systems 24 hours (hrs) a day, 70 to 80 times a minute (min). With each beat, the heart pumps 

blood that delivers life-sustaining oxygen and nutrients to trillions of cells. Thus, it is important 

to understand the mechanisms involved in the normal functioning of the heart. Heart 

contraction is regulated by many systems within and external to the heart.   

 

1.1 Cardiac Cycle 

The basic phases of a single cycle of cardiac activity can be divided into diastole (relaxed state) 

and systole (contracted state). A complete cardiac cycle refers to a complete heart beat from its 

generation to the beginning of the next beat (Figure 1.1). The frequency of the cardiac cycle is 

described by the heart rate, which is typically expressed as beats per min. Each beat of the heart 

can be divided into four major phases. First, ventricular filling, which involves the movement of 

the oxygenated blood from the left atria (LA) into the left ventricle (LV) during diastole. Second, 

isovolumic contraction, is when the LV begins to contract and the left ventricular pressure (LVP) 

increases without any changes in LV volume, and occur at the beginning of the systole. The third 

phase, ventricular ejection, is when the LV is contracting and emptying the oxygenated blood to 

the aorta after the LVP continues to raise exceeding the aortic pressure leading to LV volume 

reduction. Last, isovolumic relaxation, results in LVP decrease, no change in LV volume, and no 

blood enters the ventricle at this stage. Once the LVP pressure falls below LA pressure, blood 

flows from the LA to the LV causing ventricular filling and completing the cycle (Klabunde 2012).  
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Figure 1.1: The cardiac cycle. Cardiac events occurring in the cardiac cycle of LV function showing changes in left atrial pressure, LVP, aortic pressure, 
ventricular volume, the electrocardiogram, and the phonocardiogram. The plot shows two complete cycles (Wiggers diagram).
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1.1.1 Excitation-contraction coupling 

The cardiac cycle is initiated by the conduction system through converting an electrical signal into 

mechanical activation. The pacemaker cells in the heart, at the sinoatrial node (SA), are the source 

of the electrical firing that leads to the generation of cardiac action potential (AP) resulting in heart 

contraction. 

Once the SA node fires, a wave of depolarisation  is produced due  to  the  influx  of  Na+ and  Ca2+ 

which spread throughout the heart resulting in contraction. The coupling between depolarisation 

and contraction is known as excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) and is reviewed by Bers (Bers 

2002).  The upstroke of the AP occurs due to the inward and outward currents of the voltage gated 

Na+ and K+ channels, respectively. Depolarisation also causes the opening of voltage-activated L-

type Ca2+ channels resulting in the influx of Ca2+ into the sarcoplasm, prolonging the action potential 

plateau. This influx of Ca2+ induces further release of Ca2+ from sarcoplasmic reticulum through the 

ryanodine receptor in a process known as calcium-induced calcium release (Fearnley et al. 2011) 

(Figure 1.2). Binding of Ca2+ to troponin-C (TnC) removes the inhibition of troponin-I (TnI) and 

activates its dissociation from actin. This allows troponin-T (TnT) to move tropomyosin into the 

actin grooves which exposes the myosin-binding sites to myosin heads allowing actomyosin cross-

bridge formation (Bers 2002).  
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Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of cellular Ca2+ fluxes during ECC. Ca2+ entry via L-type Ca2+  channels 
triggers Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, binds to TnC of the troponin–
tropomyosin complex on the actin filaments in sarcomeres facilitating formation of cross-bridges 
between actin and myosin which results in myofilament activation and myocardial contraction (Luo 
et al. 2013). Abbreviations used are: ECC, excitation-contraction coupling; TnC, troponin-C. 
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1.2 Structure of Cardiac Muscle 

Cardiac muscle fibres are composed of many contractile organelles called myofibres. Each Myofibre 

composed of many cardiomyocytes connected to each other at the intercalated discs. These discs 

contain gap junctions to allow the wave of depolarisation to travel between cardiomyocytes. The 

cardiomyocyte myofibrils are made from sarcomeres arranged in series giving cardiac muscle its 

striated appearance formed by alternating segments of thick and thin protein filaments (Figure 1.3). 

Sarcomeres are connected to each other by the Z-line which anchors actin molecules from adjacent 

sarcomeres. Thick filaments are cross-linked by the M-line at the centre of the sarcomere. The 

ordered assembly of hundreds of parallel myosin molecules is called the A-band region and the 

actin containing region is called the I-band. Another major sarcomeric protein which is believed to 

be the molecular ruler of the sarcomere is called titin. Titin seems to interact with many of the 

sarcomeric proteins all the way from Z-line proteins at its N-terminal end, to M-band proteins at its 

C-terminal end, which contribute to maintaining the structure of the sarcomere (Lange et al. 2006). 
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Figure 1.3: The structure of a muscle fibre, from myofibril to myofilaments to sarcomeres. (A) 
Branched cardiac muscle (B) The myofibril, the source of the cardiac muscle fibre’s striations. (C) 
Sarcomeres, the repeating functional units of myofilaments. (D) Electron micrograph showing the 
main components of the sarcomere; Z-line and M-band, A-band and I-band, actin and myosin 
filaments. Scale bar = 500 nm. Figure reproduced from (Luther 2009). 
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1.3 Sarcomeric Proteins  

1.3.1 Thick filaments 

Muscle thick filaments - are formed from helical bundles of the protein myosin-II, which is composed 

of three pairs of molecules, myosin heavy chain (MHC; 200 kDa), myosin essential light chain 1 

(MLC1; 17 kDa), and myosin regulatory light chain 2 (MLC2; 20 kDa) (Figure 1.4). Proteolytic 

cleavage of myosin splits it into heavy meromyosin (head plus first 40% of the rod portion at the N-

terminal; HMM) and light meromyosin (remaining 60% of the rod at the C-terminal; LMM) (Hooper 

et al. 2008). Further proteolysis of HMM fragment yields two fragments called sub-fragment 1 (S1) 

and sub-fragment 2 (S2). The myosin activity is concentrated in S1 which is the globular 'head' 

domain located at the end of the heavy chains and has an actin binding site and ATP binding site 

(myosin ATPase) that determines the rate of muscle contraction. Myosin filaments have two 

general organisations either end polarised (oriented in opposite directions at each end of the thick 

filament) as found in striated muscles or side polarised (only in smooth muscle) (Figure 1.5) (Hooper 

et al. 2008). 

Myosin exists as two isoforms in the myocardium, α-MHC is found in the atria and β-MHC is found 

primarily in the ventricles of human heart (Malmqvist et al. 2004). Although they share ~93 % of 

their sequence identity, α-MHC expresses as much as a 3-fold higher ATPase activity than β-MHC. 
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Figure 1.4: Structure of the thick filament. (A) Structure of a single myosin molecule. (B) 
Arrangement of myosin molecules in the thick filament. S1, myosin sub-fragment 1; S2, myosin sub-
fragment 2; MLC1, myosin essential light chain 1; MLC2, myosin regulatory light chain 2; HMM, 
heavy meromyosin; LMM, light meromyosin (Hooper et al. 2008). 
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Figure 1.5: Myosin head organisations. Myosin molecules can be end or side polarised. In striated 
muscles, end polarised myosin display the heads in the same orientation therefore each end of the 
filament ‘pulls’ the actin filaments with which it interacts toward the central bare zone (arrows). 
Whereas in smooth muscle, side polarized filaments display the heads in the same orientation on 
each side of the filament (Hooper et al. 2008). 
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1.3.1.1 Myosin essential light chain 1 

MLC1 in the heart are composed of 2 isoforms, MLC1a and MLC1v, which are the essential light 

chains of atrial (MYL4) and ventricular (MYL3) myosin, respectively.  Both proteins belong to the EF-

hand family of Ca2+ binding protein. The MYL4 gene is located on chromosome 17q21-qter 2 and 

include a ~194 amino acid long MLC1a, whereas the MYL3 gene located on chromosome 3p21.3-

p21.2 and include a ~194 amino acid long MLC1v, and both composed of 7 exons (Hernandez et al. 

2007). The MLC1 is located at the lever arm of the myosin head and stabilizes this region (Figure 

1.6). It has shown to be involved in force development and fine tuning of muscle contraction 

(Andersen et al. 2012). 

 

 

Figure 1.6: The structure of the lever arm. MLC1 and MLC2 are located at the lever arm of the 
myosin head (S1). Abbreviations used are: S, serine MLC1, myosin essential light chain; MLC2, 
myosin regulatory light chain 2 (Andersen et al. 2012). 
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1.3.1.2 Myosin regulatory light chain 2 

MLC2 is a major phosphorylatable sarcomeric protein in striated muscle that belongs to the EF-hand 

Ca2+ binding protein superfamily. Gene structures of MLC2 are found on chromosomes 12 and 5 

respectively and exist as three major isoforms encoded by three distinct genes (Sheikh et al. 2015). 

Each of the MLC2 genes confers different expression pattern including: MLC2f (MYLPF gene); fast 

twitch skeletal isoform, MLC2a (MYL7 gene); cardiac atrial isoform, and MLC2v (MYL2 gene); cardiac 

ventricular and slow twitch skeletal isoform.  

 

1.3.2 Thin filaments 

The main component of the thin filaments is actin. Actin molecules polymerise in a double helix 

configuration with a myosin-binding site on each of them. The other two protein molecules that 

form the thin filaments are called troponin and tropomyosin. The molecules of tropomyosin cover 

the myosin-binding sites on the actin molecules when the muscle fibres are relaxed. 

 

1.3.2.1 Actin 

Muscle actin exists in three very similar isoforms including α (cardiac, skeletal, and smooth 

muscles), β, and γ isoforms which differ by only a few amino acids at the N-terminal (Dominguez et 

al. 2011). Actin also exists in two forms, globular (g-actin) and filamentous (f-actin). The g-actin is 

composed of four subdomains surrounding a nucleotide binding pocket and stabilized by adenosine 

triphosphate (ATP) binding (Pardee et al. 1982) (Figure 1.7). F-actin is composed of two strands 

arranged in a double-stranded helix which repeats every 36 nm, forming up the backbone of the 
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thin filament. Each strand of f-actin is composed of 13 monomers (~55 Å in diameter) of g-actin per 

turn of the helix. Each g-actin domain can be divided further into two subdomains; the small 

domain is composed of subdomains 1 and 2, while the large domain comprises subdomains 3 and 4. 

The small domains are located at the periphery and subdomain 1 is available for interaction with 

myosin, while the large ones are in the centre. This special arrangement allows interactions to occur 

both between strands and along the actin filament in each strand (Geeves et al. 1999). Also, 

monomers of both filaments of f-actin are arranged with a polarity which is important in 

determining how myosin interacts with actin. Actin filaments are bound at their plus ends to the Z-

line by α-actinin, which forms the borders of the sarcomere. 

In human hearts only two actin isoforms are present, α-cardiac actin gene (ACTC) and α-skeletal 

actin gene (ACTA1). Adult human ventricles contain mainly α-cardiac actin and α-skeletal actin in 

small amounts (Copeland et al. 2010).   
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Figure 1.7: Structure of g-actin. G-actin is composed of 4 subdomains presented in different 
colours: small domains; subdomain 1 (purple) and subdomain 2 (green), and large domains; 
subdomain 3 (yellow) and subdomain 4 (pink). ADP is bound at the centre of the molecule where 
the 4 actin subdomains meet. Figure from (Otterbein et al. 2001). ADP, adenosine diphosphate. 
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1.3.2.2 Tropomyosin 

Tropomyosin is an actin binding protein composed of two largely alpha helical peptides formed into 

a parallel coiled-coil with a chain molecular weight of 33 kDa. Each tropomyosin molecules is ~42 

nm long and covers seven actin monomers.  This rod-like protein binds to the groove of each side of 

double-helical actin filaments (Figure 1.8). Tropomyosins on actin are arranged in a head-to-tail 

conformation which repeats every 38 nm. This conformation strongly obstruct the interaction 

between actin and myosin. Therefore, it regulates the interaction between myosin and actin which 

is allowed by shifting its position in the grooves between both f-actin chains (Vibert et al. 1997). 

 

1.3.2.3 Troponin complex 

The conformation of tropomyosin, and therefore the ability of myosin to interact with actin, is 

regulated by the troponin complex. The troponin complex is made of three proteins; TnI, TnC, and 

TnT. TnI (25 kDa) plays a major role in inhibiting the interaction between actin and myosin by 

binding tightly to actin filaments. It contains a cardiac specific N-terminal peptide with two serines 

(S)-22, S-23) that are mainly phosphorylated by protein kinase A (PKA).  TnC (18 kDa) contains the 

Ca2+ binding sites involved in ECC and relaxation as described previously. TnT (36 kDa), the largest of 

the three troponin components, binds troponin complex to tropomyosin to form the regulatory 

system; troponin-tropomyosin complex (Figure 1.8).   
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Figure 1.8: Ca2+ regulation of contraction. (Top) In resting muscle, the myosin binding sites (dark 
orange) on the actin (orange) are blocked by tropomyosin-troponin complex (pale grey and purple, 
respectively). (Bottom) After Ca2+ release into the intracellular matrix, it binds to the troponin 
complex, causing the tropomyosin to expose myosin-binding sites on the actin molecule and the 
muscle contracts (www.proprofs.com).  
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1.3.3 Structural proteins 

1.3.3.1 Titin 

Titin is a huge protein (~4 MDa and > 1 µm in length) where it’s N- and C- terminals are embedded 

in the Z-line and M-line, respectively (Figure 1.3 C). Titin fundamentally contributes to the passive 

stiffness and elastic properties of the sarcomere. Titin is a multi-domain structure composed of two 

types of domains according to its region. A-band titin is composed of immunoglobulin (Ig) and 

fibronectin domains (fn). In this region titin forms transverse fibres with myosin and other 

cytoskeletal proteins e.g. myosin binding protein-C (MyBP-C). Whereas I-band titin (titin’s 

extensible region) contains Ig-like domains with the PEVK segment (rich in proline, glutamate, 

valine, and lysine) and the alternatively spliced N2B/N2BA sequences. PEVK and N2B/N2BA 

segments are more elastic than the rest of titin and so are very important in determining sarcomere 

passive stiffness and restoring force during shortening (Granzier et al. 2004). 

 

1.3.3.2 Myosin binding protein-C 

To date three different MyBP-C muscle type specific isoforms are known, each encoded by a 

different gene (MYBPC 1–3). The slow (MYBPC1) and fast (MYBPC2) twitch muscle isoforms are 

restricted to skeletal muscle tissue whereas (MYBPC3) is expressed exclusively in cardiomyocytes 

(Harris et al. 2011;Vydyanath et al. 2012). These isoforms are encoded by different genes located on 

chromosomes 12, 19, and 11 respectively (Oakley et al. 2007). MyBP-C protein isoforms of 128 ~ 

137 kDa share a preserved core structure and contributes to the assembly and stabilization of thick 

filaments plus modulating muscle contractility. MyBP-C is located in the central region of the A-

band of the sarcomere (known as C-zone) where the actomyosin cross-bridges occur (Figure 1.9 A). 
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MyBP-C is arrayed in a pattern of seven to nine strips at regular 43 nm intervals of the C-zone 

(Figure 1.10 and 1.11). MyBP-C belongs to the Ig superfamily and is composed of seven I-class Ig 

domains in addition to three fibronectin type III domains (FnIII) numbered as domains 1–10 (C1–

C10) from the N-terminal. Between C1 and C2 there is a 105 residue domain called the MyBP-C 

motif conserved as a phosphorylatable linker in addition to a proline / alanine - rich region that 

localizes at the N-terminal near C1 domain (Ackermann et al. 2011;Oakley et al. 2004;Oakley et al. 

2007). The MyBP-C cardiac isoform (cMyBP-C) differs from the skeletal isoforms in three unique 

features. Firstly, it has an additional Ig domain, named C0, at the extreme N-terminal. Secondly, 

there is a proline charge-rich insert in the middle of C5 Ig domain. Thirdly, cardiac isoform 

consistently have 2 to 3 additional PKA phosphorylation sites in the cMyBP-C motif (between C1-C2) 

compared to one phosphorylation site in the skeletal isoforms (Ackermann et al. 2011) (Figure 1.9 

B).  

cMyBP-C has been assigned central roles firstly in the assembly and stability of the sarcomeres 

during contraction through its interaction with MHC (Ackermann et al. 2011;Oakley et al. 

2004;Oakley et al. 2007;Ratti et al. 2011). This is through its binding to LMM and titin that lies 

axially along the length of the thick filament and binds firmly to cMyBP-C via C8-C10 domains 

(Flavigny et al. 2003;Harris et al. 2011) (Figure 1.12). However, another hypothesis promotes the 

idea of cMyBP-C building a collar structure around the filament (Moolman-Smook et al. 2002). In 

addition, C10 has a high affinity for LMM segment of MHC via positively charged amino acids on its 

surface (Ackermann et al. 2011;Knoll 2012). cMyBP-C has also been shown to interact with the S2 

region of MHC, with actin, through C1-C2 and with MLC2v through C0. 

Previous evidence has confirmed that MHC filaments can form in vitro without cMyBP-C, but 

addition of physiological ratios of cMyBP-C resulted in regular sarcomere striations although 
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frequently misaligned (Flashman et al. 2004). Taken together these data indicate that, although 

cMyBP-C may play a role in thick filament stability, it is not absolutely essential for 

myofibrillogenesis (Harris et al. 2002). In addition, two different Mybpc3 knock out (KO) mice have 

been developed showing normal myofibrillogenesis or contraction (Carrier et al. 2004;Harris et al. 

2002).  

A second function of cMyBP-C lies in regulating the kinetics of actomyosin cross-bridge cycling 

through C1-C2 domain interaction with actin, S1, and S2 regions of MHC (Stelzer et al. 2006) and 

also between the C0 domain and MLC2v in the neck region of S1 (Ratti et al. 2011). Ratti has 

postulated that C0 could bind to either or both MLC2s at once influencing S1 flexibility and position; 

thereby reducing the probability of actomyosin cross-bridge formation (Figure 1.13). Also, cMyBP-C 

motif binds to S2 where this interaction is altered in response to phosphorylation of the cMyBP-C 

motif by PKA (Korte et al. 2003).  
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Figure 1.9: MyBP-C localisation in the sarcomere and the composition of cMyBP-C. (A) MyBP-C 7-9 
transverse stripes 43 nm apart in the C-zone of the sarcomere (red). (B) The three main differences 
between cardiac and skeletal MyBP-C isoforms: the seven Ig domains (pink circles) with the 
additional C0 and three FnIII domains (blue squares), a 28-amino acid insertion within the C5 
domain, and the three phosphorylation sites (star) between C1-C2. 
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Figure 1.10: MyBP-C location in sectioned muscle. (A) Electron micrograph of a single sarcomere 
from frog sartorius muscle. Transverse stripes of 43 nm periodicity (numbered 1–11) are due to 
MyBP-C and other nonmyosin proteins. (B) Mean profile plot of several boxed regions similar to 
that in (A). M, M-band; stripe 1 to 5, P-zone; stripe 5 to 11, C-zone; and stripe 11 to edge of A-band, 
D-zone (Scale bar=200 nm) (Luther et al. 2011). 
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Figure 1.11: Tomographic reconstruction of thick filament showing MyBP-C location in the C-zone. 
Tomogram illustration of many stereo images of averaged, surface-rendered frog muscle thick 
filament; where (A) face view and (B) tilted 20°. MyBP-C is visualized at stripes S5–S11, 
corresponding to the stripe numbers in Figure 1.10. Myosin heads appear like crowns with a 
periodicity of about 14.3 nm (labeled C2 and C3) (Luther et al. 2011). 
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Figure 1.12: Interaction of cMyBP-C domains with sarcomeric proteins. cMyBP-C is shown in a 
hypothetical arrangement extending from the thick filament to the thin filament. Abbreviations use 
are: m, indicates the cMyBP-C motif between domains C1-C2 that contains PKA phosphorylation 
sites; PA, a proline/alanine-rich linker sequence; Tm, tropomyosin; TnC, troponin-C; TnI; troponin-I; 
TnT, troponin-T; MLC1, myosin essential light chain 1; MC2, myosin regulatory light chain 2; S1, 
myosin sub-fragment 1; S2, myosin sub-fragment 2; LMM, light meromyosin (Harris et al. 2011). 
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Figure 1.13:  Models of possible arrangements of the C0 domain of cMyBP-C around MLC2v. 
cMyBP-C domains C1 and C2 bind to S2 very close to the junction, whereas C0 binds to the MLC2v. 
(A) Binding of C0 to each MLC2v separately or in (B) Interaction of C0 with both MLC2vs 
simultaneous, whereby C0 is located in between the MLC2vs (reproduced from Ratti et al. 2011).  
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1.4 Muscle Contraction 

1.4.1 Sliding filament theory 

The sliding filament theory of muscle contraction was developed more than 60 years ago  (Huxley et al. 

1954). It described that the precise interaction of sarcomeric proteins is fundamental to muscle 

contraction and occurs primarily by these two principle structural proteins, myosin and actin that 

slide past each other. This filament sliding is caused by the interaction of S1 with actin myofilaments 

binding sites in a process fuelled by ATP and known as the cross-bridge cycle (Figure 1.14).  

 

1.4.2 Cross-bridge cycle 

Starting from the rigor complex, where myosin heads bind tightly to actin in the absence of ATP, 

ATP binds to rapidly dissociate this complex. This detachment is followed by a relatively rapid 

hydrolysis of ATP to ADP and inorganic phosphate (Pi) by the myosin ATPase, in which both remain 

very tightly bound to the myosin head. Hydrolysis is accompanied by a major conformational 

change causing the myosin-ADP-Pi complex re-binds to actin. This binding induces a subsequent 

release of Pi without any relative movement between myosin and actin. The attached cross-bridge 

then releases ADP causing the thin filaments to slide past the thick filaments leading to sarcomere 

shortening and to the generation of force then myosin heads return to the rigor complex state 

(MacLeod et al. 2009). 

The repetitive rate of actomyosin cross-bridge cycles through the attachment and detachment of 

proteins produces the force, work, and power of the cardiac contractions, and is dependent on ATP 

hydrolysis and Pi release (Maruyama 1995). 
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Figure 1.14: Cross-bridge cycle steps. Abbreviations used are: ATP, adenosine triphosphate; ADP, 
adenosine diphosphate; Pi, inorganic phosphate (MacLeod et al. 2009). 
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1.4.3 Ca2+ regulation of contraction 

Regulation of cross-bridge cycling controls muscle contraction. ATP concentration is not a regulator 

for cross-bridge cycling as it is required for myosin dissociation from actin, otherwise, myosin and 

actin will be in a constant rigor configuration damaging the muscle cells. However, Ca2+ ions 

released from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (as described earlier in section 1.1.1) are the main 

regulators of cross-bridge cycle.  The number of cross-bridges, is a function of the Ca2+ 

concentration. Each excitation of the muscle cell increases the intracellular Ca2+ concentration 

which is sufficient to bind to TnC exposing myosin-binding sites on the thin filament. Later, the Ca2+ 

concentration drops rapidly due to its removal from the cytosol by several mechanisms: the sarco-

endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase, Na+/Ca2+ exchanger, sarcolemmal Ca2+ ATPase and the 

mitochrondrial Ca2+ uniporter (Bers 2002). As the Ca2+ concentration falls, fewer myosin-binding 

sites become available, fewer cross-bridges interact, and tension falls leading to muscle relaxation. 

 

1.4.4 Modulation of function by phosphorylation 

1.4.4.1 MLC2v phosphorylation 

Although the precise role of MLC2v and its regulatory role in heart muscle has been controversial 

since its discovery 46 years ago (Stracher 1969), many studies in mice have demonstrated the 

fundamental roles of MLC2v phosphorylation in cardiac contractile function during early 

embryogenesis (Sheikh et al. 2015). Indirect evidences have supported different hypotheses of 

MLC2v phosphorylation by cardiac specific myosin light chain kinas (cMLCK) (Warren et al. 2012). 
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First is that MLC2v phosphorylation alters the structural disposition of cross-bridges by promoting a 

"swing-out" of myosin heads away from the thick filaments facilitating weak-to-strong cross-bridge 

binding to actin (Colson et al. 2010;Sweeney et al. 1994) (Figure 1.15 A). Second, in increasing 

myosin duty cycle via myosin lever arm stiffening (Greenberg et al. 2009;Sheikh et al. 2012) (Figure 

1.15 B).  

In adult heart muscle, phosphorylation-driven actions of MLC2v has a direct effect on increasing 

tension production by altering cross-bridge cycling kinetics, cardiac torsion due to its expression 

variability  (high in epicardium and low in endocardium) (Warren et al. 2012), and cardiac function 

and various cardiac diseases (Rottbauer et al. 2006). Genetic loss-of-function studies confirmed that 

disruption of MLC2v causes dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) (Chen et al. 1998). Also, some mutations 

in MLC2v are associated with gain of function and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) (Kerrick et 

al. 2009).   
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Figure 1.15: Suggested roles for MLC2v phosphorylation in regulating cardiac function. The effects 
of MLC2v phosphorylation on (A) myosin head diffusion and (B) myosin lever arm stiffness (Sheikh 
et al. 2012). 
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1.4.4.2 cMyBP-C phosphorylation 

cMyBP-C phosphorylation plays an important role in regulating both the kinetics and amplitude of 

cardiac contraction during β-adrenergic stimulation and increased stimulus frequency (Moss et al. 

2015). cMyBP-C has five phosphorylation sites at its M domain at  S-273, S-282, S-295, S-302, and S-

307 that are phosphorylated by various kinases e.g. PKA, PKC, and Ca2+-dependent calmodulin 

kinase II (CaMKII) (Barefield et al. 2010) (Figure 1.16). cMyBP-C phosphorylation plays an important 

role in both normal heart function and development of heart failure (HF). cMyBP-C phosphorylation 

prevents it from binding to myosin and actin which accelerates cross-bridge turnover affecting the 

contractile function (Stelzer et al. 2007). Also, cMyBP-C phosphorylation can change both filament 

orientation and contractile mechanics as shown by Fink’s lab (Kunst et al. 2000). Moreover, cMyBP-

C phosphorylation is directly involved in the myosin-actin activation, maximal force development, 

and regulating cross-bridge kinetics (Tong et al. 2008).  

Studies have also showed that partial biochemical extraction or complete ablation of cMyBP-C have 

a profound and similar effect on increasing cross-bridge kinetics; showing high rise of force 

redevelopment during submaximal Ca2+ concentration, similar to increased PKA infusion in skinned 

cardiomyocytes (Hofmann et al. 1991;Korte et al. 2003;Moss et al. 2015). Also, increase cMyBP-C 

phosphorylation accelerates force development as reported by Tong and colleagues, which was not 
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the case in mouse models expressing non-PKA-phosphorylatable cMyBP-C where no acceleration in 

kinetics of force was detected (Sadayappan et al. 2005;Tong et al. 2008).  

In the dephosphorylated state, cMyBP-C strongly interacts and binds myosin S2 thereby prevents 

cross-bridge formation thus force generation (Barefield et al. 2010) (Figure 1.17). Studies have 

shown that unphosphorylated mimetic replacement of S to alanine (A) resulted in depressed 

cardiac function, suggesting that cMyBP-C phosphorylation is necessary for normal cardiac function 

(Tong et al. 2008). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.16: cMyBP-C phosphorylatable M domain and serine preferable kinases. CMyBP-C 
phosphorylatable M domain contains multiple S that can be phosphorylated by PKA, CaMKII and 
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PKC. The M domain conserved its amino acid sequences between different species (Barefield et al. 
2010).  
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Figure 1.17: Mechanism of cMyBP-C phosphorylation in influencing myosin-actin interactions. 
cMyBP-C functions as a restraint on myosin-actin interaction and its phosphorylation by PKA 
increase the probability of myosin head interactions with actin during cross-bridge cycling. cMyBP-C 
is phosphorylated through its M domain between C1 and C2 domains. (A) Dephosphorylated M 
domain binds C1-C2 fragments to myosin tightly, (B) whereas phosphorylating M domain inhibits 
the binding. TnC, troponin-C; TnI, troponin-I; TnT, troponin-T; TM, tropomyosin; MLC1, myosin 
essential light chain 1; MLC2, myosin regulatory light chain 2 (Barefield et al. 2010). 

 

 

1.4.4.3 TnI phosphorylation 

It is known that phosphorylation of TnI by PKA has implications on cross-bridge cycle. Three specific 

phosphorylation sites have been known to be involved in modulating cardiac function and 

influencing the Ca2+ regulation of cardiac myofibril; S-22/23, S-43 and S-150 (Kentish et al. 

2001;Thoemmes et al. 2014). Physiologically, PKA dependent phosphorylation of TnI S-22/23 results 

in a decrease in myofibrillar Ca2+ sensitivity and an increase in the rate of Ca2+ dissociates from TnC, 

leading to faster relaxation by increasing the rate of thin filament deactivation. Moreover, TnI 

phosphorylation accelerates cross-bridge cycling kinetics (Kentish et al. 2001). Therefore, TnI 

phosphorylation play a significant role in relaxing the myocardium during β-adrenoceptor 

stimulation through the accelerated rate of myofibrillar relaxation induced by PKA.  
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1.5 Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy  

1.5.1 Features of HCM 

HCM is the commonest inherited cardiomyopathy with an estimated prevalence of 1 in 500 

(Seidman et al. 2011). HCM is characterised by macroscopic wall thickening with unexplained 

ventricular hypertrophy associated with microscopic myofibrillar disarray and interstitial fibrosis 

with normal or abnormal myocardial function (Figure 1.18). HCM is associated with an increased 

risk of subsequent sudden cardiac death (SCD) and may lead to HF if untreated (Kaludercic et al. 

2009;Wang et al. 2010). Mutations in various sarcomeric proteins are associated with HCM as seen 

in approximately 60% of affected individuals (Tardiff 2005). Some of these sarcomeric mutations are 

expressed since birth but sometimes remain silent even after adolescence and never develop 

symptoms, whereas others do have a significant outcome of HCM (Marston 2011). HCM mutations 

have shown also to affect cardiac function by increasing Ca2+ sensitivity of the myofilaments, cross-

bridge turnover rates, and increased ATPase activity (Marston 2011;Robinson et al. 2002).  The 
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pathological characteristics of HCM are caused by these fundamental abnormalities although the 

mechanism is not understood (Marston 2011). 
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Figure 1.18: Differences between normal and HCM hearts. In comparison to normal heart (A), the 
HCM heart (B) displays massive increase in LV wall thickness and papillary muscles associated with 
decrease in ventricular chamber volume (Bars= 1 cm). (C and D) Histological heart sections stained 
with Hematoxylin and eosin stain (H&E) compared normally organised cardiomyocytes (C), 
compared to HCM section (D) showing misaligned myocytes with enlarged nuclei and expanded 
interstitial matrix (light pink) (Teekakirikul et al. 2012). Abbreviation used is: LV, left ventricle. 

 

 

1.5.2 Enhanced Ca2+ sensitivity hypothesis 

Increased Ca2+ sensitivity, believed to be the increased rate of Ca2+ binding to TnC, was reported in 

all HCM-causing mutations in the contractile apparatus (for more details see; Table 2 in Marston 

2011). According to many studies, it seems likely that increased Ca2+ sensitivity is the essential 

disease-causing abnormality in HCM mutations (Fraysse et al. 2012;Liu et al. 2012). The increase in 

Ca2+ sensitivity could also disrupts the intracellular Ca2+ due to the slower dissociation of Ca2+ from 

TnC and increased Ca2+ buffering affecting Ca2+ signalling pathways  and provoking arrhythmias 

(Huke et al. 2010). Accordingly, increased levels of Ca2+ sensitivity in HCM mutation cause gain of 

function which would probably result in the hypercontractile cardiac phenotype observed in HCM 

patients (Marston 2011). 

 

1.5.3 Sarcomeric genes involved in HCM 

Many studies have showed that the structure and function of normal sarcomeric proteins and their 

precise interaction are fundamental for cardiac muscle contraction (Morimoto 2008).  Nevertheless, 

it is still considered challenging to predict the exact functional consequences of sarcomeric protein 

mutations found in HCM only from their nature and position (Tardiff 2005). Since the major 
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discovery of the point mutation in exon 13 of beta cardiac MHC (β-MHC) gene as an HCM-causing 

mutation by Geisterfer-Lowrance; a formal linkage-in was finally established in 1990 mapping a 

severe form of HCM to a mutation in the sarcomeric motor protein (Geisterfer-Lowrance et al. 

1990). Discoveries of HCM causing mutations in human sarcomeric proteins have led to extensive 

studies on transgenic (TG) and knock in (KI) or KO mice models to explore the physiological function 

of mutant sarcomere proteins in vivo together with their functional consequences in vitro and its 

involvement into the pathogenesis of HCM.  

 

1.5.3.1 cMyBP-C mutations 

It is well established that MYBPC3 mutations are the most common cause of HCM, accounting for 

about half of identified mutations. The most striking characteristic of HCM mutations in MYBPC3 is 

that many are within introns and are predicted to cause aberrant splicing leading to a frameshift 

and a premature chain termination, yet the truncated peptides have never been identified in 

human heart tissue carrying these mutations. Instead of expression of a poison peptide, 

haploinsufficiency is consistently observed in MYBPC3 mutant human heart muscle. 

The impairment of suitable interaction between cMyBP-C and MHC resulted from some mutations 

that lack portions of both termini or from reduced expression of cMyBP-C due to a null allele (i.e. 

haploinsufficiency), do affect the compaction of both proteins and increase myofilament Ca2+ 

sensitivity that could contribute to the development of HCM (Fraysse et al. 2012;Harris et al. 

2002;Hofmann et al. 1991;Marston et al. 2012). 

Of particular importance is the discovery that a 25-bp Mybpc3 deletion is very common and is 

frequently associated with HCM and DCM in South Asia (Dhandapany et al. 2009). This variant leads 
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at the homozygous state to a complete loss of cMyBP-C and is associated with early-onset of the 

disease, severe phenotype and high risk of SCD. Early studies have confirmed that cMyBP-C 

mutations were associated with eccentric LV hypertrophy, LV dysfunction (Carrier et al. 2004), 

depressed myocyte contractility (Harris et al. 2002), and myofilament disarray (Decker et al. 2012). 

Moreover, cMyBP-C mutations lead to increase sensitivity of myofibrils to Ca2+ activation (Yang et 

al. 1998), shorter actomyosin cross-bridge lifetime (Decker et al. 2012;Palmer et al. 2011) with 

faster cycling rates (Korte et al. 2003), and reduced intracellular Ca2+ transient amplitude associated 

with slow kinetics of rise and fall of the Ca2+ transient (Brickson et al. 2007).  

Some experiments have confirmed the effect of cMyBP-C mutations in increasing Ca2+ sensitivity 

(Kulikovskaya et al. 2003). They showed that extracting only 18% of the endogenous cMyBP-C has 

significantly increased Ca2+ sensitivity, which was fully restored post cMyBP-C addition. This study 

confirmed that its either the increased in Ca2+ sensitivity or the overall change in the thick filament 

structure that are essential disease-causing abnormalities in HCM mutations in the background of 

cMyBP-C. 

 

1.5.3.2 Actin E99K mutation 

Although mutations in ACTC are not a common cause of HCM, it has been demonstrated to 

reproduce many of the characteristics of HCM in the human heart. One mutation that been 

intensively investigated in this gene, is the E99K mutation (ACTC E99K) (Song et al. 2011). The E99K 

mutation is located on the surface loop in subdomain 1 of ACTC (Bookwalter et al. 2006) (Figure 

1.19).  ACTC E99K mutation has shown to co-segregate with an unusual apical hypertrophic 

phenotype (Arad et al. 2005) associated with myocyte disarray and interstitial fibrosis (Song et al. 
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2013). Although the ACTC E99K mutation was initially identified in one family with clinically-defined 

apical HCM, this mutation is being widely studied now in a large population and is the subject of an 

extensive on-going clinical study (Monserrat et al. 2007).  

Therefore, a TG model of HCM due to the E99K mutation in the background of ACTC was generated 

(Song et al. 2011). This mouse model confirmed the apical hypertrophy when ACTC E99K mutation 

expressed 50% of total heart actin (Song et al. 2011) in addition to the expected features of HCM: 

myocyte disarray, interstitial fibrosis, and development of HF at 9 months. In addition, ACTC has a 

unique feature in preserving an identical amino acid sequences in humans and mice and an 

identical isoform distribution in heart (75% cardiac actin and 25% skeletal actin) (Copeland et al. 

2010). Consequently, this feature enabled scientists to recapitulate the disease found in patients 

and to compare the phenotype of the ACTC E99K TG mice with the patient’s population. Thus, Song 

and colleagues have also obtained patient biopsies and were the first in accomplishing a direct 

comparison of the functional properties of an ACTC E99K HCM-causing mutation in hearts from 

humans and mice at the molecular level (Song et al. 2011). 
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Figure 1.19: Location of the ACTC E99K mutation causing HCM. Each myosin head interacts with 
two adjacent actin monomers along the F-actin helix. The primary binding site is with subdomain 1 
of the upper actin monomer. E99K is one of 3 acidic residues which are thought to interact with the 
myosin motor domain (Bookwalter et al. 2006). 

1.5.4 Calcineurin pathway 

One of the most important Ca2+ dependent specific signalling pathways is calmodulin-dependent 

protein serine/threonine phosphatase calcineurin enzyme (calcineurin) (Crabtree 1999;Felkin et al. 

2011;Houser et al. 2008). Calcineurin exists as a heterodimer enzyme consisting of a 61-kDa 

catalytic subunit (CnA), a 19-kDa regulatory subunit (CaB), and calmodulin binding region (Rusnak et 

al. 2000) (Figure 1.20).  There are three genes that encode CnA (CnAα, CnAβ and CnAγ) and two 

genes that encode CnB (CnB1 and CnB2), but the mammalian heart only expresses CnAα, CnAβ 

(CnAβ being predominantly expressed in the heart) and CnB1 (Heineke et al. 2006). Moreover, in 

the heart, mRNA and protein levels of CnAβ, but not CnAα, are significantly increased by stress or 

agonist stimulation, suggesting a role for this specific isoform in regulating the hypertrophic growth 

response (Bueno et al. 2002). 

1.5.4.1 Calcineurin localisation 
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Calcineurin has many substrates including cytoskeletal proteins such as tau, tubulin, and 

dystrophin; transcription factors such as nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT), NFnB, MEF2, and 

CREB; and ion channels (Heineke et al. 2006). As phosphatases are typically positioned near their 

target substrates, Torgan and Daniels have examined closely the intracellular distribution of 

calcineurin in skeletal muscle at nucleolar and cytoplasmic sites (Torgan et al. 2006;Frey et al. 

2000). They found that calcineurin appeared as discrete rows of puncta largely surronding the Z-line 

and was present at a lower concentration along the M-line of the sarcomere and this localaisation 

was confirmed by comparison to MHC immunoreactivity (Figure 1.21). Moreover, calcineurin 

immunoreactivity was sharply focused in different areas of the optical sections from myosin, 

indicating that calcineurin surrounds the contractile elements of the sarcomeres (Torgan et al. 

2006).  

1.5.4.2 Calcineurin activation 

Activation of calcineurin depends both on the amplitude and oscillation frequency of cytosolic free 

Ca2+ levels. Sustained elevation in cytosolic free Ca2+ fires calcineurin; mediating signal transduction 

cascade via Ca2+/calmodulin binding to calcineurin. Once activated, calcineurin directly 

dephosphorylates NFAT promoting their translocation into the nucleus. Once in the nucleus, NFAT 

participates in the transcriptional induction of various hypertrophic responses (Baine et al. 2009;Loh 

et al. 1996;Bourajjaj 2008;Wilkins et al. 2004).  These hypertrophic stimuli result in an increase in 

myocyte cell volume and protein synthesis, and reprogramming of genes expression encoding 

sarcomeric proteins (Molkentin et al. 1998) (Figure 1.22).  

A significant reduction in cytosolic free Ca2+ levels or inhibition of calcineurin activity results in NFAT 

rephosphorylation by NFAT kinases. As a result, NFAT rapidly leaves the nucleus, and NFAT 
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dependent hypertrophic gene expression is terminated (Molkentin 2004;Sharma et al. 2011). Since 

NFAT remarkably senses dynamic changes in cytosolic free Ca2+ levels and frequencies of Ca2+ 

transients through calcineurin signalling; calcineurin activation has a major role in mediating signal 

transduction cascades leading to pathological hypertrophy and associated HF as detailed in (Wu et 

al. 2006). Calcineurin Aβ deficient mice (CnAβ KO) were generated and the only phenotype reported 

was smaller hearts in comparison to their WT littermate controls (Bueno et al. 2002). 

 

1.5.4.3 Calcineurin regulation 

The regulators of calcineurin (RCANs) are a family of proteins that block calcineurin signaling by 

binding directly to the catalytic subunit (CnA) of the calcineurin holoenzyme and inhibit its 

activating effects on its targets such as NFAT protein. The expression of the exon 4 isoform of Rcan1 

gene (Rcan1.4) is under the control of calcineurin, and functions as a negative feedback (inhibiting) 

mechanism that presumably serves to protect cells from otherwise deleterious consequences of 

unrestrained calcineurin activity (Shin et al. 2011). Therefore, Rcan1 is shown to reflect the changes 

in calcineurin activity and hence appears a good reporter for general calcineurin activity in 

differentiating muscle cells. Moreover, calcineurin is ubiquitously expressed and comprise nearly all 

of the enzymatic activity in most tissues which prevents the precise measurement of its activity 

levels in tissues. 
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Figure 1.20: Calcineurin structure. Representation of the helical shaped structure of the catalytic 
subunit, CnA (yellow) bound to the regulatory subunit, CnB (blue), to an auto-inhibitory loop 
(green) and to a calmodulin binding region (red) (www.pondr.com). 
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Figure 1.21: Calcineurin localization in adult mouse muscle fibres. An adult mouse muscle fibre 
fixed in a lengthened position and immunostained for calcineurin (red; A) and ryanodine receptor 
(green; B) displays a pattern of rows on either side of the Z line and (C) shows a co-localisation. 
Also, weak Immunostaining for calcineurin is seen along the M line of the fibre (arrowheads). An 
adult mouse muscle fibre fixed in a shortened position and immunostained for calcineurin (red; D) 
and skeletal myosin heavy chain (green; E) showing bands of calcineurin alternate with myosin 
(overlay; F) and minor calcineurin band is at the M line. Bar= 10µm; magnification is the same in all 
figures (reproduced from Torgan et al. 2006). 
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Figure 1.22: The calcineurin/NFAT signalling pathway. Elevated levels of intracellular Ca2+ activates   
calcineurin through its interaction with calmodulin (CaM). Activated calcineurin dephosphorylates  
three  of the  four  types  of  NFAT  motifs  and  translocate  it  into  the nucleus  were  they  bind  to  
specific  DNA  motifs  within  the promoter  of  numerous  hypertrophic genes  and  induce  their  
transcription. 

 

 

 

 

1.6 Studies leading to this Thesis  
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Studies in Prof Ralph Knöll’s lab were carried out to determine the messenger RNA (mRNA) levels of 

regulator of calcineurin 1 protein (Rcan1), a well-known and precise measure of calcineurin activity 

(Yang et al. 2000), in various mouse models of HCM and HF including Mybpc3 and Cysteine and 

Glycine-rich protein 3 (cardiac LIM protein; CSRP3) KO mice. Rcan1 mRNA levels were significantly 

higher in all genetically altered mice.  Since increased calcineurin activity has been shown to be 

associated with maladaptive remodelling (Liu et al. 2010), investigations were conducted to test 

whether the absence of CnAβ, the major cardiac-specific isoform, could rescue the phenotype in 

these mice. 

Therefore CnAβ KO mice were used to generate double KO (dKO) mice of Mybpc3 and CSRP3 and 

compared them to respective controls. The single KO and dKO mice were born in the expected 

Mendelian frequencies, indicating absence of significant embryonic lethality. Echocardiography 

revealed classical HCM phenotype in Mybpc3 KO and DCM in CSRP3 KO mice; whereas strikingly, 

this phenotype was completely rescued in the dKO mice of Mybpc3 only (Table 1.1). This supports 

recent data showing higher mortality in the dKO of CSRP3 and CnAβ than in the CSRP3 single KO 

mice (Heineke et al. 2010). In addition, a variety of genes known to be induced during HCM and HF 

such as β-MHC were much lower in the dKO than in Mybpc3 KO mice (Figure 1.23).  
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Table 1.1: Determination of cardiac function by echocardiography in 12-20 weeks old mice. The 
table shows complete normalization of the echo parameters in Mybpc3/CnAβ dKO compared to 
Mybpc3 KO, but not in the CSRP3/CnAβ dKO compared to CSRP3 KO mice (Knӧll et al. unpublished 
data).  

Abbreviations used are: bpm, beat-per-minute; BW, body weight; WT, wild type; dKO, double knock 
out; FS, fractional shortening; HR, heart rate; LVEDD, left ventricular end-diastolic diameter; LVESD, 
left ventricular end-systolic diameter; LVM, left ventricular mass;  PWT, posterior wall thickness 
(mm); SW, septum width (mm). Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD), * P <0.05 
and ** P <0.01 vs Mybpc3 KO; † P ≤ 0.05 and †† P <0.01 vs WT; Student’s t-test. 

  

 

 

 WT 
Mybpc3 

KO 
CnAβ 

KO 
Mybpc3/ CnAβ 

 dKO 
CSRP3 

KO 
CSRP3/   

CnAβ dKO 

N 4 4 7 8 12 7 

BW (g) 24.7±4.5 32.7±3.7† 25.1± 4.1 28.5±5.4 25±4 24±3.1 

SW (mm) 1.05±0.14 1.07±0.09 1.05±0.1 0.90±0.1* 1.02±0.13 0.95 ± 0.13 

LVEDD 
(mm) 

3.5 ± 0.37 4.35±0.27† 3.17±0.29 3.39±0.49** 3.77±0.45 3.96±0.75 

PWT 
(mm) 

0.76±0.11 1.09±0.12† 0.84±0.12 0.92±0.11* 0.96±0.13† 1.02±0.3 

LVESD 
(mm) 

1.98±0.53 3.09±0.22† 1.66±0.44 1.99± 0.45** 2.75±0.63† 3.01±0.83† 

FS (%) 44.07±8.9 29.01±3.66† 48.02±8.28 41.43± 7.79* 28± 8.7†† 24.8±7.7†† 

LVM (mg) 119±32 207±36† 105±20 114±35** 140±15 151±34 

LVM/BW 
(mg/g) 

4.8±0.4 6.33±0.9† 4.21±0.65 4.07±1.25** 5.6±0.7 6.2±1.19† 

HR (bpm) 486±64 420±189 509±87 487±98 480±69 440±81 
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Figure 1.23: Determination of mRNA levels for markers of cardiac hypertrophy by RT-qPCR. 
Significant reduction in all mRNA levels of cardiac hypertrophy markers in Mybpc3 KO after CnAβ 
removal. WT (n = 6), Mybpc3 KO (n = 15), CnAβ KO (n=11) and Mybpc3/CnAβ dKO mice (n=6). 
Abbreviations used are: Acta1, α-skeletal actin; Nppa, atrial natriuretic peptide; Nppb, brain 
natriuretic peptide; Myh6, α-myosin heavy chain; Myh7, β-myosin heavy chain. Data are normalized 
to Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (GAPDH). Bars represent the mean ± SEM. * P 
<0.05, ** P <0.01 ** P <0.001, Student’s t-test (Knӧll et al. unpublished data). 

 

 

Furthermore, structural studies performed by Dr Pradeep K Luther, head of the Laboratory of 

Electron Tomography of the Sarcomere in the Molecular Medicine Section of the NHLI, Faculty of 
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Medicine at Imperial College London showed that Mybpc3 KO mice exhibit marked myocardial 

disarray compared to the WT mice (Dellefave et al. 2009). Surprisingly, the phenotype was 

completely rescued in the dKO mice showing well-aligned and straight myofibrils and highly ordered 

myocytes (Figure 1.24 A). Similarly, electron microscopy revealed well preserved sarcomeres in the 

dKO when compared to Mybpc3 KO mice. The A-bands and M-bands were sharply defined and 

clearly visible, indicating ordered thick filaments, and the Z-disks had well defined widths in the dKO 

mice (Figure 1.24 B).  

Collectively, these results reveal that removing CnAβ does not rescue the phenotype of CSRP3 KO 

mice but it points to an important and specific protective effect of calcineurin ablation in a mouse 

model of HCM lacking cMyBP-C (Knöll et al. unpublished data).  
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Figure 1.24: Ultrastructure phenotype of genetically altered heart sections. (A) Light micrograph of 
WT heart section showing highly ordered myofibrils versus extensive myofibrillar disarray in 
Mybpc3 KO mice. This phenotype was completely rescued in the dKO showing highly ordered 
myofibrils (scale bar= 10 μm). (B) Electron microscopy of WT heart section confirms normal 
alignment of thick filaments with regularly spaced sarcomeres as seen in the dKO sections contrary 
to disordered thick filaments in Mybpc3 KO hearts (scale bar= 0.5 μm) (Knӧll et al. unpublished 
data). 
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1.7 Context and Objectives of this Project  

The purpose of this study is to elaborate the functional effects of calcineurin ablation on mice 

deficient in cMyBP-C by measuring the contractile function and compare the behaviour of cardiac 

trabeculae dissected from four different groups including: WT mice as controls, Mybpc3 KO mice, 

CnAβ KO mice, and the dKO mice of both Mybpc3 and CnAβ. The work is done under the hypothesis 

that a key component of rescuing the HCM phenotype caused by cMyBP-C deficiency is brought 

about by calcineurin ablation. Or in other words, Mybpc3 removal per se is not deleterious, but it is 

the increase in CnAβ which causes the HF phenotype, which can partially be overcome by increase 

of MLC2v phosphorylation .This project aims to first use the techniques pioneered in Prof Mike 

Ferenczi’s laboratories to understand the biophysical basis using force-velocity and power-velocity 

relationship studies which allowed the assessment of the contractile efficiency and characteristics 

of different cardiac trabeculae behaviours. Then to explore whether increase MLC2v 

phosphorylation is sufficient to rescue the contractile and global phenotypes of Mybpc3 KO linked 

to HCM and HF independently from CnAβ ablation. 

Genetic testing combined with inhibition of calcineurin and / or modification of MLC2v 

phosphorylation in individuals affected by cMyBP-C mutations; might provide a novel strategy to 

prevent and / or treat specifically this otherwise lethal condition. Thus; this project will contribute 

significantly to our current understanding of the molecular mechanism by which mutations lead to 

HCM, and my provide clues as to possible therapeutic interventions.   
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Material and Methods 
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2. Methods 

This chapter describes all technique and experimental approaches common to the majority of the 

experiments. Where a different method was used for an individual part of the study the method is 

described in the relevant chapter. 

 

2.1 Animals 

All procedures were reviewed and performed in accordance with the UK Home Office Animals 

(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. Mice were euthanized by cervical dislocation. The mice used in this 

study were generated as previously described (Bueno et al. 2002;Carrier et al. 2004). All animals 

were bred on C57BL6 genetic background. 

Mice were maintained in the animal facility of the Central Biomedical Services in Imperial College 

London. The mice were housed in techniplast individually ventilated cages (T1284).  The light cycle 

was on 7am - 7pm and off 7pm-7am. The breeding mice were fed high nutrient level pellets (RM3) 

to promote excellent breeding performances and fast growth rates in young stock, whereas 

weaners were given (RM1) low protein levels pellets. 

 

2.2 Ear Notch Sample DNA Extraction and Genotyping  

Ear notches from different animal populations were placed in 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes. They were 

digested in a mix of 0.2 mg/ml Proteinase K (Sigma-Aldrich) and 400 µl Direct polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) Tail lysis reagent (Peqlab) overnight (O/N) for genomic DNA (gDNA) extraction. Tubes 

were placed in a thermo-mixer (Eppendorf Thermomixer® comfort) and incubated for 16 hrs at 55°C 

then for 45 min at 85°C to inactivate Proteinase K. The Platinium Taq-polymerase kit (Invitrogen) 
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was used to amplify gDNA with specific primers for each group. All genomic coordinates are from 

mouse genome GRCm38/mm10 and available through the UCSC Genome Browser. 

 

2.2.1 cMyBP-C 

Primers used to amplify the WT allele (1021 base pair (bp); chr2: 91,117,346-91,118,366) were the 

following: WT-forward (WT-F), 5′- CCCTCCTTCTGGTATAAGCTATCTATTC -3′ and WT-Reverse (WT-R), 

5′- AGGGATGGGGAATGAAGCAGAGA -3′. Primers used to amplify the KO allele (600 bp; 

chr2:91,117,346-91,117,907+ 38 bp neomycin cassette) were the following: WT-F, 5′- 

CCCTCCTTCTGGTATAAGCTATCTATTC -3′ and KO-R, 5′- GCATCGCCTTCTATCG CCTTCTTGACG -3′. PCR 

was carried out in 1X Extract-N-Amp PCR reaction mix and 0.5 µM of each primer with 4 µl of tissue 

extract in a total volume of 20 μl. PCR reaction protocol was performed at 94°C/5 min, followed by 

35 cycles of 94°C/30 s, 64°C/30 s, 72°C/1.50 min, followed by final extension at 72°C/ 10 min, and 

PCR products were chilled at 4°C. 

 

2.2.2 Calcineurin  

Primers used to amplify the WT allele (348 bp; chr14:20,528,181-20,528,528) were the following: 

WT-F, 5’-TCAGTAAGGTGTCTGCATTC-3’ and WT-R, 5’-TTAGGCTATATTAAGCAATCTG-3’. Primers used 

to amplify the KO allele (700 bp) were the following: WT-F, 5’-TCAGTAAGG TGTCTGCATTC-3’ and 

KO-R, 5′- GAAGGAGCCAAGCTGCTATT -3’. PCR reaction mix (25 μl) included 4 µl of tissue extract, 0.2 

mmol/l dNTPs, 1.5 mmol/l MgCl2, 0.2 μmol/l of each primer, 2.5 μl 10 × buffer, and 0.3 U of 

platinium Taq-polymerase. PCR reaction protocol was performed at 95°C/5 min, followed by 35 

cycles of 95°C/30 s, 58°C/30 s, 72°C/1 min, followed by final extension at 72°C/ 7 min.  
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2.2.3 ACTC-E99K 

Primers used to amplify the ACTC E99K TG allele (1300 bp) were the following: F, 5′- 

TGACAACAGATCCCTCCTATCTCC which was located in the promoter region of the transgene and R, 

5′- GGCATCTTAGAAGCATTTGCGG -3′ was located in the mutant actin (Song et al. 2010). PCR was 

carried out in 1X Extract-N-Amp PCR reaction mix and 0.5 µM of each primer with 4 µl of tissue 

extract in a total volume of 20 μl. PCR reaction protocol was performed at 94°C/5 min, followed by 

35 cycles of 94°C/1 min, 85°C/1 min, 72°C/1.50 min, followed by final extension at 72°C/ 5 min. PCR 

products were visualised by agarose gel electrophoresis as described in section 2.2.4. 

 

2.2.4 Gel electrophoresis 

All agarose gel electrophoresis were carried out in BioRad tanks and 1x TAE (89 mM Tris/ 89 mM 

boric acid/ 2 mM EDTA) was used as gel and running buffer. 1 -2 grams agarose powder (Sigma-

Aldrich) were added to 100 ml of gel buffer and the solution was heated in a microwave until 

agarose granules were completely dissolved. Melted agarose was cooled to approximately 50°C and 

7 µl of Gel-Red nucleic acid stain (1:10,000; Phenix Research Products) was added before pouring in 

the plastic mould containing 20 wells combs. 1X BlueJuice™ gel loading buffer (10X; Invitrogen™) 

was added to each sample, samples were loaded on a 1 - 2 % horizontal agarose, and 

electrophoresis was carried out between 70-90 Volts for 50-90 min. The 50 bp DNA Ladder (New 

England Biolabs), the 100 bp DNA ladder (Promega), and the GeneRuler 1 Kb DNA ladder (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) were used as DNA size markers. Gels were imaged and DNA was visualised under 

UV light using a Syngene Gene Genius Bio-imaging System (Scanalytics, Billerica, MA, USA).  
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2.3 Gravimetric Analysis 

Age (days), heart weight (hw; mg), body weight (bw; g), tibial length (tl; cm), heart weight: body 

weight ratio (hw:bw; mg/g), and heart weight: tibial length ratio (hw:tl; mg/cm) were recorded. To 

accurately measure heart weight, hearts were explanted and stripped of fat and appendages then 

placed on a micro-scale. For tibial length measurements, muscle and skin of the tibia were removed 

by mechanical stripping. The length of the tibia from the condyles to the tip of the medial malleolus 

was measured by electronic digital vernier calipers (Maxwell). 

Data are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and compared for statistical 

significance using One-way ANOVA test followed by Bonferroni multiple comparison test where P 

<0.05 is considered significant; unless stated otherwise.  

 

2.4 Electron Microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (EM) imaging was conducted in the Laboratory of Electron 

Tomography of the Sarcomere, Molecular Medicine Section Faculty of Medicine at Imperial College 

London by Dr Pradeep Luther and Iratxe Torre Martinez. After euthanasia, freshly excised cardiac 

papillary muscles were incubated for 30 min in Krebs-Henseleit buffer (KH; see Table 2.1 for 

composition of solution) combined with 30 mM 2,3-butanedione monoxime (BDM). They were fixed 

in 3 % glutaraldehyde in KH buffer for 1 hour at room temperature (RT) followed by 3 buffer washes 

10 min each. Samples were then post fixed with 1 % osmium tetroxide in water for 30 min, and 

washed 3 times in water 3 min each. Samples were dehydrated through an ascending series of 

acetone applications (50 %, 70 %, 80 %, 90 %, 95 %, 100 % and finally dry acetone) for 10 min each. 

Samples were then prepared for embedding into the epoxy resin araldite CY 212 by infiltration with 

acetone/araldite resin mixture (1:1 ratio) O/N in the specimen rotator. After 3 more resin changes, 
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samples were placed in plastic petri dishes containing fresh resin and semi-polymerised at 50°C. 

Beam capsules filled with resin were inverted on to the semi-polymerised samples and polymerised 

for a further 48 hrs. The polymerised araldite blocks containing the sample were separated from 

the beam capsules, trimmed using a razor blade and bevelled using a glass knife to create the block 

face for sectioning. Semi-thick (0.5 µm) sections were cut using a glass knife, while ultrathin (100 

nm) sections were cut with a diamond knife using a Reichert Jung Ultracut E ultra-microtome. 100 

nm sections were picked up on copper grids and stained by floating the grids on a drop of 2% 

ethanolic uranyl acetate stained with lead citrate solutions.  Sections were viewed using a JEOL 

1200 electron microscope with 1,000 X magnification (JEOL UK). Also, digital images were recorded 

with a Tietz Fastscan CCD camera with Tietz EMMenu 4.0 software to view and record images at a 

range of magnifications. 

  

 

 
Table 2.1: Composition of KH buffer. Solution was equilibrated to pH 7.4 with 95% O2-5% CO2. 

Component Concentration (mM) 

NaCl 119 

KCl 4.7 

MgSO4 0.94 

CaCl2 1 

KH2PO4 1.2 

NaHCO3 25 

Glucose 11.5 
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2.5 Histology and Immunohistochemistry 

Hearts were explanted and a cross sectional areas of the heart containing both right and left 

ventricle were fixed immediately in 4 % paraformaldehyde O/N in 4°C. Later, they were embedded 

in paraffin, and sectioned at 4 μm intervals.  

 

2.5.1 Hematoxylin and eosin stain 

Hematoxylin and eosin stain (H&E) stain was performed by staining the nuclei with haematoxylin 

for 5 min followed by series of rinsing in tap water steps 5 min each. Later, slides were stained with 

eosin for 2 min then dehydrated, cleared, and mounted using Vectashield with DAPI (1 drop, <0.5 

ml). 

 

2.5.2 Collagen and Picro-sirius red staining 

Collagen deposition in KO and TG heart sections were compared to sections form WT hearts using 

Picro-sirius red staining (PSR) stain. Slides were deparaffinised in xylene for 2 min, hydrated in 

methanol gradation of 100 % (3 times) and 70 % (1 time), then dipped in distal water. Slides were 

stained in PSR (composition: 0.5 g saturated aqueous solution of picric acid made up to 500 ml; BDH 

chemicals) for 35 min followed by 4 washing steps in 100% methanol. Finally, slides were immersed 

in xylene (2 times) 10 min each. Slides were mounted using Vectashield with DAPI, coverslips were 

applied, and left to dry O/N in RT. 

Images were taken using a bright field microscope (Ziess). In terms of computer analysis, the 

threshold tool in ImageJ software was used to accurately separate and detect both red (fibrotic 
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tissue) and yellow stained areas (normal tissue)  in each section.  Contrast enhancement tool was 

used first to quantify the shade of PSR area as a percentage versus the shade of the total area. 

Quantitative image statistical analysis was performed using Graph Pad Prism.   

 

2.5.3 Cell size and wheat germ agglutinin staining 

For wheat germ agglutinin staining (WGA) staining, slides were deparaffinised in xylene (3 times) 5 

min each, xylene: 100% ethanol (1:1; 5 min), then hydrated in ethanol gradation of 100 % -95 % -70 

% - 50 % (5 min each), then dipped in running cold tap water for 30 min. Slides were permeabilised 

with 0.1% Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; composition (1 L): 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM 

Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, and the pH was adjusted to 7.4 with HCl. Tween-20 was added for 10 min 

then washed with PBS (3 times). Slides were blocked with 1.5 % of bovine serum albumin (BSA) 

diluted in PBS at RT for 10 min then incubated for 1 hour at RT with primary antibody against WGA 

conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate (Alexa Fluor® 488 conjugate of WGA; 50 μg/ml, Invitrogen) 

in PBS. Slides were washed 3 times in PBS, mounted in Vectashield with DAPI (Vector Labs), and 

imaged by fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss Axio Observer Inverted Widefield Microscope with LED 

illumination) at excitation and emission of 495 and 519 nm respectively.  For each section, 8-10 

images were captured using 10x magnification and in each image 30-40 cells size were calculated.  

 

2.5.4 Data analysis 

In all the structural studies, 3-4 hearts per group were used for analysis. Data was compared for 

statistical significance using one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni multiple comparison test 

where P < 0.05 is considered significant. 
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2.6 Preparation of Trabeculae 

Hearts were rapidly explanted and rinsed free of blood in an ice-cold oxygenated KH buffer (Table 

2.1) containing 0.2 ml heparin. Hearts were transferred to a cooled stage (5°C) of a dissecting 

microscope in oxygenated KH buffer containing 40mM BDM. BDM is a contraction uncoupling agent 

added to reduce contracture of the heart while dissecting trabeculae to minimise tissue damage.  

The LV free wall was opened close to the septum and fine trabeculae were carefully excised. 

Trabeculae measured 0.3-0.7 mm in length, 35-90 μm in width and 65-115 μm in depth. Aluminium 

foil T-clips were gently attached to the ends of the trabeculae for mounting them onto the 

experimental apparatus (Figure 2.1). 

 

                         A.                                                        B. 

 
 
Figure 2.1: Cardiac trabeculae preparation. (A)  Aluminium foil T-clips. (B) Aluminium foil T-clip 
attached to both ends of the isolated cardiac tissue pinned in a sylgard dish. Bar= 500µm 

 

Trabeculae (1-2/ heart) were dissected from the LV of all mice (age ranged from 6-9 months) 

including: adult female Mybpc3 KO, CnAβ KO, Mybpc3 /CnAβ dKO, and WT mice. Trabeculae were 

permeabilised by 30 min immersion in a relaxing solution (Table 2.2) containing 2% Triton X-100. 

The permeabilisation step was performed to remove the cell membrane as well as intracellular 

membrane-bound structures such as mitochondria and sarcoplasmic reticulum, allowing direct 
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access to the myofilament space. This eliminates sarcoplasmic reticulum ATPase activity, in addition 

to sources of ATP generation, leaving the contractile myofilaments energetically isolated. After 

permeabilisation, preparations were subsequently stored in a 50% (vol/vol) glycerol/relaxing 

solution for further permeabilisation at -20°C for up to 5 days. 

 

Component Concentration 

K+ Propionate 70 mM 

Mg Acetate 8 mM 

K2EGTA 5 mM 

Na2ATP 7 mM 

Imidazole 6 mM 

PMSF 10 μM 

Trypsin Inhibitor 50 mg.L-1 

Leupeptin  4 mg.L-1 

 
Table 2.2: Composition of relaxing solution. Solutions were made up to 150 mM ionic strength and 
pH 7.1 at 20°C. Abbreviations used are: EGTA, 1,2-Di (2 aminoethoxy) ethane-N,N,N,’N’-tetra-acetic 
acid; ATP, Adenosine 5’-Triphosphate (Sigma A3377); PMSF, Phenyl methyl sulfonyl fluoride. 
Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
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2.7 Experimental Setup 

Trabeculae were mounted via the T-clips and glued in place with shellac (dissolved in ethanol) 

between the force transducer and a servomotor in a stage system. This system was built into a 

stainless-steel stage of a Zeiss ACM upright microscope. The stage is temperature-controlled (0°C 

and 20°C) and consists of four platforms plus one additional trough of which is constructed from 0.5 

mm thick quartz (Figure 2. 2 A).  

Once the muscle is mounted (Figure 2.2 B); sarcomeric length and muscle dimensions were 

measured using a 40x water immersion objective lens (Zeiss, 40x W, 0.75NA) and cross-sectional 

area calculated from width and depth measurements (assuming an oval cross-section). All 

experiments were performed at 20°C. 
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Figure 2.2: Cardiac trabeculae activation by temperature-jump approach. (A) Experimental 
apparatus consisting of four temperature-controlled platforms, two of low temperature (0°C) and 
two of high temperature (20°C) plus one last additional trough constructed from 0.5 mm thick 
quartz. (B) The cardiac trabecula is mounted between two hooks one attached to a motor and the 
other to a force transducer immersed in a drop of experimental solutions on top of a platform. The 
platforms are connected to two stepper motors allowing vertical and horizontal movements to 
provide quick transfer of the cardiac trabeculae between different experimental 
platforms/solutions. 

B. 

A. 
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2.8 Sarcomere Length Measurements 
 
Set up the sarcomere length (SL) is crucial for proving the validity of the contraction model (Haruo 

1998). In this study initial SL was set to 2.1 μm. SL was measured directly under a high magnification 

light microscope by counting the number of sarcomeres versus fixed length (Figure 2.3).  

 

2.8.1 Calibration of the upright microscope objective eyepiece lens graticule 

Light microscopy measurements were used to assess preparation width and length in the glass 

trough of the temperature-jump experimental apparatus. To calibrate the objective lens graticule of 

the upright microscope, a scale of known size was placed on the stage and aligned with the 

graticule of the eyepiece and several readings were taken. These readings were used to calculate 

the calibration factor for the 40x objective lens in use. Readings from the two scales showed that: 

• 41 divisions on the eyepiece graticule = 100 μm on the stage micrometer 

• Each division on the eyepiece graticule is 100 / 41μm = 2.4μm  

• 10 divisions = 24 μm  

• 10 sarcomeres = 21 μm (2.1 μm each)  

• Number of sarcomeres in 10 divisions = (21/24) * 10 = 8.75 sarcomeres (~9 sarcomeres)  
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of SL measurements. 
 

 

 

2.9 Force Measurement and Mechanical Perturbations 

Force was measured by an AE 801 silicon gauge transducer (SensoNor, Horten, Norway) attached to 

one end of the trabecula. The other end was attached to a servomotor capable of making 

longitudinal movements of up to 0.1 mm within 500 μs. The motor consisted of a modified 

loudspeaker coil (RS Components, Corby, UK, 8 ohms, 40mm diameter) operated in a position feed-

back mode.  
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2.9.1 Force transducer calibration 

Regular calibration of the force transducer was performed to determine the calibration factor used 

to convert the voltage output into force (kN/m2). This was done by attaching the force transducer 

vertically to the base (vice). A set of weights of various masses were hung from the hook, thus 

simulating the force produced during a cardiac trabecula contraction. For each mass, the change in 

the output signal (voltage) of the force transducer was recorded and plotted against the mass. The 

gradient obtained by linear regression was the calibration factor (Figure 2.4). 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Force transducer calibration. Diagram showing the relationship between each applied 
force (mg) and transducer output (mv).  
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trabecula length; therefore calibration of the motor signal is necessary to calculate motor 

longitudinal movement correlated to different applied voltages. The motor was placed into the 

quartz trough on the stage system and the distance displayed was measured by the hook at the end 

of the motor in response to various applied voltages. A linear plot is produced of which the gradient 

is the calibration factor used to calculate the required voltage for each experiment (Figure 2.5). 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Calibration of the motor hook. The motor hook displacement at various applied 
voltages. 
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2.9.3 Muscle activation by temperature-jump 

Activation of contraction was achieved by temperature-jump approach. Trabeculae were mounted 

between a force transducer and a servomotor on a rapid solution exchange system driven by a 

stepper motor. Trabeculae were transferred from pre-activating solution (platform 1) to activating 

solution (platform 2) at 0°C (see Table 2.3 for composition of solutions). Trabeculae were then 

transferred to activating solution (platform 3) and then to relaxing solution (platform 4) at the test 

temperature 20°C. At this temperature point; force increased rapidly and finally the preparation 

was moved to relaxing solution where force returned to baseline (Figure 2.6). 

 

 Pre-activating 
Solution 

Activating 
Solution 

Relaxing 
Solution 

TES 100 100 100 

MgCl2 6.93 6.76 7.70 

CaEGTA 0 25 0 

EGTA 0.1 0 25 

HDTA 24.9 0 0 

Na2ATP 5.45 5.49 5.44 

Glutathione 10 10 10 

 
Table 2.3: Composition of solutions for temperature-jump activation. Concentrations given in mM. 
Ionic strength is 200 mM and pH 7.1. Abbreviations used are: TES, N-tris[hydroxymethyl]ethyl-2-
aminoethanesulfonic acid; HDTA, 1,6-Diaminohexane-N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid. 
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Figure 2.6: Example of force measurement trace at 20°C. Force measurement trace showing 
trabecula activation in (platform 3) and relaxation in (platform 4) through one experimental 
manoeuvre at 20oC. Between 3-5 seconds unloaded and loaded shortening cycles were performed. 
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2.9.4 Unloaded shortening velocity 

The slack test (Edman 1979) was used to determine the unloaded shortening velocities (V0) in 

muscle length per second (ML/s). Maximally activated trabecula was rapidly slackened by different 

percentages of initial muscle length (ranging from 6 – 12%) reducing tension to zero. The time 

required to take up the imposed slack, from the onset of the length step to the beginning of force 

redevelopment (which marks the end of the unloaded shortening) was measured (Δt; Figure 2.7). 

Force re-development times were plotted against shortening distance to determine the maximum 

shortening velocity (Vmax). 
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Figure 2.7: Example of typical slack test recording at 20°C. Force (Blue line) and motor trace (green 
line) during a 6% release of cardiac trabeculae. Δt measurements, time until force redevelopment 
after rapid release of muscle.  
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2.9.5 Force-velocity relationship 

Temperature-jump activation was also used to study the effect of shortening velocity on force at 

20°C. To create a force-velocity relation, fast releases (2~4 % of muscle length) were performed 

once peak isometric force was attained. The fast release which unloads the parallel elasticity was 

immediately followed by a (4~6 % of muscle length) ramp at various velocities, ranging from 0.1 – 

1.5 ML/s. The force during shortening was calculated as the average force obtained once the initial 

force decrease had ended (Figure 2.8). Force is expressed as a fraction of the maximum isometric 

force produced during each contraction. The force-velocity relationship was fitted with Hill’s 

hyperbolic equation (Hill 1938) using Excel solver function:  

 
P/Po = a x (Vmax - V)/(V + b) 

 
Where Po is the isometric force, P is the force during shortening at velocity V and a and b are 
constants. 
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Figure 2.8: Example of typical force-velocity measurement at 20°C. Force (blue line) and motor 
trace (green line)  showing force during ramp at release velocities between 0.1 and 1.5 ML/s. P₀, 
isometric force; P, force during shortening; ML/s, muscle length per second.  
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2.9.6 Data collection and analysis 

Data were collected using a personal computer and a LabView programme designed by M. 

Caremani (University of Florence). Two channels were recorded (force and motor output) at 2 kHz 

for 15 seconds for temperature-jump activation. Data were analysed in Microsoft Excel 2013 and 

Graph Pad Prism software (version 5). All data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Data was compared 

for statistical significance using Kruskal-Wallis Test and Dunn’s multiple comparison test where P 

<0.05 is considered significant.  

 

2.10 MLC2v Phosphorylation Measurements 

2.10.1 Preparation of phosphate-tag SDS-PAGE gels 

Phosphate-tag SDS-PAGE (Phos-tag) gels were used to visualize the mobility shift of phosphorylated 

MLC2v proteins by SDS-PAGE gel analysis incorporated with polyacrylamide bound Mn2+ dependant 

Phos-tagTM (Wako Chemicals GmbH, Germany). (For gel compositions see: Table 2.4). 

 

 15% Resolving Gel 
1.0 mM 

4% Stacking Gel 
1.0 mM 

Sterile dH2O 3.78 ml 6 ml 

40% Polyacrylamide/Bis 3.33 ml 1.32 ml 

0.5M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) - 2.52 ml 

1.5M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8) 2.5 ml - 
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10% SDS 100 µl 100 µl 

10 mM MnCl2 (H2O)4 100 µl - 

5.0 mM Phos-Tag 100 µl - 

TEMED 14.3 µl 10 µl 

10% APS 71.5 µl 50 µl 

Total Volume 10 ml 10 ml 

 

Table 2.4: SDS-PAGE with polyacrylamide bound Mn2+ Phos-tag composition of solutions. 
Abbreviations: Tris, Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane; TEMED, Tetramethylethylenediamine; 
APS, Ammonium persulfate. 

 

2.10.2 Preparation of LV samples 

LV samples (20 – 40 mg) were homogenised in 100 μl of SDS-PAGE loading buffer and left O/N at -

80°C. Prior to gel loading; sample solutions were aliquoted in 10 μl fractions and heated for 3 min in 

a heat block at 100°C to aid proteins to denature. Sample proteins were then separated by 

electrophoresis at constant 50 mA for 1-2 hrs at RT. Phos-tag gels were washed in western transfer 

buffer (composition: 25mM Tris, 190mM Glycine, and 20% Methanol; Sigma-aldrich) plus 1 mM 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) three times for 5 min each. They were trans-blotted for 1 

hour at 100 V onto pre-soaked and corner clipped polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (PVDF; BIO-

RAD). Membranes were blocked by immersion in blocking buffer (composition: 0.1 % Tween and 10 

mM PBS; BIO-RAD) with 5 % non-fat dry milk. Membranes were probed by incubation with MLC2v 

specific primary antibody (mouse anti-MLC2v; Alexis biochemical) diluted in blocking buffer without 

milk (1:134) for 1 hour at RT and followed by 3 washes with PBS for 5 min each. Membranes were 

then incubated in a secondary horse radish peroxidase linked antibody diluted in blocking buffer 
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(1:20.000, goat anti-mouse; BIO-RAD) for 1 hour at RT. Membranes were washed 3 times with PBS 

for 5 min each and visualized by an electro-chemiluminescence method using Luminol/Peroxide 

blot developer solutions (1:1, BIO-RAD) for 3 min. Emitted light bands were detected using a 

Molecular Imager, ChemiDocTM XRS + with ImageLabTM Software.  

 

2.10.3 Data collection and analysis 

To quantify the degree of MLC2v phosphorylation, Image-J software was used to analyse blot band 

intensity (Figure 2.9). Data were compared for statistical significance using one-way ANOVA and 

Bonferroni multiple comparison test where P <0.05 is considered significant. 

 

 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Separation of MLC2v sarcomeric protein by phosphate affinity SDS-PAGE gel. 
Representative immune-blot showing the mobility shift of phosphorylated MLC2v which splits into 4 
bands and the verification of phosphorylation levels (Left). Densitometric scans of MLC2v separated 
by phosphate affinity SDS-PAGE (Right). 
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2.11 Calcineurin Phosphatase Assay 

Hyperphosphorylated MLC2v (hMLC2v) was generously provided by Christopher Toepfer (NHLI, 

Imperial College London) (Toepfer et al. 2013). Briefly, recombinant MLC2v protein was incubated 

with cMLCK at 37oC for 2 hrs in a kinase buffer (Composition mM: 25 HEPES, 200 NaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 1 

DTT, 5 % Glycerol and 200 µM ATP). Kinase was then removed by molecular weight cut off column 

filtration (Pierce™ Dextran Desalting Columns). Later, hMLC2v was incubated in a reaction mixture 

containing: 50 mM Tris, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM DDT, 0.1 mg/ml BSA, 0.1 mM 

Calmodulin and 0.1 mM Calcineurin (Bovine brain; Calbiochem). The mixture was allowed to 

incubate for 20, 40, and 60 min at 37°C. The assay mixture was electrophoresed using Phos-tag gels; 

as previously described in section 2.10.1. Control samples contained the reaction mixture lacking 

both calcineurin and calmodulin.  

The level of MLC2v phosphorylation was assumed to be 100 % and the reduction in 

phosphorylation, measured as the release of phosphate, reflected calcineurin phosphatase activity.  
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2.12 MLC2v Phosphomimetic Mutation 

2.12.1 Site-directed mutagenesis 

The substitution of (S) by aspartic acid (D) at the 14th and 15th amino acid position of WT MLC2v 

(S14D, S15D) generates a protein which mimics the phosphorylated form of WT-MLC2v 

(pseudophosphorylated MLC2v (pMLC2v); for more details see Figure 2.10). Site-directed 

mutagenesis was performed on WT-MLC2v cDNA inserted into a pCMV-Entry vector (NCBI 

#BC061144; Origene; Figure 2.11 A) to introduce single point mutations leading to S14D and 

S15D substitutions. The QuickChange Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent 

Technologies; Figure 2.11 B) was used as per manufacturer’s instructions. The mutant strand 

synthesis reactions were prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 50 ng of 

cDNA were mixed with 1 µl dNTPs mix, 2.5 µl 10x QuiikChange Multi reaction buffer, 10 ng of each 

primer, and 1 µl QuikChange Multi enzyme blend in a final volume of 25 µl. Reactions were cycled 

at 95°C/1 min, followed by 30 cycles of 95°C/1 min, 55°C/1 min, 65°C/10 min, and cooled on ice for 

2 min. Primers for site-directed mutagenesis were: forward primer 5’-CCAAGAAGCGGATAG 

AAGGCGGGGATGACAACGTGTTCTCCATGTTTGAG-3’ and reverse primer 5’- CTCAAACATGGAGAA 

CACGTTGTCATCCCCGCCTTCTATCCGC TTCTTGG-3’.  
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C. 
MLC2v reference sequence= GAAGCGGATAGAAGGCGGGAGCTCCAACGTGTT 
WT-MLC2v sequence =           GAAGCGGATAGAAGGCGGGAGCTCCAACGTGTT 
pMLC2v sequence=                 GAAGCGGATAGAAGGCGGGGATGACAACGTGTT 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10: Representative chromatograms from WT-MLC2v plasmid (A) and pMLC2v plasmid 
after mutagenesis (B). Genomic base is the reference sequence of the gene of interest (MLC2v) and 

B. 

Base call 

A. 

G G G A G C T C C A A 
G G G G A T G A C A A 

Genomic base 
Base call 
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base call is the sequence received from the sequencing facility. (C) Detailed sequences for both WT-
MLC2v and pMLC2v compared to the reference sequence of MLC2v. 
 
 
A. 

 

B. 
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Figure 2.11: (A) Schematic of the multiple cloning sites of pCMV-Entry. (B) Overview of the 
QuikChange II Site-directed Mutagenesis Method. Both were modified from the protocol.  
The parental DNA samples were digested using 10 U of DpnI, a restriction enzyme specific for 

methylated and hemimethylated DNA. After addition of DpnI, samples were gently mixed by 

pipetting the solution up and down several times, spun down in a microcentrifuge at maximum 

speed 20,800 x g for 1 min and immediately incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. Successful mutagenesis 

was verified by Sanger sequencing. 1.5 µg of plasmid DNA were sequenced by Beckman Coulter 

DNA Sequencing Facility using the pCMV6-Entry vector primers: VP1.5 5`-GGACTTTCCAAAATGTCG-3` 

and XL39 5`- ATTAGGAC AAGGCTGGTGGG-3. 

 

2.12.2 Transformation of XL10-Gold ultracompetent cells 

The XL10-Gold ultracompetent cells (Invitrogen) were thawed on ice. For each mutagenesis 

reaction, 50 μl of ultracompetent cells were placed in a pre-chilled 15 ml BD Falcon tube. Then 1.5 

μl of the DpnI-treated DNA from each mutagenesis reaction was added. Tubes were mixed gently 

and incubated on ice for 10 min, while swirling gently every 2 min. The transformation reaction mix 

was placed into a 0.1 cm gap sterile electroporation cuvette (Gene Pulser/MicroPulser Cuvettes 

#165-2083) for electroporation and was electrically-pulsed for 30 sec (Gene Pulser Xcell™ Total 

System). The duration of the electrical pulse is critical for obtaining the highest efficiencies. 

Cuvettes were incubated on ice for 2 min and 1 ml pre-heated (42°C) Super Optimal broth (S.O.C 

media; Sigma - Aldrich) was added immediately to the transformation reaction. The content of each 

cuvette was placed in a 15 ml BD Falcon tube and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour with shaking at 250 

revolutions per minute (rpm). 
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Antibiotic selection was performed on agar plates containing 50 µg/ml Kanamycin. 100 µl of each 

transformation reaction were spread on pre-warmed selective plates and incubated at 37°C O/N. 

Plates were then kept at 4°C until used.  Single colonies were picked and grown in 5 ml Lysogeny 

broth (LB) containing 50 µg/ml Kanamycin at 37°C O/N with shaking at 250 rpm.  

 

2.12.3 Purification of plasmid DNA Mini-prep Kit 

Plasmid DNA extraction was performed using the QIAprep Spin Mini-prep Kit (Qiagen) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 5 ml of bacterial culture were centrifuged at 6,000 x g for 10 

min at 4°C, the supernatant was carefully removed and the pellet was resuspended by vortexing in 

250 µl of buffer P1. Samples were transferred to microcentrifuge tubes, 250 µl buffer P2 were 

added and tubes were inverted 6 times. 350 µl buffer N3 were added and samples were mixed 

immediately by inversion. Tubes were then centrifuged for 10 min at 17,900 x g and the 

supernatant was carefully applied to the QIAprep spin column by decanting. Tubes were 

centrifuged for 1 min at 17,900 x g, the flow-through was discarded and each column was placed 

back into the same collection tube. 500 µl of buffer PB were added to the columns and samples 

were centrifuged at 17,900 x g for 1 min. The flow-through was discarded and columns were placed 

back into the same collection tube. To wash QIAprep spin column, 750 µl ethanol-based washing 

buffer (PE) was added and centrifuged for 1 min at 17,900 x g. Flow-through was discarded, 

columns placed into fresh collection tubes, and centrifuged at maximum speed 20,800 x g for 1 min 

to remove residual washing buffer. Finally, QIAprep spin column was placed in a clean 1.5 ml 

microcentrifuge tube and 50 µl DNA elution buffer was added to the centre of the column 

membrane. Tubes were incubated at RT for 1 min and centrifuged for 1 min at 17,900 x g. 
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Plasmid DNA was quantified by spectrophotometry using the Nano-Drop ND-1000 

spectrophotometer and stored at -20°C until further use. To confirm that the extracted plasmid 

contained the mutated MLC2v cDNA sequence, 300 ng of plasmid DNA were submitted to be 

sequenced in 1.5 ml tubes combined with 3.2 pmol of pCMV6-Entry vector sequencing primers 

(mentioned in section 2.12.1) in a total volume of 10 µl. 

The vectors containing the WT-MLC2v cDNA and pMLC2v cDNA were sent to Vector BioLabs 

(Malvern, USA) to generate adeno-associated virus (AAV9). They have generated AAV9 expressing 

WT-MLC2v and pMLC2v driven by α-MHC promoter, with WPRE gene expression enhancer. qPCR 

was used for titering the viral stock which was 1.6 x 1014 GC/ml.  

Also, vector containing pMLC2v cDNA was used to generate adeno-virus (ad) expressing pMLC2v 

and GFP; Adv-GFP-mMyl2 (S14D-S15D); adv-pMLC2v. It was supplied in liquid form at 3.1 x 1010 

Plaque forming units (PFU)/ml titer. The storage solution contained DMEM, 2% BSA, and 2.5% 

Glycerol and was stored at -80°C.  

 

2.13 Generation of WT and pMLC2v TG Mice 

2.13.1 Introduction of SalI restriction enzyme site 

Sequences encoding both WT-MLC2v and pMLC2v were PCR-amplified using the following primers 

carrying 5’tails with SalI restriction site flanked by random nucleotide sequences (lower case): F 

primer 5’ – cgcgGTCGACATGGCACCAAAGAAAGCCAAGAAGCGGATAGAAGGC -3’ and R primer 5’- 

cgcgGTCGACTCAGTCCTTCTCTTCTCCGTG- 3’.  

PCR reactions were carried out in 1 x PCR buffer minus Mg2+, 0.2mM dNTPs, 5mM MgCl2, 0.2µM 
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each primer and 2U of Platinum Taq-polymerase (Invitrogen) with 120 ng of pCMV-Entry vector in a 

total volume of 50 µl. Reactions were denatured at 94°C/5 min and cycled 35 times at 94°C/30 sec, 

63°C/30 sec and 72°C/1.5 min, followed by a final extension of 72°C/7 min. PCR products were then 

purified with QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN). Briefly, 250 µl buffer PB were added to 50 µl 

PCR product. Samples were applied to the QIAquick columns and centrifuged for 1 min at 17,900 x 

g.  Flow-through was discarded, 750 µl washing buffer PE was added, and centrifuged for 1 min at 

17,900 x g. Flow-through was discarded  and the QIAquick columns were centrifuged at maximum 

speed in fresh 2 ml collection tubes for 1 min to remove residual wash buffer. QIAquick columns 

were placed in clean 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes, then DNA was eluted by adding 50 μl buffer EB 

(10 mM Tris·Cl, pH 8.5) and columns were centrifuged for 1 min 17,900 x g. PCR products were 

visualized by gel electrophoresis as previously described in section 2.2.4. 

 

2.13.2 DNA extraction and purification 

To isolate the specific PCR product gel extraction was performed using QIAquick gel extraction kit 

(Qiagen). Briefly, DNA fragment was excised from the 1 % agarose gel with a clean scalpel, weighed, 

and placed in 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. Three volumes of buffer QG were added to one volume 

of gel and samples were incubated at 50°C for 10 min. Vortexing the tube every 2-3 min helped in 

dissolving the gel. The samples were then applied to the QIAquick spin columns and centrifuged for 

1 min 17,900 x g. Flow-through was discarded, 750 µl of buffer PE was added, columns were let 

stand for 5 min, and then centrifuged for 1 min at 17,900 x g. Flow-through was discarded and 

columns were centrifuged for an additional 1 min at 17,900 x g. Finally, 50 µl DNA elution buffer 

was added to the centre of the column and tubes were centrifuged for 1 min at 17,900 x g. Gel 
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electrophoresis was used to check DNA elution and product size as previously described in section 

2.2.4. 

2.13.3 TOPO®TA cloning 

Gel purified PCR products from section 2.13.2 were cloned into pCR2.1-TOPO vector using the 

TOPO® TA Cloning Kit (Invitrogen). TOPO cloning reaction (6 µl) was prepared as described in Table 

2.5.  

 

Reagent Volume 

Fresh PCR Product 4 µl 

Salt Solution 1 µl 

TOPO® Vector 1 µl 

Final Volume 6 µl 

 

Table 2.5: Set up for the TOPO Cloning Reaction. 

 

The reaction was mixed gently and incubated for 5 min at RT, then placed on ice. 2 µl of the the 

ligated mixture were added to 50 µl of one shot chemically competent E. coli TOP10 cells 

(Invitrogen) and  the cell vial was gently mixed by flicking the tube a few times . The transformation 

reaction was incubated on ice for 10 min, cells were heat shocked at 42°C in a water bath for 30 

seconds and immediately transferred to ice. 250 µl S.O.C pre-warmed media was added and the 

reaction was incubated at 37°C for 1 hour with shaking at 200 rpm. 50 µl of each transformation 
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reaction were plated on agar plates containing Ampicillin antibiotic (100 µg/ml) and incubated at 

37°C O/N. Single colonies were then picked and grown  in 5 ml LB– Ampicillin broth  (100 µg/ml) at 

37°C O/N with shaking at 250 rpm. Plasmid DNA extraction was performed using the QIAprep Spin 

Miniprep Kit (Qiagen) as previously described in section 2.11.3 and 300 ng were submitted for 

sequencing. Sequencing universal primer was used M13-26REV 5’-CAGGAAA CAGCTATGAC-3’ by 

Beckman Coulter Genomics facility. 

 

2.13.4 Restriction enzyme digestion and ligation 

TOPO vectors containing WT-MLC2v and pMLC2v were digested with SalI (Promega) and the 

excised inserts were subcloned into murine alpha-myosin heavy chain (α-MHC; Figure 2.12) clone 

26 (generously provided by Dr. J. Robbins, Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Centre, Cincinnati, 

OH); SalI digestion mixture was set up as described in Table 2.6.  
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of the murine α-MHC vector. 
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Reaction Buffer Volume 

Promega 10X Reaction Buffer D 3 µl 

Restriction Enzyme (SalI 10U/µl) 1.5 µl 

BSA (10 mg/ml) 3 µl 

DNA (1 µg/µl) 15 µl 

Water (up to 30 µl) 7.5 µl 

Final Volume 30 µl 

 

Table 2.6: Promega restriction enzyme reaction buffer composition. 

The reaction was mixed and incubated at 37°C O/N then stored at 4°C. The α-MHC vector was also 

digested with SalI and a no DNA reaction was used as a negative control. Digested products were 

separated by gel electrophoresis using 1% agarose gel as previously described in section 2.2.4.  

 

2.13.5 DNA extraction and purification 

DNA fragments (insert and α-MHC vector) were excised from the 1 % agarose gel as described in 

section 2.13.2. Part of the purified products was run in a 1 % agarose gel to evaluate their size and 

purity as previously described in section 2.2.4. 
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2.13.6 Vector dephosphorylation reaction 

SalI digested α-MHC vector was dephosphorylated to prevent re-circularisation; dephosphorylation 

reactions were prepared as shown in Table 2.7.  

 

Reaction Buffer Volume 

MULTI-CORE™ 10X Buffer 1 µl 

DNA vector (0.1 µg/µl) 10 µl 

TSAP (1 U/µl) 1 µl 

 

Table 2.7: Digestion reaction buffer composition. Abbreviation used is: TSAP, Thermosensitive 
Alkaline Phosphatase. 

 

The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 15 min then TSAP was heat-inactivated at 74°C for 15 min.  

100 ng of dephosphorylated vector was used in a ligation reaction containing 40 ng DNA insert (WT-

MLC2v or pMLC2v), 1X Rapid ligation buffer, and 2 µl of T4 DNA ligase (0.01 Weiss 

unit/µL; LigaFast™ Rapid DNA Ligation System; Promega) and was incubated at 25°C for 15 min. 

The ligation reactions were used to transform E. coli TOP10 cells and cells were plated on agar 

plates containing Ampicillin as previously described in sections 2.12.3. To identify colonies resulting 
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from the transformation with α-MHC vector containing the insert in the correct orientation single 

colonies were picked and grown in 100 µl LB-ampicillin broth in a 96 well plate (3.5 hrs at 37°C). 

Mini-prep was performed for each colony and plasmid was digested with SalI to identify the 

successful ligation of the insert. Then positive plasmids were amplified using primers which 

specifically amplify vectors containing the insert in the desired orientation. Primers used for 

amplifying were F 5’-TAGAAGCCTAGCCCACACCA-3’ and R 5’-CGGGATCAAACACCTTGAAT-3’.  

Two of the positive plasmids (Figure 2.13) for each construct were sequenced to confirm the 

integrity of the insert and those were used to transform cells for maxi-prep as described in section 

2.13.7. Positive clones were identified by enzymatic digestion with SalI followed by gel 

electrophoresis. In addition, the correct orientation of the inserts was confirmed by PCR 

amplification using primers surrounding the 5’ insertion site: F 5’-TAGAAGCCTAGCCCACACCA-3’and 

R 5’-CGGGATCAAACACC TTGAAT-3’; PCR products were also sequenced to exclude non-specific 

amplification.  
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A.  

 

B. 
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of the murine α-MHC vector containing WT-MLC2v (A) and pMLC2v (B). 

2.13.7 Endotoxin free of plasmid DNA Maxi-prep Kit 

Positive plasmids were incubated in 100 ml LB-Ampicillin broth O/N. LB-Ampicillin broth was 

centrifuged at 6,000 x g for 15 min at 4°C, supernatant was discarded, and the pelleted bacterial 

cells were re-suspended in 10 ml buffer P1 (EndoFree Plasmid Maxi Kit – QIAgen). 10 ml buffer P2 

was added, mixed thoroughly by inverting the tube 6 times, and incubated at RT for 5 min. 10 ml 

pre-chilled buffer P3 was added and mixed thoroughly by inverting the tube 6 times. The lysate was 

then transferred into the barrel of the QIAfilter Cartridge and incubated at RT for 10 min. The cell 

lysate was filtered into a 50 ml BD Falcon tube.  2.5 ml buffer ER was added to the filtered lysate 

and mixed by inverting the tube approximately 10 times, then incubated on ice for 30 min. In the 

meanwhile, QIAGENE-tip 500 was equilibrated by applying 10 ml buffer QBT and the column was 

allowed to empty by gravity flow. Filtered lysate was then applied to the QIAGEN-tip and allowed to 

enter the tip. QIAGEN-tip was then washed with 2 x 30 ml buffer QC. 15 ml buffer QN and 10.5 ml 
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isopropanol were added respectively and the tube was centrifuged at 15,000 x g for 30 min at 4°C. 

The supernatant was decanted carefully and the DNA pellet was washed with 5 ml of endotoxin-

free RT 70% ethanol and centrifuged for at 15,000 x g for 10 min. The supernatant was decanted 

carefully without disturbing the DNA pellet. Finally, the pellet was air-dried for 10 min and re-

dissolved in 400 µl endotoxin-free buffer TE. Plasmid DNA was quantified by spectrophotometry using 

the Nano-Drop ND-1000 spectrophotometer and stored at -20°C until further use.  Plasmid sequence 

was verified by sequencing. 

Later, the selected plasmids were linearized by digestion with KpnI and sent to Prof Ralph Knӧll in 

AstraZeneca were approximately 1,000 copies of each linearized vector were microinjected into 

distinct male pronuclei of fertilized FVB/N mouse oocytes and implanted into pseudo-pregnant 

females. Three-week-old mouse pups were screened for presence of the transgene by PCR as well 

as by genomic Southern analysis.  

 

2.14 AAV9- WT-MLC2v/pMLC2v Injections 

AAV9-WT-MLC2v or AAV9-pMLC2v (AAV9-aMHC-mMyl2 (S14D-S15D)-WPRE) has been generated 

(VectorBioLabs, USA) as previously described in section 2.11.3 and injected into the tail vein of WT 

and Mybpc3 KO mice (six-week-old). Two concentrations were used for injections: low dose (1x109 

viral genomes (vg)/ g BW) and high dose (1x1011 vg/ g BW) in sterile PBS. 

 

2.14.1 Tail vein injections 
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Mice were first placed in a heating box set up to 35°C for 10 min to vasodilate their tail veins (Figure 

2.14). Mice were placed in the restraining device with their tails exposed (Figure 2.15).  Tails were 

then swabbed with 70% alcohol to increase the visibility of one of the two lateral tail veins usually 

in the middle third of the tail. 

 

Figure 2.14: Tail anatomy in mice. 

Once the tail is restrained, and with the bevel of the needle facing upward and the needle almost 

parallel to the vein, needle was inserted gently into the tail vein. The plunger was slowly pressed to 

inject the mouse with 100 µl of the virus into the vein (Figure 2.15). If the needle is in the vein, 

there will be no resistance while injecting otherwise it will cause blanching around the vein or a 

subcutaneous bleb. Finally, needle was removed from the vein and a slight pressure to the puncture 

site was applied with a dry piece of gauze. Mice were removed from the restrainer and placed back 

to their cages. Mice were monitored for 10-15 min to ensure haemostasis.   
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Figure 2.15: Intravenous tail vein injection in the mouse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.14.2 Echocardiography 

Studies were performed by Dr Catherine Mansfield, NHLI - Imperial College London. Briefly, mice 

were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane, weighed then placed on the echo platform - heating pad with 

embedded ECG leads in order to maintain body temperature of 37°C. Ventilation and anesthesia 

were provided via a nose cone and isoflurane was reduced to 2%. Electrode gel was applied to the 

four limbs and they were taped to the ECG electrodes. Also, a rectal probe was gently inserted 

(after lubricating) to continuously monitor and adjust body temperature (37.0°C ± 0.5°C).   The fur 

was then removed from the neckline to mid chest level using hair removal cream.  
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2.14.2.1 Assessing systolic function of the heart 

Mouse was immobilised in an upward position under a slight angle. Preheated ultrasound gel (to 

approximate body temperature) was applied to the shaved chest. To make short-axis 

echocardiographic measurements, the probe was lowered onto the thorax para-sternally. Two-

dimensional (2D) imaging (B-mode) were performed to obtain a view along the parasternal short 

axis at papillary muscle level (Figure 2.16 Top). M-mode echocardiography was also used, which 

provides a 1-dimensional (1D) view, to obtain fine measurements of cardiac dimensions and 

contractility. These measurements included anterior and posterior wall thicknesses, LV end-

diastolic (LVEDD) and end-systolic (LVESD) dimensions (Figure 2.16 Bottom). LV mass, LV 

volumes and ejection fraction (EF) were calculated from these measurements. Standardizing the 

level of anaesthesia, body temperature, and heart rate within a group of mice is crucial to 

facilitate the significant comparison between different groups or genotypes of mice when using 

M-mode echocardiography.  
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Figure 2.16: (Top) Representative 2D echocardiography images (B-mode). Para-sternal short-axis 
view showing the LV anterior (LVAW) and posterior (LVPW) walls, the intra-ventricular septal wall 
(SW), and lateral wall (LW). The diameter of the LV lumen can be measured as the LV internal 
diameter (LVID). (Bottom) Acquisition and quantification of echocardiography. This Figure contains 
representative images of acquired data corresponding to the 2D echocardiography images 
presented in the Top. M-mode tracing with lines indicating end-systolic (ESD; yellow) and end-
diastolic (EDD; pink) diameters. Abbreviations used are: LVAWD/S, left ventricular anterior wall 
thickness (diastole/ systole); LVPWD/S, left ventricular posterior wall thickness (diastole/ systole). 

 

 

 

2.14.3 Data analysis 
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Data were analysed in Microsoft Excel 2013 and Graph Pad Prism. All data are expressed as mean ± 

standard deviation (SD). Data was compared for statistical significance using Kruskal-Wallis Test and 

Dunn’s multiple comparison test where P <0.05 is considered significant.  

 

2.15 Adeno-Virus Transfection using Adult Rat Ventricular Myocytes (ARVMs) 

2.15.1 Isolation of ARVMs 

ARVMs isolation was performed by Mr Peter O’Gara, Cardiac pharmacology group, NHLI, Imperial 

College London. Prior to killing, rats were either injected with heparin (1000 U/kg) or heparin was 

mixed with the ice cold KH buffer used to collect the heart. The rat was culled and the heart was 

immediately excised and immersed in ice cold KH buffer (1 mM Ca2+).  In a petri dish filled with fresh 

ice cold KH buffer the heart, with aorta dissected free, was trimmed away from the lungs, fats, and 

all other vessels. The aorta was cut and was cannulated towards the heart in the region of the arch, 

(care was taken to prevent any damage to the aortic valve or interfere with its closure, and to 

minimize the risk of an air bubble entering the aorta) and the heart was kept in a constant 

temperature chamber at 37°C.   The heart was then perfused with KH buffer (1 mM Ca2+, 95 % O2, 5 

% CO2) for 5 min after a steady flow was established. The perfusate was then switched to a low 

calcium medium (12-15 µM Ca2+, 100% O2) for a further 5 min.  Following that the heart was 

perfused with an enzyme solution (200 µM Ca2+, 100% O2) containing cooper biomedical 

collagenase (1.0 mg/ml) and Sigma hyaluronidase (0.6 gm/ml) [C&H] which was collected and 

recirculated for 10 min. The heart was then cut from the cannula and the atria were removed. The 

ventricles were then cut into 5-6 strips. The strips were transferred to a tube containing 10 ml of 

the same [C&H] enzyme solution, shaken and oxygenated (100 % O2) for 5 min.  The tissue was 
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filtered and the strips were then resuspended in 10 ml [C&H] enzyme solution for a further 30 min 

until all the tissue was digested. Cell suspensions were centrifuged at low speed, the resulting 

supernatant was discarded and the pellet of cells were resuspended in either 1 mM Ca2+ KH or 200 

µM Ca2+ solution (without any enzymes present).  

 

2.15.2 Multiplicity of infection (MOI) determination 

After ARVMs isolation, cells were centrifuged for 1 min at 2,300 x g and the flow through of the 

enzymatic solution was discarded. Pre-warmed Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium solution was 

added (DMEM; composition: 1 g/L Glucose, Pyruvate, L.glutamine, and HEPES at 25 mM; Corning 

#10-014-CV) and cells were centrifuged (this step was repeated twice). 2 ml pre-warmed M199 

media (M199 medium (Gibco) supplemented with 2 mM L-carnitine, 5 mM creatine, 5 mM taurine, 

0.2% BSA, and 5 ml Pen/Strep; Sigma) was added to the cells for cultivating.  The number of cells 

was counted by hemacytometer and then cells were plated in a 6-well plate (NEST® Cell Culture 

Plates). After 3 hrs the original M199 cell culture media was removed and replaced by virus-

containing media as described below. 

To determine MOI of the virus, ranging from 0 to 1000; general formulas were used: 

l. virus needed [IU]= cell number seeded * MOI 

ll. virus needed [IU]/ viral titer [IU/µl]= µl needed 

No virus particles were added to one of the wells as this well served as the control. Cells were 

incubated for 24-48 hrs at 37°C in a humidified incubator in an atmosphere of 5% CO2. Cells were 

then checked for the presence of GFP to consider the viral transfection successful by acquiring 
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pictures of the cells by Nikon fluorescence microscopy at 488/509 nm excitation and emission 

wavelengths respectively.  

The rate of transduced cells / dead cells per well for each MOI were visually determined at each 

time point. The lowest MOI at which all cells (or enough cells for in vitro contractility assay) show 

transgene expression is then used for further experimentation. As high quantities of virus could lead 

to cytotoxic side effects, a lower MOI was used to avoid artefacts due to non-healthy cells. 

 

2.15.3 IonOptix contractility measurements 

ARVMs were resuspended in 2 ml enzymatic solution contains 1 mM CaCl2 previously oxygenated 

with 95% O2 for 30 min. ARVMs were added to the IonOptix bath on the stage of microscope and 

superfused with 1 mM Ca2+ oxygenated KH buffer. Only GFP labelled myocytes were chosen and 

they were visualized using a Nikon fluorescence microscope. Also, these cells shared vital criteria 

e.g. membrane integrity, cell shape, cross striations, contractility, and size (Davies et al. 1995). 

The IonOptix system allows the measurements of the force-frequency using a stimulation protocol. 

ARVMs were electrically stimulated at 0.5 Hz and measurements were recorded once a steady state 

was reached. Then different frequencies were used ranging from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. The contraction 

and relaxation profiles show how well the cell responded to changes in stimulation frequency post 

transfection with adv-pMLC2v. The tracking of the cell edges as it contracts is precise, as the 

frequency of the myocytes contraction changes in response to increased stimulation frequency 

(Figure 2.17). Contraction amplitude (% cell shortening), time-to-peak contraction (TTP) and time to 

50% and 90% relaxation (R50 and R90) were analysed offline. 
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Figure 2.17: Screen shot illustrating the recording of ARVM contraction during a force frequency 
experiment by edge detecting method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.15.4 Transient parameters found by IonWizard 
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Many parameters were analysed from the contraction and relaxation profiles including the value of 

the transient at time zero referred to transient baseline, and the highest or lowest value reached by 

a transient called the transient peak. In addition, the time required for the transient to reach 50 %, 

and 90 % levels on the rising and falling bases were measured (Figure 2.18). 

 

A. 

 

B.  

 

 

Figure 2. 18: Sarcomere shortening parameters using Ion-Wizard system. (A) Screen shot illustrating 
the analysis of a trace. (B) Parameters measured using Ion-Wizard transient analysis. 

2.15.5 Data analysis 
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Data were analysed in Microsoft Excel 2013 and Graph Pad Prism. All data are expressed as mean ± 

SEM and compared for statistical significance using Two-way ANOVA test to determine the 

interaction of the two independent variables (transfection/stimulation frequency) where P <0.05 is 

considered significant.  

 

2.16 Quantitative Real Time PCR (qPCR) for Rcan1 mRNA Expression 

RNA was extracted from LVs using the RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, 

Germany). The purity and concentration of RNAs were determined using a spectrophotometer 

(NanoDrop®ND-8000 8-Sample). Reverse transcription was performed using the cDNA synthesis kit 

(SuperScript First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR with Oligo primers; Invitrogen) according to 

the manufacturer´s instructions.  

 

2.16.1 RNA extraction 

Briefly, less than 30 mg ventricular samples were weighed and stabilised in RNAlater RNA 

stabilization reagent O/N in 4°C. Samples were removed from reagent using forceps into 2 ml 

microcentrifuge tube. One stainless steel bead (5 mm mean diameter) was added per tube. Tubes 

were placed at RT then immediately 300 µl buffer RLT was add per tube. Samples were placed and 

homogenized in the TissueLyser adapter for 2 min at 20 Hz using TissueLyser (LT; Qiagen). This step 

was extended until the tissue was completely homogenized. Lysates were carefully pipetted into 

new 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes. 590 µl RNase-free water was added to the lysate followed by 10 

µl proteinase K solution and reactions were mixed thoroughly by pipetting. Tubes were incubated at 

55°C for 10 min then centrifuged at 25°C for 3 min at 10,000 x g. 900 µl of the supernatant were 
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transferred into a new 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. 450 µl of 100 % ethanol was added to the 

cleared lysate and mixed well by pipetting. Samples were transferred  to RNeasy Mini spin column 

placed in a 2 ml collection tube and centrifuged at 25°C for 15 sec at 8000 x g. Flow-through was 

discarded, 350 µl buffer RW1 was added to the RNeasy spin column, and centrifuged at 25°C for 15 

sec at 8000 x g. Flow-through was discarded, 10 µl DNase I stock solution was added to 70 µl buffer 

RDD, mixed gently by inverting the tube, and centrifuged briefly to collect residual liquid from the 

sides of the tube. 80 µl DNase I incubation mix was added directly to the RNeasy spin column 

membrane, and placed on the bench-top for 15 min at RT. 350 µl buffer RW1 was added to the 

RNeasy spin column and centrifuged for 15 sec at 8000 x g 25°C. Flow-through was discarded, 500 

µl buffer RPE was added to the RNeasy spin column, and centrifuged at 25°C for 15 sec at 8000 x g. 

RNeasy spin column was placed in a new 1.5 ml collection tube and 50 µl RNase-free water was 

directly added to the RNeasy spin column membrane and centrifuged for 1 min at 8000 x g at 25°C. 

RNA was quantified by spectrophotometry using the Nano-Drop spectrophotometer and stored at -

20°C until further use. 

 

2.16.2 First-Strand synthesis using Oligo primer 

RNA samples were mixed and briefly centrifuged before used. The following components in Table 

2.8 were combined in a sterile 0.2 ml tube for each reaction: 

Component Amount 

RNA (5 µg) n µl 

10 mM dNTP mix 1 µl 
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Primer (0.5 µg/µl oligo) 

or 2 µM Rcan1 primer 

1 µl 

DEPC-treated water Up to 10 µl 

 

Table 2.8: First-strand synthesis reaction components. 

 

RNA/primer mixture was incubated at 65°C for 5 min, then placed on ice for at least 1 min. In the 

meanwhile, in a separate tube, the following 2X reaction mix was prepared by adding each 

component in the indicated order in Table 2.9.  

Component Amount 

10X RT buffer 2 µl 

25 mM MgCl2 4 µl 

0.1 M DTT 2 µl 

20 µl RNaseOUT™ (40 U/µl) 1 µl 

 

Table 2.9: Components of 2X reaction mix. 

 

9 µl of the 2X reaction mix was added to each RNA/primer mixture, mixed gently, collected by brief 

centrifugation, and incubated at 42°C for 2 min. 1 µl of SuperScript™ II RT was added to each tube 

but in the RT control tube; 1 µl DEPC-treated water was added instead. Tubes were incubated at 

42°C for 50 min and the reaction was terminated at 70°C for 15 min then chilled on ice. The reaction 

was collected by brief centrifugation and 1 µl of RNase H was added to each tube and incubated for 

20 min at 37°C. The reaction was used for PCR immediately. 
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2.16.3 Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) 

qRT-PCR was performed in duplicate using the Mastercycler®ep realplex (Eppendorf) and SYBR 

Green as fluorescent (Roche) and the protocol was followed according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. Primers used were Rcan1 qRT-PCR F 5’-TCCAGCTTGGGCTTGACTGAG -3’ and Rcan1 

qRT-PCR R 5’-ACTGGA AGGTGGTGTCCTTGTC -3’. Rcan1 mRNA expressions were normalized to the 

Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mRNA value for the same mouse sample to 

account for RNA sample preparation differences. 

 

2.16.4 Data analysis 

PCR products were analysed by generating a melt curve using the Applied Biosystems real-time PCR 

system software. Data was compared for statistical significance using un-paired T-test where P 

<0.05 is considered significant.  
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Rescue of Mybpc3 Deficient Mice 
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3. Introduction 

A substantial body of evidence indicates that HCM malfunctioning characteristic features are 

caused mostly by myofilament protein mutations which are generally caused by both an increase in 

Ca2+ sensitivity and Ca2+ affinity (Marston 2011;Seidman et al. 2001). These changes in Ca2+ 

sensitivity and the consequent defects in Ca2+ homeostasis and thus muscle contraction likely 

contribute to many aspects of HCM (Marston 2011).  

Although many studies showed that cMyBP-C mutations commonly increase Ca2+ sensitivity (Yang et 

al. 1998), depress myocyte contractility (Harris et al. 2002) and display myofilament disarray 

(Palmer et al. 2004;Yang et al. 1999) associated with faster cycling rates (Korte et al. 2003); others 

showed a deceleration (Carrier et al. 2004). However, secondary sustained alterations in cytosolic 

Ca2+ levels could increase the systolic Ca2+ transients (commonly termed contractile Ca2+) (Bers et al. 

2005), which might be increased in such diseased hearts. Increases in cytosolic Ca2+ may also 

activate hypertrophic signalling pathways for Ca2+ dependent enzymes such as calcineurin which 

lead to the development and progression of HCM (Houser et al. 2008). A significant reduction in 

cytosolic free Ca2+ levels or inhibition of calcineurin activities; results in NFAT re-phosphorylation by 

NFAT kinases.  As a result, NFAT rapidly leaves the nucleus, and NFAT dependent hypertrophic gene 

expression is terminated (Molkentin 2004;Sharma et al. 2011). Since NFAT remarkably senses 

dynamic  changes  in  cytosolic free  Ca2+ levels  and  frequencies  of  Ca2+ transients  through  

calcineurin signalling, calcineurin activation has a major role in mediating signal transduction 

cascades leading to pathological  hypertrophy  and  associated HF (Crabtree 1999). 
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3.1 Hypothesis 

It is important to thoroughly understand the various structural properties and functional 

mechanisms that underlie different genetic modifications. So it is of a high necessity to investigate 

the disease causing molecular mechanism of HCM in the Mybpc3 KO mouse model before and after 

the complete ablation of calcineurin (CnAβ being predominantly expressed in the heart). By 

studying structural changes and contractility of cardiac muscle, we can determine whether CnAβ 

ablation has a pronounced effect on the mechanical and morphological features seen in the muscle 

and whole heart level. 

The main hypothesis of this chapter is that the key component of rescuing the HCM phenotype 

caused by Mybpc3 deficiency is brought about by CnAβ ablation; which was originally proposed by 

Prof Ralph Knöll. Or in other words, Mybpc3 deletion per se is not deleterious, but it is the increase 

in CnAβ activity which causes the HF phenotype.   
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3.1.1 Aims 

The purpose of this study is to examine the structural and functional effects of CnAβ ablation on 

mice deficient in Mybpc3 by the following: 

1. Measurement and comparison of gravimetric analysis in all groups. 

2. Characterisation of micro-morphologic changes using EM. 

3. Characterisation of macro-morphologic changes using H&E stain. 

4. Measurement and comparison of collagen deposition using PSR stain. 

5. Measurement and comparison of mechanical properties using cardiac trabeculae including: 

a. Isometric force 

b. Unloaded shortening velocity   

c. Force-velocity relationship 

d. Power-velocity relationship 

These studies are highly effective and sensitive in determining the structural and mechanical 

changes observed at the myofibrillar level in all groups. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Genotype 

Ear notches were collected from 3~4 weeks old mice. DNA extraction and genotyping was carried 

out as described in the Method section 2.2. Samples were loaded on a 1 % horizontal agarose, and 

electrophoresis was carried out in 75 volts for 50 min as described in the Methods section 2.2.4. 

 

3.2.2 Gravimetric analysis 

Heart weight (hw; mg), body weight (bw; g), and heart weight: body weight ratio (hw:bw; mg/g) 

were recorded from 6-9 month old mice models as described in the Method section 2.3. 

 

3.2.3 EM 

Papillary muscles were dissected from 1-2 months old mice and samples were prepared as 

described in the Method section 2.4.  

 

3.2.4 Histology and immunohistochemistry 

Hearts from 6-9 month old mice were explanted and a cross sectional areas of the hearts containing 

both right and left ventricles were used as described in the Method section 2.5. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Confirmation of genotype 

Prior to any experiment; PCR genotyping strategy was used to detect Mybpc3 and CnAβ WT and KO 

alleles (Figure 3.1) in genomic DNA from ear notches of WT+/+, homozygous-/-, and heterozygous+/- 

mice. 
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A. 

                        

B. 

 

C. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Representative 1% agarose gel showing Mybpc3 and CnAβ PCR products. Gels were 
loaded with PCR products from WT (+/+), and heterozygous (+/-) mice. Negative (aqua; A; first lane) 
and positive (WT+/+ allele, second lane; homozygous-/- or heterozygous+/- alleles, third lane) controls 
were performed for each genotyping assay. Mybpc3+/+ display a single band of approximately 1200 
bp when amplified with WT allele specific primers (A1), while no amplification product is detected 
using KO allele specific primers (A2); conversely Mybpc3-/- show a single band of approximately 600 
bp for the KO allele PCR (A1) and no amplification signal is detected following the WT allele PCR 
(A2); Mybpc3+/- present a two bands pattern (A1; A2). (B) CnAβ+/+ display a single band of 
approximately 400 bp; whereas CnAβ-/- show a single band of approximately 700 bp; and CnAβ+/- 

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Mybpc3 +/+ +/- +/- +/- -/- +/+ +/+ +/- +/- -/- 

CnAβ +/+ +/+ +/+ +/+ +/+ -/- +/+ +/+ +/+ -/- 

Genotype WT +/- +/- +/- Mybpc3 
KO 

CnAβ 
KO 

WT +/- +/- dKO 
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present a two bands pattern. (C) Table summarizing the genotyping results for mice samples 1-10. 
Mouse exhibits heterozygous genotype (+/-) was not used in experiments.     

3.3.2 CnAβ ablation rescues the hypertrophy of Mybpc3 KO hearts 

At the investigated age of 6-9 months, adult Mybpc3 KO mice exhibited significant cardiac 

hypertrophy compared with WT littermates (327.4 ± 22.10 vs. 142.9 ± 7.26 mg; P <0.001, 

respectively). Also, BW was significantly increased in Mybpc3 KO mice vs. WT mice (34.2 ± 1.4 vs. 

27.1 ± 0.5 g; P <0.001). However, CnAβ KO mice at the same age demonstrated a reduction in HW 

normalized to BW when compared to WT mice (4.4 ± 0.1 vs. 5.60 ± 0.3; P >0.05); as reported 

previously (Bueno et al. 2002).  

On the other hand, Mybpc3 KO mice showed a remarkable reduction in all gravimetric 

measurements after CnAβ removal where HW/BW ratios reduced significantly from 10.31 ± 0.6 to 

7.07 ± 0.4; P <0.001 (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2: Gravimetric measures of different mouse models. A significant increase in BW (A), HW 
(B), and HW/BW ratio (C) of Mybpc3 KO mice compared to WT. All these parameters where 
reduced in Mybpc3 KO mice after CnAβ ablation as seen in the dKO mice. n= 8-10 mice in each 
group, *** P <0.001. 
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3.3.3 CnAβ ablation rescues the ultra-structural phenotype of Mybpc3 KO hearts 

The effects of different genetic manipulations on the ultra-structural organisation of cardiac muscle 

fibres were studied by EM at 1x000 magnification (Figure 3.3). 100 nm longitudinal sections of 

papillary muscles were examined for signs of myofibrillar disarray and disorder within sarcomeres. 

The electron micrographs of the WT cardiomyocytes exhibited well preserved intact sarcomeres 

displaying sharply defined Z-disc, M-band and I-bands with normal display of mitochondria. In 

contrary, Mybpc3 KO hearts showed ultra-structural rearrangements revealing sarcomere 

disruption. In CnAβ KO hearts; sarcomeres of adjacent myofibrils were slightly less aligned but 

interestingly they displayed abundant swollen and abnormal shaped mitochondria located within 

the myofibrils.  

Whereas in dKO hearts, the disarray was not evident showing highly preserved sarcomeres with all 

bands clearly visible associated with well-defined widths of Z-discs and normal shaped 

mitochondria. 
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Figure 3.3: EM revealed preserved ultra-structural phenotype of Mybpc3 KO cardiomyocytes after 
CnAβ ablation in 1-2 month old mice. Longitudinal sections of WT and dKO cardiomyocytes show 
highly aligned and regularly spaced sarcomeres. Whereas Mybpc3 KO cardiomyocytes show an 
overall decrease in apparent tissue organization such that it was more difficult to find regions of 
well-organized cardiomyocytes in most sections. Although CnAβ KO cardiomyocytes show normal 
sarcomere organisation they display abnormal shaped mitochondria. Scale bar=2µm. 
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3.3.4 CnAβ ablation rescues the hypertrophy and fibrosis of Mybpc3 KO hearts 

Histological examinations performed on 4 μm thick sections of Mybpc3 KO hearts highlighted by 

H&E and WGA stains exhibited significant cardiac hypertrophy evident as visible macroscopic 

enlargement of the hearts (Figure 3.4) and microscopic increase in cell size compared with their WT 

littermates (570.6 ± 14.65 vs. 276.2 ± 6 µm²; P <0.001; Figure 3.5). A significant reduction in Mybpc3 

KO hearts hypertrophy was detected after CnAβ removal (570.6 ± 14.65 to 255.4 ± 6.9 µm²; P 

<0.001). In contrast, no major change in gross morphology or cell size was found in CnAβ KO hearts.  

To determine the effect of CnAβ removal on Mybpc3 KO hearts interstitial fibrosis, fibrotic area was 

quantified in multiple myocardial sections (Figure 3.6). The morphology of the samples was 

highlighted by PSR stain, which renders collagen in red and muscle fibres and cytoplasm in yellow. 

All Mybpc3 KO hearts significantly demonstrated 3-fold fibrosis compared with WT hearts (9.43 ± 

1.1 vs. 3.7 ± 0.19 %; P <0.001). Whereas this marked interstitial fibrosis was drastically reduced in 

the dKO (9.43 ± 1.1 to 3.5 ± 0.5 %; P <0.001). Whereas CnAβ KO hearts exhibited a slight but not 

significant decrease of fibrosis than WT hearts (1.33 ± 0.07 vs. 3.7 ± 0.19 %; P >0.05). 
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A.                                                                                        B. 

                          

C.                                                                                         D. 

                           

 

Figure 3.4: Representative histological sections of H&E stained hearts from WT and KO mice. Light 
micrographs of 4 μm transversal ventricular sections in 6-9 months of age in WT (A), Mybpc3 KO 
(B),  KO (C), and dKO (D) mice showing all the myocardium. Note that the ventricular septum 
and ventricular walls thickness increased substantially in Mybpc3 KO when compared to WT and 
were reduced in the dKO hearts. Bar= 1000 μm. 
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Figure 3.5: Representative histological sections of WGA stained hearts from WT and KO mice. 
Fluorescent micrographs of 4 µm ventricular sections at 6-9 months of age in WT (A), Mybpc3 KO 
(B), CnAβ KO (C), and dKO (D) mice exhibited increased cell size in Mybpc3 KO when compared to 
WT and the other KO mice. (E) Determination of the significant differences in ventricular cell size 
compared to WT mice. n=3-4 hearts/group; 6-7 sections/ heart; 30-40 cells/ section. ** P <0.01, *** 
P <0.001. Bar= 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.6: Representative histological sections of PSR stained hearts from WT and KO mice. Light 
micrographs of 4µm ventricular sections at 6-9 months of age in WT (A), Mybpc3 KO (B), CnAβ KO 
(C), and dKO (D) mice exhibited increased interstitial fibrosis in Mybpc3 KO when compared to WT, 
CnAβ KO, and dKO mice. (E) Determination of the significant differences in ventricular fibrosis 
compared to WT mice. n=3-4 hearts/group; 3 sections/ heart. *** P < 0.001. Bar= 100 µm. 
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3.3.5 CnAβ ablation reduces the hypercontractile phenotype of Mybpc3 KO myofilaments 

The functionality of cardiac muscle has been well studied from the whole heart level down to the 

single cardiomyocyte preparation. Although the basic contraction characteristics can be obtained 

from many cardiac sample types; the simple geometry of a cardiac trabecula offers great 

advantages. Cardiac trabeculae preserve structural and functional uniformity of the whole muscle 

coupled with generating reproducible mechanical responses to repeated stimulation over time. 

Also, they display very clear striation patterns to aid SL measurement in various ways (Haruo 1998). 

 

3.3.5.1 Isometric Force 

Isometric contraction magnitude simply reflects the number of cross-bridges and the force 

produced by each which was examined by temperature-jump approach, at SL of 2.1 μm, and 

Ca2+concentrations of 32 μM (full activation). Tension was higher in Mybpc3 KO and significantly 

higher in CnAβ KO muscle 21.13 ± 1.4 (P >0.05) and 22.96 ± 2.2 (P <0.05) kN/m2 respectively 

compared to WT muscle 15.97 ± 1.2 kN/m2 (Figure 3.7). 

No significance was detected after CnAβ removal from Mybpc3 deficient mice showing lower force 

almost as low as WT level 18.21 ± 2.8 kN/m2; P >0.05. 
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Figure 3.7: Peak force contraction after activation at 20°C. Peak isometric force in cardiac 
trabeculae maximally activated at SL 2.1 μm was significantly increased in CnAβ KO compared to WT 
mice. Trabeculae/Hearts n= 5/5 WT, 5/4 Mybpc3 KO, 3/3 CnAβ, and 4/3 dKO. * P <0.05. 
Abbreviation used is: Po, peak isometric force.  
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3.3.5.2 Unloaded shortening velocity 

To determine the kinetics of force redevelopment the slack test was used (Edman 1979).  While in 

maximal activating solution and SL 2.1 μm, the trabeculae were suddenly released to various 

extents to slack the muscle and produce zero force giving unloaded shortening velocity (Vo). After 

calculating the time interval (Δt) measured from the release until force re-develops; a linear 

regression between force re-development times and shortening distance gave a slope 

corresponding to the maximum shortening velocity (Vmax; Figure 3.8 A). 

Shortening velocities were significantly faster in both Mybpc3 and CnAβ KO muscles (9.3 ± 0.5 ML/s, 

P <0.01 and 10.7 ± 0.7 ML/s, P <0.001, respectively), whereas similar velocities were detected 

between WT and dKO muscles showing 6.6 ± 0.3 and 7.15 ± 0.1 ML/s, P >0.05, respectively (Figure 

3.8 B). 
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Figure 3.8: Slack test determination. Vmax was calculated as the linear regression between the 
amounts of shortening amplitudes versus slack time. Trabeculae were slackened by rapidly reducing 
length to between 6% and 12% of the initial ML. This was performed three times with each fibre. 
(A) Example of Vmax determination of one Mybpc3 KO trabecula = 9.5 ML/s. (B) Summarised results 
of Vmax derived from slack test. Trabeculae/Hearts n= 5/5 WT, 5/4 Mybpc3 KO, 3/3 CnAβ, and 4/3 
dKO. ** P <0.01, *** P <0.001. Abbreviation used is: ML/s, muscle lengths per second.  
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3.3.5.3 Force-velocity relationship 

The force-velocity relationship was obtained by subjecting the muscle to a quick decrease in load (2-

4% ML) after the muscle was isometrically tetanized followed by 4-6% ramp at various different 

velocities (0.2 – 5 ML/s). A typical record showing measurement of force during shortening is shown 

in Methodology Figure 2.8. 

Force-velocity curves were measured in Mybpc3 KO trabeculae to assess the role of CnAβ removal 

on the working capacity of cardiac trabeculae lacking cMyBP-C using temperature-jump activation 

of maximally activated trabeculae. Force-velocity relationships were markedly altered in trabeculae 

lacking cMyBP-C. Deletion of Mybpc3 shifted the force-velocity relationship upwards such that 

shortening velocity was faster at nearly all relative loads (Figure 3.9 A). Force-velocity relationship 

was also markedly altered in trabeculae lacking CnAβ showing increased performance of working 

capacity (Figure 3.9 C). Interestingly, depressed cardiac functional properties characteristically 

observed in Mybpc3 KO trabeculae were restored to near WT levels by deletion of CnAβ (Figure 3.9 

E). 

Parameters of the force-velocity relationship in mice trabeculae are summarised in Figure 3.9 H and 

Table 3.1. Unfortunately all experiments were not feasible at higher velocities because values could 

not be detected due to the oscillation artefact. Therefore, the curvature peak was fully dependent 

on the Vmax data points. 
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3.3.5.4 Power-velocity relationship 

Power-velocity curves were obtained by multiplying force by velocity for each point on the force-

velocity curve. Power output (normalized to isometric force, i.e. normalized power output) was also 

greater at nearly all relative loads in Mybpc3 and CnAβ KO trabeculae, with peak normalized power 

output increased compared to WT (16.69 ± 1.5, 18.65 ± 8.8 , and 10.92 ± 2.2 kW/m3, P >0.05, 

respectively; Figure 3.9 B and D). The mean shortening velocity at loads optimal for power output 

(VPP) was faster in Mybpc3 and CnAβ KO trabeculae (WT, 1.6 ± 0.2 ML/s versus Mybpc3 KO, 2.52 ± 

0.4, and CnAβ KO 1.94 ± 0.2 ML/s) (Table 3.1). 

On the other hand, peak power and VPP were decreased after CnAβ ablation in Mybpc3 deficient 

trabeculae (13.22 ± 2.3 kW/m3 and 1.94 ± 0.2 ML/s respectively; Figure 3.9 F). 

Overall, these results suggest that the absence of cMyBP-C increased power output of single 

trabeculae which likely resulted from faster cross-bridge cycling rates at each given load and the 

absence of calcineurin had a significant role in restoring these parameters to the normal level 

(Figure 3.9 G and I). 
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Figure 3.9: Mice trabecular contractility studies at maximal Ca2+ activation. Force-velocity 
relationship (Left) and power-velocity relationship (Right) showing lines that represent the Hill 
equation fits of trabeculae from WT mice with Mybpc3 KO mice (A,B), with CnAβ KO mice (C,D), and 
with dKO mice (E,F); points are mean ± SEM. (G) Peak power calculated from the force-velocity 
relationship. Force-velocity (H) and power-load (I) curves representing the Hill equation from all 
mice groups and were normalized to isometric force. A restoration in all mechanical measurements 
were detected in the dKO mice. Trabeculae/Hearts n= 5/5 WT, 5/4 Mybpc3 KO, 3/3 CnAβ, and 4/3 
dKO. Abbreviations used are: ML/s, muscle lengths per second; P/Po; fraction of isometric force 
(Po).  
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 WT Mybpc3 KO CnAβ KO dKO 

Vmax (ML/s) 6.60 ± 0.3 9.33 ± 0.5** 10.6 ± 1.1*** 7.15 ± 0.1 

P0  (kN/m2) 15.97 ±1.2 21.13 ± 1.4 22.96 ± 2.1* 18.21 ± 2.8 

PP (kW/m3) 10.92 ± 2.2 16.69 ± 1.5* 18.65 ± 8.8 13.22 ± 2.3 

VPP (ML/s) 1.6 ± 0.2 2.52 ± 0.4 2.36 ± 0.3 1.94 ± 0.2 

a/P0 0.06 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.04 0.07 ± 0.01 

b (ML/s) 0.7 ± 0.01 0.5 ± 0.01 0.5 ± 0.04 0.6 ± 0.04 

                                                                                                                                                                                            

Table 3.1: Summary of results of the temperature-jump experiments. Parameters of the Vmax, 
force-velocity, and power-velocity relationships in mice trabeculae maximally activated at 
sarcomere length 2.1μm and at 20°C. Abbreviations used are: Vmax, maximum unloaded shortening 
velocity; P0, isometric force; PP, peak power output; VPP, velocity at which peak power was 
observed; and a and b, constants of Hill’s force-velocity equation. * P <0.05, ** P <0.01, *** P 
<0.001 by one-way ANOVA (mean ± SEM). Data above were compared with control WT mice.  
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3.4 Discussion 

Studies of the development of HCM due to some sarcomeric proteins ablation especially cMyBP-C 

are numerous and well documented (Carrier et al. 2004;Harris et al. 2002;Harris et al. 2011;Oakley 

et al. 2004;Page et al. 2012;Palmer et al. 2011;Yang et al. 1998). But to the best of our knowledge, 

this is the first time to investigate a specific “super rescue” of HCM in mice (Table 3. 2), only 

comparable with the rescue of the CSRP3 KO mice by additional phospholamban ablation to 

prevent the progression of DCM (Minamisawa et al. 1999). In this chapter we investigated whether 

the ablation of CnAβ from Mybpc3 deficient mice has rescued the spectrum of phenotypes that 

resemble HCM which was not the case in the CSRP3 KO mice (Heineke et al. 2010). This study was 

conducted using morphological and mechanical events in the whole heart, cardiac trabecula, and 

papillary muscles to test whether CnAβ ablation has a profound and specific effect on the 

properties of Mybpc3 KO hearts; with the aim to identify novel therapeutic targets.   

Gravimetric analysis was significantly greater amongst Mybpc3 KO mice in comparison to all groups 

indicating profound cardiac hypertrophy and HF with general body peripheral edema, as reported 

earlier (Yang et al. 1999). The robust deletion of CnAβ from the heart reduced all values in 

comparison to the WT as reported previously (Bueno et al. 2002). This is due to the 80% reduction 

in calcineurin enzymatic activity and calcineurin/NFAT signalling already known to be required in 

regulating cardiac growth (Bueno et al. 2002;Maillet et al. 2010). On the other hand, most of these 

values in dKO mice were similar to those in WT mice (Figure 3.2). These results indicate that 

biometric properties were preserved in the dKO mice comparable to the parameters of WT mice (P 

>0.05). Moreover, all of the various parameters remained in older dKO mice up to 9 months of age, 

indicating the longevity of CnAβ ablation rescue effect in Mybpc3 KO hearts.   
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Furthermore, the multiple micrographs analysis of hearts from Mybpc3 KO and dKO mice showed 

that ablation of CnAβ in the background of Mybpc3 KO hearts rescued the ultrastructural defects 

originally observed in the Mybpc3 KO mice (Dellefave et al. 2009), showing both A-bands and M-

bands sharply defined; forming highly ordered thick filaments with well-defined widths of Z-discs 

(Figure 3.3). Moreover, histological examination showed myocardial disarray, increase of cell size 

and interstitial fibrosis in Mybpc3 KO hearts when compared to WT mice as reported previously 

(Carrier et al. 2004) (Figure 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6). In contrast, no major changes in morphology or 

fibrosis were found in Mybpc3 KO mice lacking CnAβ (P >0.05).  

These data suggest that CnAβ removal prevents not only the increase in total heart mass, but also 

the disorganisation of cardiomyocyte cyto-architecture and interstitial fibrosis seen in Mybpc3 KO 

hearts. Calcineurin functions as a necessary regulator of the hypertrophic response seen in HCM 

mice (Bueno et al. 2002); presumably this role is reduced due to calcineurin removal which might be 

the key role for preserving the heart phenotype deficient in cMyBP-C. Also, it could have a novel 

and unexplored effect on sarcomeric proteins phosphorylation (as discussed in Chapter 4). 

Interestingly, mitochondrial abnormalities (in size and morphology) were identifiable for the first 

time in the CnAβ KO cardiomyocytes (Figure 3.3). Mitochondrial number and function are altered in 

response to several transcription factors which directly regulate mitochondrial genes, the 

coordination of these factors into a program responsive to the environment lacking calcineurin is 

not fully understood (Wu et al. 1999). 

As confirmed by Knöll’s group (unpublished data) CnAβ ablation also rescued in vivo cardiac 

function of Mybpc3 KO mice, judged by echocardiography which was performed with age matched 

WT mice. In Mybpc3 KO mice echocardiography showed eccentric LV hypertrophy with cardiac 

dysfunction as determined by increased posterior wall thickness (PWT), increased LVEDD and LVESD 
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diameters, and decreased fractional shortening (%FS) than WT mice. Remarkably, prevention of 

ventricular thickness was confirmed in the dKO mice. 

 

3.4.1. Novel finding 

Further characterisation of cardiac function was performed at a multi-cellular level using cardiac 

trabeculae. The contractility results of this study were independent of the myofilament Ca2+ 

sensitivity and hypertrophy, typically reported in sarcomere proteins deficient mice, as 

measurements were performed at saturated Ca2+ concentration and normalised to the trabecular 

cross sectional area. These measurements were similar to experiments performed by Toepfer and 

colleagues (Toepfer et al. 2013). 

The results obtained from the temperature-jump activation method documented a common 

abnormality in contractility caused by HCM mutations in sarcomeric proteins such as in cMyBP-C 

(Sussman et al. 1998). The increase in Vmax, force, and peak power values obtained from the force-

velocity and power-velocity relationships in Mybpc3 KO compared to WT mice are consistent with 

previous studies (Hofmann et al. 1991;Korte et al. 2003). These increases in contractile function are 

characteristic features of HCM and can result in progressive cardiac contractile dysfunction. This can 

be explained by faster cross-bridge cycling rates in trabeculae lacking cMyBP-C. This is believed to 

be due to cMyBP-C regulatory role of cross-bridges kinetics and its ablation leading to reduction in 

the structural constraint; increasing both the flexibility and position of the myosin head via its 

interaction with S2, and the probability of cross-bridge binding (Harris et al. 2011;Knoll 

2012;Rybakova et al. 2011). Lacking cMyBP-C affects the efficiency of contraction which is likely 

compromised in HCM.   
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Interestingly, abnormal cardiac functional properties characteristically observed in Mybpc3 KO mice 

were restored to near WT levels by deletion of CnAβ. So, CnAβ ablation can rescue the HF 

phenotype observed in Mybpc3 KO mice (Figure 3.4). These results suggest that reduced calcineurin 

signalling is beneficial for hypertrophic hearts by acting on the contractile apparatus. 

Surprisingly, collective data showed that CnAβ KO mice were not capable of mounting a normal 

contractile function. However, several fundamental questions remain to be addressed to explain 

the great magnitude reported in this study. As calcineurin represents a potential “sensing” molecule 

that links alterations in ventricular load with molecular signalling; its inhibition may simply lead to a 

profile of unbalanced signalling which results in altered functional efficiency. Another possibility is 

that calcineurin might play a significant role in regulating, either directly or indirectly, 

phosphorylation of sarcomeric proteins such as MLC2v, which would be an entirely new finding 

(discussed in Chapter 4). Also, there might be a link between mitochondrial abnormalities found in 

this model and mitochondrial ATP generation (Ashrafian et al. 2011). Although its less clear but Dr 

Brandt (Brandt 2015) suggested that increases in cytosolic Ca2+ could result in activation of 

mitochondrial dehydrogenases and stimulation of ATP synthesis; increasing the energy production 

and thus cardiac contractility. 

One interpretation is that loss of cMyBP-C per se is not necessarily associated with a deleterious 

disease, but it is the calcineurin activation which is present in these hearts and which leads to 

massive maladaptation. Genetic testing combined with inhibition of calcineurin in individuals with 

certain types of cMyBP-C mutations might provide a novel strategy to prevent and/or treat this 

otherwise lethal condition. 
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Various Measurements Fractional Rescue 

Gravimetric 
HW (mg) 65% 

HW/BW (mg/g) 69% 

Histological 
Cell size (µm2) 110% 

Fibrosis (%) 100% 

Biophysical 

Force (kN/m2) 57% 

Vmax (ML/s) 80% 

Power (kW/m3) 120% 

Echo n=8 
(Knӧll et al. unpublished 

data) 

LVEDD (mm) 110% 

PWT(mm) 52% 

LVESD(mm) 99% 

FS (%) 82% 

LVM(mg) 105% 

LVM/BW (mg/g) 150% 

 

Table 3.2: Summary of the fractional recovery of Mybpc3 KO mice after CnAβ ablation. All the 

fractional rescue data were measured using this equation: [1 – ( dKO−WT
Mybpc3 KO−WT

 )] * 100. The Table 

shows significant normalization of most of the parameters of the dKO mice. Abbreviations used are: 
FS, fractional shortening; LVEDD, left ventricular end-diastolic diameter; LVESD, left ventricular end-
systolic diameter; LVM, left ventricular mass. 
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4. Introduction 

In the previous chapter we found that the rescue of Mybpc3 KO mice by CnAβ removal worked at 

the level of the contractile apparatus. Moreover, studies by Prof Marston (unpublished data) 

detected no change in myofibrillar protein content or isoform expression or in the phosphorylation 

levels of TnI and cMyBP-C.  It was noted that the changes in contractile parameters paralleled those 

found by Toepfer and colleagues (Toepfer et al. 2013) when MLC2v phosphorylation levels were 

altered, therefore we wondered whether the rescue might involve altered phosphorylation of 

MLC2v.  

Contractile proteins of the heart are precisely organized in a strict crystalline architecture 

containing sarcomeres. Contractile performance dependent on the actomyosin system is 

modulated by phosphorylation of sarcomeric proteins, such as MLC2v, which are thought to be one 

of the most important players in controlling the position of myosin heads in the thick filament 

(Sheikh et al. 2014;Sheikh et al. 2015). 

Under physiological conditions, the extent of MLC2v phosphorylation is maintained relatively 

constant by a harmonic balance of cMLCK and myosin light chain phosphatase (cMLCP) activities 

(Chan et al. 2008;Mizutani et al. 2010) . The specific sites in regulating MLC2v phosphorylation and 

dephosphorylation in vivo are S-14 and S-15 in the mouse heart and S-15 in the human heart 

(Sheikh et al. 2015). Phosphorylated MLC2v increases myosin binding and myosin lever arm 

stiffness which alters the kinetics of cross-bridge cycling and increases the rate and magnitude of 

contractile force generation (Warren et al. 2012). Furthermore, phosphorylated MLC2v can 

facilitate activation of thin filaments by activating neighboring binding sites on actin (Warren et al. 

2012). Also, due to the existence of MLC2v phosphorylation gradient (high in epicardium and low in 
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endocardium) across the wall, it has been proposed to be critical for cardiac torsion during systole 

(Davis et al. 2001). 

To demonstrate whether MLC2v has an essential role in cardiac contractile function; genetic loss-of-

function studies in mice were conducted. Lack of MLC2v resulted in embryonic lethality at 12.5 days 

associated with sever cardiogenesis defects (Chen et al. 1998;Rottbauer et al. 2006). Also, 

manipulating the phosphorylation sites from serine to alanine (S14A/S15A), to phenocopy the non-

phosphorylated state of MLC2v, leads to DCM, HF, and SCD (Sheikh et al. 2012). 

Furthermore, the absence of cMLCK has reduced MLC2v phosphorylation which lead to moderate 

abnormalities in contraction and conduction under basal conditions (Warren et al. 2012). Another 

study by Ding showed that attenuation of MLC2v phosphorylation by cMLCK ablation lead to 

ventricular hypertrophy with histological evidence of necrosis and fibrosis (Ding et al. 2010). In 

parallel, overexpression of cMLCP resulted in LV enlargement with systolic and diastolic dysfunction 

(Mizutani et al. 2010). However, Warren has confirmed that overexpression of cMLCK which 

increased MLC2v phosphorylation by 15% has attenuated hypertrophic responses after pressure 

overload (Warren et al. 2012). Likewise, it attenuated hypertrophy after subjecting mice to 

voluntary running exercise and isoproterenol treatment when compared to NTG mice (Huang et al. 

2008). 

Collectively, these studies point out that increased MLC2v phosphorylation enhances both 

contractile performance and efficiency which possibly could inhibit physiological and 

pathophysiological hypertrophy. 
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4.1 Hypothesis 

In the previous chapter we have confirmed the rescue effect of calcineurin removal on mice lack 

cMyBP-C at the level of the contractile apparatus.  In this chapter the molecular basis of the rescue 

in the contractile apparatus is investigated. We hypothesised that elevated phosphorylation levels 

of MLC2v possibly due to calcineurin ablation, rescues Mybpc3 KO hearts and protects it against 

cardiac dysfunction.  

 

4.1.1 Aims 

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of increased MLC2v phosphorylation on mice 

deficient in cMyBP-C by the following: 

6. Measurement and comparison of MLC2v phosphorylation levels in all groups. 

7. Characterisation of calcineurin phosphatase activity on MLC2v phosphorylation. 

8. Production of pMLC2v constructs. 

a. In vivo injections of AAV9-pMLC2v 

b. In vitro transfections of Adv-pMLC2v 

c. Generation of pMLC2v TG mice. 
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4.2 Materials and Methods  

4.2.1 Gravimetric analysis  

Heart weight (HW; mg), body weight (BW; g), heart weight: body weight ratio (HW:BW; mg/g), tibial 

length (TL; cm), and heart weight: tibial length ratio (HW:TL; mg/cm)were recorded from various 

ages of different mice models as described in the Method section 2.3.  

 

4.2.2 Histology and immunohistochemistry  

Hearts from different time points were explanted and a cross sectional areas of the hearts 

containing both right and left ventricles were used as described in the Method section 2.5. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 CnAβ ablation increases MLC2v phosphorylation 

MLC2v phosphorylation was examined in ventricular tissue obtained from different mice groups. 

The single MLC2v band observed in conventional SDS-PAGE was split into four bands by phosphate 

affinity SDS-PAGE (Figure 4.1 A). The extent of MLC2v phosphorylation was normal compared with 

previous studies (Toepfer et al. 2013)  in ventricles from WT and Mybpc3 KO mice showing 0.44 ± 

0.03 and 0.43 ± 0.07 mol of Pi/mol of MLC2v; P >0.05, respectively (Figure 4.1 B and C). Whereas, 

the extent of phosphorylated MLC2v was significantly higher in both CnAβ KO and dKO mice 

showing 0.67 ± 0.04, P <0.001 and 0.64 ± 0.06, P <0.05 mol of Pi/mol of MLC2v respectively due to 

increase in proportion of bis Pi species; suggesting either a direct or indirect effect of CnAβ ablation 

on MLC2v phosphorylation.  
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Figure 4.1: MLC2v phosphorylation measurements. (A) SDS-PAGE Phos-tagTM analysis of MLC2v 
phosphorylation level in mol of Pi/ mol of MLC2v in all mice groups. (B, C) The proportions of MLC2v 
phosphorylation measured in LV tissue was normal in WT and Mybpc3 KO mice but significantly 
increased in CnAβ KO and dKO mice. n= 4-5 hearts/group in 2-3 replicates, * P <0.05, *** P <0.001, 
by one-way ANOVA compared with WT mice, points are mean ± SEM.  
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4.3.2 MLC2v is a possible substrate for calcineurin 

SDS-PAGE Phos-tagTM gels were used as a method to assay for calcineurin phosphatase activity in an 

in vitro system using purified hMLC2v as described in Method section 2.11. The assay provides a 

good measure of the level of calcineurin activity reflected by the dephosphorylating level of the 

substrate hMLC2v used in these studies. After 20 min in the reaction temperature 37°C, more than 

60% of hMLC2v was dephosphorylated in the presence of calcineurin compared with only 30% in 

the absence of calcineurin (Figure 4.2). 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Calcineurin phosphatase assay. (A) SDS-PAGE Phos-tagTM analysis of hMLC2 which was 
used as a substrate to investigate the specificity of calcineurin phosphatase activity. This activity 
was expressed as the difference between the total dephosphorylation rate of hMLC2 in the 
presence and absence of calcineurin. The hMLC2 dephosphorylation was greater in the presence of 
calcineurin. (B) Representative western blots showing the ratio of phosphorylation in the presence 
and absence of calcineurin in the reaction temperature 37°C. 
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4.3.3 Production of pMLC2v constructs by serine to aspartic acid amino acid substitutions 

In vitro site-directed mutagenesis was used to modify the MLC2v cDNA at the phosphorylation sites 

S14D/S15D to mimic its phosphorylation state (pseudophosphorylation). After amplifying MLC2v 

cDNA with primers for mutagenesis induction (Figure 4.3 A), successful mutagenesis was confirmed 

by sequencing the PCR products (Figure 4.3 B). After transforming the reaction mixture containing 

WT-MLC2v and pMLC2v into XL10-Gold ultracompetent cells, and plasmid DNAs were purified; the 

vectors containing the WT-MLC2v cDNA and pMLC2v cDNA were sent to Vector BioLabs to generate 

both AAV9 and Ad used in these experiments and were confirmed by sequencing as described in 

Method section 2.12. 

 

A.                                                                                          B. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Induction and confirmation of multisite-directed mutagenesis. (A) Representative 1% 
agarose gel electrophoresis showing PCR products (501 bp) after mutagenesis reaction. (B) 
Representative chromatograms from WT-MLC2v plasmid (Top) and pMLC2v plasmid (Bottom) after 
mutagenesis. 
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4.3.4 Generation of TG mice overexpressing WT-MLC2v or pMLC2v  

Sequences for both WT-MLC2v and pMLC2v were PCR-amplified using primers inducing SalI 

restriction enzyme site to enable their fusion into the α-MHC vector; then purified and visualised in 

1% agarose gel (Figure 4.4 Left). Gel extraction was then performed to isolate specific PCR product 

(Figure 4.4 Right) and DNA elution, purity, and product size were then checked (Figure 4.5). 

Taq-DNA polymerase was used for PCR amplification and it usually adds a single deoxyadenosine (A) 

to the 3' ends of PCR products resulting in many copies of a specific DNA sequence with 3'A 

overhangs. Therefore, TOPO®Cloning vector, engineered to be a linearized plasmid with 3' 

deoxythymidine (T) overhangs activated by covalently bonded to topoisomerase I, was used to 

allow insert-vector fast ligation (5 min in RT). The plasmid was then ready to be transformed into 

competent bacterial cells as previously described (Figure 4.6). The reaction mixture was then 

digested with SalI and both digested DNA and α-MHC vector were electrophoresed on a 1% agarose 

gel (Figure 4.7) and a gel purification was conducted to isolate the DNAs. A ligation reaction was 

then conducted using T4 DNA ligase enzyme which permanently join the nucleotides of the insert 

into a compatibly dephosphorylated vector backbone. A further step to confirm the successful 

ligation was achieved by digesting the reaction mixture with SalI restriction enzyme (Figure 4.8 A). 

The verification of the insert orientation is crucial for the desired fusion and functional protein 

production, therefore specific PCR primers, which bind the vector near the insert site, were used to 

amplify the positive clones (Figure 4.8 B) then the positive plasmids were also sequenced (Figure 

4.8 C). Finally, the selected plasmids were linearized by digestion with KpnI and purified (Figure 4.9 

A and B). This product was used to generate TG mice expressing the pMLC2v. 
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Figure 4.4: 1% Agarose gel electrophoresis of MLC2v cDNA after SalI restriction site introduction. 
(Left) Sequences encoding both WT-MLC2v and pMLC2v (501 bp) were PCR-amplified using the 
primers carrying 5’tails with SalI restriction site (6 bp) flanked by random nucleotide sequences (4 
bp). (Right) Specific PCR product isolation by gel extraction method. Figure shows the same gel 
before (Left) and after (Right) PCR isolation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Purification of plasmid DNA. 1% Gel electrophoresis showing pure DNA fragments after 
gel extraction. 
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Figure 4.6: Overview of TOPO cloning. Taq-polymerase has a unique transferase activity that adds a 
single A to the 3’ ends of PCR products. The linearized Topo®Cloning vector has single, overhanging 
3’ deoxythimidine (T) residues that allows PCR inserts to ligate efficiently with the vector (Modified 
from manufacturer´s instructions; Invitrogen).  
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Figure 4.7: Restriction enzyme digestion, dephosphorylation, and ligation. Topo®Cloning vectors 
containing WT-MLC2v and/or pMLC2v were digested with SalI (Top) and DNA fragments (insert and 
α-MHC vector) were excised from the 1 % agarose gel (Bottom). Figure shows the same gel before 
(Top) and after (Bottom) DNA isolation. 
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A. 

 

B.  

 

C. 

GCCACTGTGGTGCCTCGTTCCAGCTGTGGTCCACATTCTTCAGGATTCTCTGAAAAGTTAACCAGGTGAGAATGTTTCCCCTGT
AGACAGCAGATCACGATTCTCCCGGAAGTCAGGCTTCCAGCCCTCTCTTTCTCTGCCCAGCTGCCCGGCACTCTTAGCAAACCT 
CAGGCACCCTTACCCCACATAGACCTCTGACAGAGAAGCAGGCACTTTACATGGAGTCCTGGTGGGAGAGCCATAGGCTACG
GTGTAAAAGAGGCAGGGAAGTGGTGGTGTAGGAAAGTCAGGACTTCACATAGAAGCCTAGCCCACACCAGAAATGACAGAC
AGATCCCTCCTATCTCCCCCATAAGAGTTTGAGTCGACATGGCACCAAAGAAAGCCAAGAAGCGGATAGAAGGCGGGGATGA
CAACGTGTTCTCCATGTTTGAGCAGACCCAGATCCAGGAGTTCAAGGAAGCCTTCACAATCATGGACCAGAACAGAGACGGCT
TCATCGACAAGAATGACCTAAGGGACACATTTGCTGCCCTAGGACGAGTGAACGTGAAAAATGAAGAGATCGATGAAATGAT
CAAAGAGGCTCCAGGTCCAATTAACTTCACCGTGTTCCTCACGATGTTTGGGGAGAAACTTAAAGGGGCTGATCCTGAAGAGA
CCATTCTCAACGCATTCAAGGTGTTTGATCCCGAGGGCAAAGGGTCACTGAAGGCTGACTATGTCCGGGAGATGCTGACCACA
CAAGCAGGGAGGTTCTCCAAAGAGGAGATCGACCAGATGTTCGCAGCCTTTCCCCCTGACGTCACCGGCAATCTTGATTATAA
GAATTTGGTCCACATCATTACCCACGGAGAAGAGAAGGACTGAGTCGAC 

 

Figure 4.8: Confirmation of ligation and orientation of the insert. (A) 1.5% Agarose gel 
electrophoresis of plasmid digestion with SalI to identify the successful ligation of the insert into the 
vector. (B) Amplification of positive plasmids using primers specifically amplify vectors containing 
the insert in the desired orientation (400 bp). (C) The plasmid sequence showing the α-MHC 
promoter (blue) - SalI (red)-pMLC2v (green) sequence in the correct orientation. 
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A. 

 

 

B. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Linearization of the plasmid by KpnI restriction enzyme digestion and purification. (A) 
Vectors containing WT-MLC2v and/or pMLC2v were digested with KpnI (Top) and DNA fragments 
(insert and α-MHC vector) were excised from the 1 % agarose gel (Bottom) and then purified. The 
figure shows the same gel before (Top) and after (Bottom) DNA isolation. (B) Representative 1% 
agarose gel for plasmids after gel extraction purification (in duplicates). 
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4.3.5 Injection of AAV9-pMLC2v does not rescue the hypertrophy of Mybpc3 KO hearts 

AAV9 vectors containing the pMLC2v cDNA were generated under transcriptional control of the α-

MHC promoter (construct name AAV9-pMLC2v) thus: AAV9-αMHC-mMyl2 (S14D-S15D)-WPRE. 

WPRE is a post-regulatory element that increases the RNA processing leading to an increase in gene 

expression which was added within the packaging capacity of the AAV since the Myl2 gene (protein 

coding for MLC2v) is very short. The vector sequence was confirmed and genome copy (GC) 

titration was measured using qPCR by the company prior to delivery. 

Three groups of mice were injected with AAV9-pMLC2v at the age of six-weeks-old and monitored 

at different time points including 12 days, 6.5 weeks, and 14 weeks post injection by 

echocardiography (Table 4.1).  

The Mybpc3 KO mice were injected; group at a low dose (LD) of 1x109 GC/gm BW and another at a 

high dose (HD) of 1x1011 GC/gm BW, a dose which was previously shown to transduce the majority 

of cardiomyocytes (Inagaki et al. 2006). The HD was also used to transduce WT animals as controls. 

As shown in Figures 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 none of the AAV9-pMLC2v injections tested in various 

concentrations had any detectable effect on cardiac morphology parameters in WT or Mybpc3 KO 

mice at different time points after the IV tail injection. 
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Table 4.1: Strategy followed in injecting and echoing WT and Mybpc3 KO mice with AAV9-pMLC2v 
IV injections. Table shows the number of mice used in each experimental time point. 12 days post 
injection shows the total number of mice used in each group at the beginning of the experiment. 
These mice were only echoed and weighed (BW). The same mice were kept and echoed at 6.5 
weeks. Some of these mice were culled after echo to measure HW and TL, and hearts were 
collected for structural characterisation. Some of these cardiac tissues were also kept in -80°C for 
further analysis such as measuring the expression of Myl2 in the hearts of all injected mice, in vitro 
motility assay, EM studies for sarcomere organisation, etc. The rest of the mice were echoed at 14 
weeks post injection and cardiac tissues were also kept in -80°C as described previously.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Days post injection Controls Treated with AAV9-pMLC2v 

Genotype WT Mybpc3 KO WT Mybpc3 KO Mybpc3 KO 

Dose of injection ------- ------- 1x1011/mg BW 1x109/mg BW 1x1011/mg BW 

12 Days 10 10 6 4 8 

6.5 Weeks 10 10 6 4 8 

14 Weeks 4 5 ------ 4 4 
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Figure 4.10: Biometric measures of WT and Mybpc3 KO mice 12 days post injection with AAV9-
pMLC2v.The significant increase in BW (A), LV mass (B),and LV:BW ratio (C) of Mybpc3 KO mice 
remained after AAV9-pMLC2v injection compared to WT. n=4-10 mice in each group, One-way 
ANOVA, * P <0.05, *** P <0.001. Abbreviations used are: LD; low dose (1x109/mg BW), HD; high 
dose (1X1011/mg BW). HW parameters were not included as these mice were kept alive and used 
for further experimentation. 
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Figure 4.11: Biometric measures of WT and Mybpc3 KO mice 6.5 weeks post injection with AAV9-
pMLC2v. The significant increase in HW (A), HW: BW ratio (B), HW:TL ratio (C), LV mass (F), and 
LV:BW ratio (G) of Mybpc3 KO mice remained constant after 6.5 week post injection with AAV9-
pMLC2v compared to WT. Tibial length (D), and BW (E) where non significantly different amongst all 
groups apart from Mybpc3 KO control group. n=4-10 mice in each group, One-way ANOVA, *** P 
<0.001. 
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Figure 4.12: Biometric measures of WT and Mybpc3 KO mice 14 weeks post injection with AAV9-
pMLC2v. The significant increase in HW (A), HW: BW ratio (B), HW:TL ratio (C), LV mass (D), LV 
mass: BW ratio (E) of Mybpc3 KO mice remained also after 14 weeks post AAV9-pMLC2v injection 
compared to WT. BW (F) and TL (G) where non significantly different amongst all groups apart from 
Mybpc3 KO control group. n=4-5 mice in each group, One-way ANOVA,* P <0.05, ** P <0.01, *** P 
<0.001. 
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4.3.6 Increased MLC2v phosphorylation partially rescues cardiac function of Mybpc3 KO 

hearts after 6.5 weeks post injection 

Although echocardiography evaluation of mice showed that the typical HCM phenotype remained 

in Mybpc3 KO mice after AAV9-pMLC2v injection, manifested by significant hypertrophy of 

interventricular septum (IVS) in systole (s) and diastole (d), increased LV posterior wall (LVPW) 

thickness, decreased LV inner diameter (LVID), and increased LV mass: BW ratio compared with WT 

mice (Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and Figure 4.14); we wanted to address whether transfer of AAV9-

pMLC2v has a beneficial effect on contractility parameters. Therefore the assessment of LV function 

by transthoracic echocardiography was performed.  

Echocardiographic measurements showed highly depressed cardiac function highlighted by 

significant decline in both %FS and %EF at the beginning and the end of the study (12 days and 14 

weeks in both doses) in KO injected mice compared with WT mice that was similar to non-injected 

KO mice. However, these HCM-induced abnormalities observed in Mybpc3 KO hearts were 

significantly reduced compared to non-injected KO mice at 6.5 weeks post HD AAV9-pMLC2v 

injection (%FS;21±3.45, and 16.93±3.03; P <0.05, %EF; 42.1±6.0, and 35.2±5.60; P <0.05, 

respectively). Nevertheless, when compared to WT control mice, these functional properties of the 

injected KO mice were still significantly different. Apart from this interesting result; all other 

parameters remained constant. Moreover, these injections of AAV9-pMLC2v did not show any 

functional or structural echocardiographic differences in WT control and injected mice in all time 

points. These results suggest that transcriptionally targeted AAV9-pMLC2v vectors are able to 

specifically improve contractile function in Mybpc3 deficient hearts, but not morphology. For 

detailed echocardiographic parameters see Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and Figures 4.14, 4.15. 
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Table 4.2: Echocardiography summary data at 12 days post AAV9-pMLC2v injection in WT and 
Mybpc3 KO mice. Abbreviations used are: IVS, interventricular septum; LVPW, Left ventricle 
posterior wall; Vol, volume; d, in diastole; s, in systole; BW, Body weight; * treated and untreated 
mice vs. control WT mice (P <0.05; Student’s t-test); § treated mice vs. untreated KO (P <0.05; 
Student’s t-test). Data are expressed as mean ± SD. 

 

 

12 days post 
injection Controls Treated with AAV9-pMLC2v 

Genotype WT Mybpc3 KO WT Mybpc3 KO Mybpc3 KO 

N 10 10 6 4 8 
Gender F 4M + 6F F F F 
Dose of 
injection ------- ------- 1x1011/mg BW 1x109/mg 

BW 1x1011/mg BW 

Age, days 59.2±1.03 57±7.92 55 63±10 61±2.00 

IVS;d, mm 0.83±0.14 1.22±0.24* 0.77±0.14§ 1.27±0.15* 1.23±0.11* 

LVID;d, mm 3.57±0.29 4.55±0.42* 3.64±0.32§ 4.44±0.30* 4.36±0.30* 

LVPW;d, mm 0.79±0.15 1.24±0.20* 0.73±0.03§ 1.40±0.26* 1.26±0.18* 

IVS;s, mm 1.18±0.23 1.6 ±0.28* 1.25±0.39 1.56±0.06* 1.60±0.16* 

LVID;s, mm 2.44±0.23 3.72±0.50* 2.47±0.47§ 3.64±0.29* 3.50±0.32* 

LVPW;s, mm 1.05±0.21 1.46±0.19* 1.06±0.09§ 1.50±0.22* 1.53±0.20* 

LV Vol;d, ul 53.99±10.68 96.32±20.97* 56.35±12.27§ 90.55±14.5* 86.54±13.60* 

LV Vol;s, ul 21.38±4.75 60.39±19.48* 23.41±10.14§ 56.67±11.19* 51.32±11.50* 

%EF 60.16±6.89 39.19±7.08* 59.91±8.72§ 37.66±3.98* 41.16±5.21* 

% FS 31.57±4.74 19.05±3.95* 32.59±8.06§ 18.08±2.1* 20.04±2.88* 

LV Mass, mg 80.86±20.58 212.64±52.56* 73.53±13.34§ 230.3±25.8* 202.56±28.72* 

LV Wall, mg 81.62±17.69 180.33±13.97* 71.12±14.15§ --------- 205.78±28.20* 

BW, g 17.77 ± 0.87 18.03±3.093 16.13±0.71§ 14.02±1.33*§ 19.24±1.76* 

LV mass: BW 
ratio, mg/g 4.54± 1.11 11.92±2.65* 4.56±0.83§ 16.40±0.4*§ 10.55±1.40* 
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6.5 weeks 
post 

injection 
Controls Treated with AAV9-pMLC2v 

Genotype WT Mybpc3 KO WT Mybpc3 KO Mybpc3 KO 
N 10 10 6 4 8 
Gender F 4M + 6F F F 3M + 5F 
Dose of 
injection ------- ------- 1 x1011/mg BW 1x109/mg BW 1 x1011/mg BW 

Age, days 75.6±2 91.7± 7.71 88.0 97±10.4 90.9± 0.3 
IVS;d, mm 0.89±0.25 1.30±0.23* 0.79±0.14§ 1.49±0.33* 1.33±0.17* 
LVID;d, mm 3.69±0.28 4.94±0.55* 3.49±0.34§ 4.69±0.80* 4.80±0.32* 
LVPW;d, 
mm 0.84±0.12 1.28±0.38* 0.82±0.10§ 1.48±0.25* 1.31±0.33* 

IVS;s, mm 1.27±0.27 1.67 ±0.18* 1.07±0.14§ 1.90±0.51* 1.73±0.15* 
LVID;s, mm 2.55±0.32 4.11±0.52* 2.61±0.45§ 3.85±0.57* 3.80±0.35* 
LVPW;s, 
mm 1.16±0.10 1.48±0.37 1.04±0.17§ 1.74±0.29* 1.64±0.37* 

LV Vol;d, ul 58.40±10.4 117.3±32.19* 51.48±12.3§ 105.3±43.5* 108.07±17* 
LV Vol;s, ul 24.08±7.5 76.44±24.99* 26.31±11.55§ 65.7±23.04* 63.01±13.75* 
LV Mass, 
mg 93.6±29.8 262±74.5* 77.36±15.84§ 290.5±45.6* 255.5±52.4* 

LV Wall, mg 91.9±32.3 258.9±74.3* 73.60±12.4§ 289.2±46.2* 259.9±55.26* 
%EF 59.30±7.8 35.2±5.60 50.87±10.3§ 36.6±6.73* 42.1±5.9*§ 
%FS 31.1±5.21 16.93±3.03 25.57±6.05§ 17.64±3.80* 20.8±3.45*§ 
BW, g 20.79 ± 1.26 26.18±5.56* 18.59±0.94* 25.8±1.12* 24.76±3.9 
LV mass: 
BW ratio, 
mg/g 

4.5± 1.25 10.02±1.95* 4.19±0.97§ 11.24±1.5* 10.50±2.3* 

 

Table 4.3: Echocardiography summary data at 6.5 weeks post AAV9-pMLC2v injection in WT and 
Mybpc3 KO mice. Abbreviations used are: IVS, interventricular septum; LVPW, Left ventricle 
posterior wall; Vol, volume; d, in diastole; s, in systole; BW, Body weight; * treated and untreated 
mice vs. control WT mice (P <0.05; Student’s t-test); § treated mice vs. untreated KO (P <0.05; 
Student’s t-test). Data are expressed as mean ± SD. 
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Figure 4.13: LV functional analysis of AAV9-pMLC2v HD injected vs. non injected mice. The mean 
%EF and %FS of the untreated Mybpc3 KO mice was significantly improved after 6.5 weeks post 
injection. Whereas, an opposite trend with no significant differences in %EF or %FS was detected 
between the WT treated and untreated mice. Values are mean± SD, * P <0.05. Abbreviations used 
are: %FS, fractional shortening; %EF, ejection fraction. 

 

  WT control                                 Mybpc3 KO control                     Mybpc3 KO HD                          mm 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Representative images of M-mode recordings from mice injected with AAV9-pMLC2v 
(6.5 weeks). M-mode image with arrows indicating the left ventricular internal diameter in diastole 
(LVIDd; yellow) and systole (LVIDs; red). These measures were used to calculate a shortening 
fraction of 31% in WT, 17% in Mybpc3 KO non-injected, and 21% in Mybpc3 HD. There was no 
significant difference in the increase of Mybpc3 KO heart diameters after the AAV9-pMLC2v 
injection. The hypertrophy remained in both single KO hearts compared with the WT mice.  
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14 weeks post injection Controls Treated with AAV9-pMLC2v 

Genotype WT Mybpc3 KO Mybpc3 KO Mybpc3 KO 

N 4 5 4 4 

Gender F 4M + 1F F 3M + 1F 

Dose of injection ------- ------- 1x109/mg BW 1 x1011/mg BW 

Age, days 140 156.2±10.9 159±10.4 152 

IVS;d, mm 0.92±0.24 1.42±0.22* 1.38±0.26* 1.34±0.17* 

LVID;d, mm 3.75±0.35 5.60±0.45* 5.26±0.39* 5.61±0.18* 

LVPW;d, mm 0.84±0.19 1.28±0.17* 1.39±0.21* 1.29±0.19* 

IVS;s, mm 1.23±0.30 1.77±0.20* 1.75±0.28* 1.67±0.32 

LVID;s, mm 2.77±0.44 4.71±0.50* 4.32±0.33* 4.8±0.31* 

LVPW;s, mm 1.09±0.15 1.55±0.16* 1.70±0.27* 1.5±0.16* 

LV Vol;d, ul 60.9±13.5 154.5±29.4* 133.9±23.9* 154.5±11.3* 

LV Vol;s, ul 29.7±11.1 104.3±25.3* 84.65±15.7* 109.9±15.9* 

LV Mass, mg 97.5±25.53 337.4±82.5* 314.01±34.6* 322.4±37.4* 

LV Wall, mg 96.6±28.9 348.7±101.8* 300.9±19.27* 330.7±36.8* 

%EF 52.3±10.12 32.8±7.9* 36.67±3.25* 28.7±9.8* 

%FS 26.6±6.22 15.9±4.3* 17.79±1.81* 13.8±5.3* 

BW, g 24.23±2.4 37.34±6.8* 30.67±2.85* 34.4±3.0* 

LV mass: BW ratio, mg/g 4.04±1.12 9.02±1.2* 10.23±0.56* 9.46±1.60* 

 

Table 4.4: Echocardiography summary data at 14 weeks post AAV9-pMLC2v injection in WT and 
Mybpc3 KO mice. Abbreviations used are: IVS, interventricular septum; LVPW, Left ventricle 
posterior wall; Vol, volume; d, in diastole; s, in systole; BW, Body weight; * treated and untreated 
mice vs. control WT mice (P <0.05; Student’s t-test); § treated mice vs. untreated KO (P <0.05; 
Student’s t-test). Data are expressed as mean ± SD. 
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Figure 4.15: Echocardiography summary data at various time points post injection. Abbreviations WT; wild type, KO; Mybpc3 KO,AAV LD; 
Mybpc3 KO injected with low dose of AAV9-pMLC2v, AAV HD; Mybpc3 KO injected with high dose of AAV-pMLC2v. Points are mean of all 
measurements; error bars omitted for clarity. The significant effect of AAV-pMLC2v injection was detected at 6.5 weeks post injection in 
both %EF and %FS; * treated and untreated vs. control WT mice, § treated mice vs. untreated KO (P <0.05; Student’s t-test).
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4.3.7 AAV9-pMLC2v injection did not prevent/revers cardiac hypertrophy in Mybpc3 KO 

hearts 

At the most effective time point of 6.5 weeks post pMLC2v injection, mice were sacrificed for 

further analysis. Staining of 4 µm cardiac sections showed that heart muscle morphology from mice 

injected with AAV9-pMLC2v was indistinguishable from non-injected ones. No change in heart size 

(Figure 4.16 A and B) nor collagen deposition (Figure 4.17 A and B) were observed in the WT mice 

before and after the injection. In addition, signs of cardiomyopathy such as cardiac hypertrophy 

(Figure 4.16 C and D) and pronounced fibrosis (Figure 4.17 C and D) were clearly unchanged after 

treating KO mice with AAV-pMLC2v contrary to cardiac function (Figure 4.13). 
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A.                                                                                              B. 

 

C.                                                                                                D. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16: Representative histological sections of H&E stained hearts from AAV9-pMLC2v 
injected vs. non-injected mice 6.5 weeks post injection.Light micrographs of 4 µm transversal 
ventricular sections from WT (A) non-injected, (B) injected, and Mybpc3 KO (C) non-injected, (D) 
injected mice showing all the myocardium. The intravenous septum and ventricular walls thickness 
remained stable before and after the injection. Bar= 1000 µm.  
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Figure 4.17: Representative histological sections of PSR stained hearts from AAV9-pMLC2v 
injected vs. non-injected mice 6.5 weeks post injection.  Light micrographs of 4 µm transversal 
ventricular sections from WT (A) non-injected, (B) injected, and Mybpc3 KO (C) non-injected, (D) 
injected mice comparing the level of interstitial fibrosis in all groups to non-injected WT. (E) 
Determination of the significant differences in ventricular fibrosis by one-way ANOVA, *** P <0.001. 
n=3 hearts/group; whole heart analysis in 3 replicates. Bar= 100 µm.  
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4.3.8 MOI optimization for ARVMs transfected with adv-pMLC2v 

To obtain an acceptable assay response; an optimal MOI determination is required. This was 

achieved by infecting a fixed number of ARVMs (20,000 cells in these experiments) at a range of 

MOI and the expression of GFP (showing green fluorescence) was visualized under the fluorescence 

microscope. The rate of transfected cells / dead cells per well was visually determined at each MOI. 

Under the conditions used, virtually most of the cells were successfully transfected at a MOI of 800, 

as shown in Figure 4.18, taken 48 hrs after infection. However, the lowest MOI at which enough 

cells for in vitro contractility assay show transgene expression was used for further experimentation 

which was 400 MOI. As high quantities of virus could lead to cytotoxic side effects; a lower MOI was 

used to avoid artefacts due to non-healthy cells. 
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Figure 4.18: Infection and cytotoxicity of recombinant adenovirus expressing pMLC2v in ARVMs. 
ARVMs were treated with increasing concentrations of adv-pMLC2v-GFP for 48 hrs. The cells were 
observed under a light (Top) or fluorescence (bottom) microscopes to detect cell death and GFP 
expression, respectively. The lowest MOI at which enough cells for in vitro contractility assay show 
transgene expression was used for experimentation. 

 

 

 

4.3.9 pMLC2v overexpression has no effect on ARVMs in vitro contractility profile 

Both IonOptix system and IonWizard™ softwares were used to directly measure and quantify the 

contraction and relaxation kinetics of ARVMs cultured for 48 hrs with adv-pMLC2v. Contractions 

were assessed in 1 mM Ca2+, 37°C, and at a range of stimulation frequencies from 0.1 to 10 Hz. In 

basal conditions of 0.2 Hz stimulation (Figure 4.19 A), adv-pMLC2v transfected ARVMs did not 

perform differently compared with those NT ARVMs in contraction amplitude (% cell shortening), 

contraction speed (TTP) or relaxation speed (R50 and R90). Also, increasing stimulation frequency 

had no effect on adv-pMLC2v transfected ARVMs compared to NT ARVMs (Figure 4.19 B). 

Collectively, these data showed no effect of increasing MLC2v phosphorylation on ARVMs 

contraction and relaxation profiles in vitro. 
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of contractile properties of ARVMs before and after transfection with 
adv-pMLC2v for 48 hrs. (A) NT (red) and adv-pMLC2v (green) ARVMs compared in basal conditions 
(0.2 Hz, 1 mM Ca2+, 37°C) show no significant differences. (B) Increase stimulation frequency has no 
effect on rates of shortening and rates of relaxation after adv-pMLC2v transfection. At 0.5 Hz; 2 
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preparations were used; n=13 NT and 16 adv-pMLC2v ARVMs were studied. In the rest of 
experiments 1 preparation was used; n=5 NT and 8 adv-pMLC2v ARVMs. Abbreviations used are: 
ARVMs; adult rat ventricular myocytes, NT; non-transfected ARVMs, adv-pMLC2v; ARVMs 
transfected with adv-pMLC2v, time-to-peak contraction; TTP, time to 50% relaxation; R50, and time 
to 90% relaxation; R90. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and analysed by Two-way ANOVA. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

Chapter 3 has confirmed the rescue effect of calcineurin removal on the contractile apparatus of 

hearts lacking Mybpc3 but the underlying mechanism is still unclear. It is well-known that protein 

phosphorylation in particular plays a significant role in a wide range of cellular processes and a 

relative increase and decrease in phosphorylation and dephosphorylation events of sarcomeric 

proteins have a significant role in inducing cardiomyopathies. Therefore, the phosphate affinity 

SDS-PAGE technique that has been developed as described previously (Messer et al. 2009;Toepfer 

et al. 2013;Copeland et al. 2010) was used in this study for quantitative measurements of 

sarcomeric proteins phosphorylation levels. TnI phosphorylation modulates contractility but studies 

by Prof Marston have showed that phosphorylation levels of TnI were simply unchanged in the dKO 

mice (Figure 4.20, unpublished data) unlike MLC2v (Figure 4.1). Increased MLC2v phosphorylation 

in cardiac muscle was proposed to attenuate compensatory hypertrophy by potentiating the force 

and speed of contractions (Huang et al. 2008). We therefore investigated the phosphorylation role 

played by MLC2v in our genetically altered mice.  
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Figure 4.20: TnI phosphorylation measurements. The proportions of TnI phosphorylation measured 
in LV tissue was normal in all the mice groups. Data suggest that ablating Mybpc3 and/or CnAβ have 
no influence on the level of TnI phosphorylation. n=1 hearts/group and dKO sample was done in 
duplicate assay. Data analysed by one-way ANOVA compared with WT mice. 
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The extent of MLC2v phosphorylation in hearts of WT and Mybpc3 KO mice typically varied from 

0.44 to 0.47 mol of Pi/mol of MLC2v. The results of WT mice are consistent with others (Huang et al. 

2008), pointing out a limited effect of MLC2v phosphorylation on Mybpc3 KO hearts. Interestingly, 

the MLC2v phosphorylation level was increased markedly in CnAβ KO and dKO mice. Therefore, a 

case was made that MLC2v possibly is a direct substrate for calcineurin that dephosphorylates 

MLC2v in vivo through its localisation, close to its target sites perhaps, in the M- and Z-lines of the 

sarcomere (Torgan et al. 2006) as it showed to greatly dephosphorylate it in vitro (Figure 4.2). 

However, another possibility includes an unexplored indirect effect of calcineurin in regulating 

MLC2v kinases and phosphatases in vivo. Greater magnitudes of MLC2v phosphorylation could 

indicate high levels of cMLCK activity, since a preliminary analysis showed increased expression of 

cMLCK protein in hearts lacking calcineurin (Figure 4.21). Collectively, these observations point to a 

regulatory effect of calcineurin on the MLC2v protein which is poorly understood. 

 

 

Figure 4.21: cMLCK protein expression in CnAβ KO hearts. cMLCK antibody detected high amounts 
of cMLCK protein in protein lysates isolated from heart ventricles lacking calcineurin compared to 
WT mouse.  

 

So far in this chapter, results suggested that high MLC2v phosphorylation found in the dKO mice 

supposedly was able to overcome the deleterious effects in Mybpc3 KO hearts after CnAβ deletion. 

One consideration is what Toepfer and colleagues have demonstrated that MLC2v phosphorylation 
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increase enhanced contractility in the same way as in the dKO hearts (Toepfer et al. 2013). There 

are also other studies that show the essential role of increased MLC2v phosphorylation on 

enhancing cardiac function (Chen et al. 1998;Ding et al. 2010;Rottbauer et al. 2006;Sheikh et al. 

2012;Sheikh et al. 2015;Warren et al. 2012); or the reversing effect of the nonphosphorylatable 

MLC2v (Chen et al. 1998;Rottbauer et al. 2006).  Somewhat surprisingly the effect of 

pseudophosphorylatable MLC2v has not been addressed. 

To test this idea, we have enriched skinned Mybpc3 KO trabeculae fibres with 40% Rhodamine 

labelled hMLC2v to replace the endogenous MLC2v with hMLC2v as detailed in Toepfer’s paper 

(Toepfer et al. 2013). This was performed to mimic the endogenous increased levels of MLC2v 

phosphorylation in vivo. Preliminary data showed that power output has increased in Mybpc3 KO 

fibres after treating them with hMLC2v (Figure 4.22). Clearly, increased MLC2v phosphorylation 

levels enhanced the ability of cardiac muscle to produce more power during shortening and this 

may signify a compensatory adaptation to pathology in cMyBP-C mutations. 
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B.                                                                                   C. 

              

 

 

Figure 4.22: Conformation, localisation, and exchange of hMLC2v into cardiac trabeculae. (A) 15% 
acrylamide gel run of 30 min at 100V was performed to check hMLC2v degradation and confirm its 
conformation prior using it in the exchange experiment. (B) Confocal assessment for hMLC2v-
Rhodamine conjugate exchange into a cardiac trabeculae using 63x water immersion lens. The final 
concentration of labelled hMLC2v in exchange buffer approximated to 0.6 mg/ml, which was a 
sufficient concentration for hMLC2v exchange in permeabilised trabeculae (Toepfer et al. 2013). (C) 
Calculated power-velocity relationships of Mybpc3 KO cardiac trabeculae after hMLC2v-Rhodamine 
exchange. Increase in power output is detected after the exchange (black; dashed line) compared to 
control Mybpc3 (red; solid). n= 1 trabecula/group. 
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To study this effect in intact muscle we generated the pseudophosphorylated MLC2v as an in vivo 

rescue method to alleviate the cardiomyopathy phenotype brought about by cMyBP-C mutations. 

Figure 4.23 shows the three approaches that were used. First, we investigated whether systemic 

transfer of pMLC2v gene using AAV9 vectors transcriptionally targeted to the heart is suitable for 

abrogating the development of HCM phenotype in the background of HCM-causing cMyBP-C 

mutations. The AAV9 with specific viral promoter (α-MHC) vector was used to ensure the most 

efficient and long-term expression of cardiac gene transfer in mice (Goehringer et al. 2009). 

Injecting adult WT and Mybpc3 KO mice with two different concentrations of AAV9-pMLC2v 

resulted in indistinguishable gravimetric parameters (Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, and 4.14), LV wall 

thickness and dimensions (Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3), and typical HCM abnormalities including 

myocytes disarray (Figure 4.16) and interstitial fibrosis levels (Figure 4.17) in the same genotypes.  
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Figure 4.23: Production of pMLC2v by serine to aspartic acid amino acid substitutions.  

 

This demonstrates that pseudophosphorylation of S14/15D-MLC2v was unable to reverse the 

abnormal pre-existing hypertrophic cardiac growth and interstitial fibrosis in Mybpc3 KO mice. This 

contrasted other observations that showed the ability of increased MLC2v phosphorylation in 

attenuating the development of morphological defects observed in TG and HCM mice were hyper 

phosphorylation is present from birth (Granzier et al. 2015;Huang et al. 2008;Moss et al. 2006;Yuan 

et al. 2015). This inefficient remedy for hypertrophy in Mybpc3 KO hearts may result from the 

inability of MLC2v pseudophosphorylation to diminish the adverse secondary effects of the 

mutation after they have existed for some time. The importance of heart development during the 

fetal and neonatal period is well established with regards to the association between the heart 
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growth in the womb, and later cardiac morphology and functionality indirectly caused by cMyBP-C 

mutations.  

Interestingly, 45 days post-HD-injection - when usually the AAV expression is peaked (Inagaki et al. 

2006), Mybpc3 KO hearts demonstrated improved cardiac performances by ~20% EF and ~25% FS in 

relative to the single KO whilst there was a trend to diminished performance in WT. This was not 

the case in 14 weeks post injection probably due to expression decline. Whilst it is evident that the 

partial rescue is specific to pMLC2v, we do not know how much was expressed in the mouse heart 

relative to endogenous MLC2v. If levels were low, even in our HD experiments, it may be possible to 

get a better rescue at higher doses. The improvement in cardiac performance might be due to the 

compensatory mechanism of increased MLC2v phosphorylation for the loss of myofilament 

mechanical power generation in the depressed myocardium of Mybpc3 KO mice (Toepfer et al. 

2013). This result is comparable to a recent study by Yuan showing that the defected contractile 

function of D166V-mutated myocardium was improved by 8-14% EF by pseudophosphorylating 

MLC2v in these hearts which was sufficient to prevent the development of the pathological HCM 

phenotype (Yuan et al. 2015). More studies including higher concentrations, increased mice 

numbers, more echocardiographic time points, etc are needed to fully understand the mechanism 

by which MLC2v pseudophosphorylation is able to counterbalance a progressive HCM phenotype. 

Or it may be due to specific properties of cMyBP-C and MLC2v interaction (e.g. Pfuhl’s idea) (Ratti et 

al. 2011). To distinguish these possibilities we tested whether CnAβ KO, with associated higher 

MLC2v could rescue an unrelated HCM mouse model (ACTC E99K TG mice described in the next 

chapter).   

Second, we have also used adenoviral vectors encoding pMLC2v (adv-pMLC2v) to obtain 

contraction and relaxation profiles in vitro. ARVMs were cultured for 48 hrs, harvested, and were 
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checked for the presence of GFP which confirmed accordingly the successful expression of pMLC2v 

(Figure 4.18). After that contraction experiments were performed using an edge detection set up.  

Under basal condition of 0.2 Hz, all parameters remained unchanged between transfected and NT 

ARVMs (Figure 4.19 A). Thus, these in vitro findings of normal cardiac contractility due to 

overexpression of pMLC2v, as judged by the unchanged % cell shortening, were in parallel with the 

in vivo findings in WT mice injected with AAV9-pMLC2v (Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4). This observation 

is complementary to the evidence that enriched hMLC2v rat trabecula was not significantly 

different from control and native trabeculae in regards of contractile force and velocity apart from 

power output as shown by Toepfer’s experiments (Toepfer et al. 2013). All of these parameters 

were also unchanged when stimulation frequency increased (Figure 4.19 B). It’s well-known that 

increase in stimulation frequency is always associated with an acceleration of relaxation (frequency-

dependent acceleration of relaxation; Bers 2002); but it was the same in transfected vs. NT ARVMs. 

It is intriguing to consider increased MLC2v phosphorylation as a possible drug target for alleviating 

symptoms in cMyBP-C mutations that exhibit reduced force generation and cardiac output (Stohr et 

al. 2013). 
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The Lethal Role of Calcineurin Ablation on 
ACTC E99K TG Mice 
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5. Introduction 

As discussed in previous chapters, there is more than 600 mutations discovered to be associated 

with HCM; predominantly genes encoding the contractile apparatus of the myofibril machinery 

(Kaludercic et al. 2009;Page et al. 2012;Seidman et al. 2011). So far eleven mutations were 

identified in the cardiac actin gene, ACTC (Kaski et al. 2009;Olivotto et al. 2008), including the E99K 

mutation which is associated with unusual apical hypertrophy and LV non-compaction phenotype 

(Arad et al. 2005;Monserrat et al. 2007;Song et al. 2011). ACTC E99K mutation has been extensively 

characterised in the clinic, and studies by Monserrat have listed detailed information from 10 

families (Monserrat et al. 2007). Therefore an ACTC E99K TG model of HCM has been generated to 

investigate the underlying mechanisms of this disease (Song et al. 2011). The ACTC E99K TG hearts 

show a HCM-like phenotype, apical hypertrophy, increase in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity and 

interstitial fibrosis, impaired relaxation and progression to HF (Song et al. 2011). Remarkably, these 

mice exhibited a very high death rate in a short period of time between 28 and 45 days (48% 

females and 22% males) as detailed in Figure 5.1 (Song et al. 2011). 

Song has showed that there is a 2.3-fold increase in Ca2+ sensitivity in the ACTC E99K TG myofibrils 

which is believed to be the main trigger for the major symptoms of HCM, potentially the 

hypertrophic phenotype of cardiac muscle (Song et al. 2011;Song et al. 2013). High myofilament 

Ca2+ sensitivity has a major impact on cardiac properties at several points; most directly on 

contractility (Marston 2011). Moreover it was confirmed by Rowlands and colleagues that the 

increase in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity in this model disturbed intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis and 

Ca2+ handling (Rowlands et al. 2014) which is assumed to affect some signalling pathways for Ca2+ 

dependent enzymes such as calcineurin to accommodate the altered Ca2+ homeostasis (Molkentin 

2000). Since increased calcineurin activity has been shown to be associated with maladaptive 
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remodelling (Liu et al. 2010;Liu et al. 2012) and its ablation has rescued the HCM phenotype of 

Mybpc3 KO; investigations were conducted to test whether the absence of calcineurin could also 

rescue the phenotype seen in ACTC E99K TG mice. 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Kaplan-Meir plot showing mortality in male and female ACTC E99K mice. Blue box 
highlights the period of increased sudden death. Figure from (Song et al. 2011). 
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5.1 Hypothesis  
 
To address the specificity of the rescue effect seen in Mybpc3 KO mice after CnAβ ablation, CnAβ 

was also removed from another cardiomyopathic model i.e. ACTC E99K TG mice. Double TG (dTG) 

mice were generated by crossing ACTC E99K TG and CnAβ KO mice and they were compared to their 

respective controls. 

The main hypothesis of this chapter proposes that CnAβ ablation from the ACTC E99K TG mouse will 

rescue the SCD phenotype detected in this model of HCM. 

 

5.1.1 Aims 

The purpose of this study is to investigate if basic characteristics of ACTC E99K TG mice were 

rescued after CnAβ ablation by the following: 

1. Characterisation of cardiac hypertrophy and fibrosis in ACTC E99K TG by H&E, WGA, PSR, 

and EM. 

2. Measurement of Rcan1 mRNA expression in ACTC E99K TG. 

3. Determination of the mortality rate in dTG mice using Kaplan-Meier survival curve. 

4. Characterisation of micro-morphologic changes in dTG hearts using EM. 

5. Measurement of interstitial fibrosis in the dTG hearts using PSR. 

These basic studies are important to reveal the clear effect of CnAβ partial and complete ablation 

on the TG mice of ACTC E99K. 
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5.2 Materials and Methods  

5.2.1 Genotype  

Ear notches were collected from 2 week old mice. DNA extraction and genotyping was carried out 

as described in the Method section 2.2.  Samples were loaded on a 1 % horizontal agarose, and 

electrophoresis was carried out in 75 volts for 50 min as described in the Methods section 2.2.4.  

 

5.2.2 Histology and immunohistochemistry 

Hearts from 12-15 month old non-TG (NTG) and ACTC E99K TG mice, and 19-22 days old NTG, TG, 

dTG, and CnAβ KO were harvested and a cross sectional area of the heart containing both right and 

left ventricles were used as described in the Method section 2.5.  

 

5.2.3 EM 

Papillary muscles were dissected from 19-22 days old mice and samples were prepared as described 

in the Method section 2.4.  
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5.3 Results  

5.3.1 Confirmation of genotype  

 Prior to any experiment; PCR genotyping strategy was used to detect ACTC E99K NTG and TG mice, 

and CnAβ WT and KO alleles (Figure 5.2) in genomic DNA from ear notches of CnAβ and ACTC E99K 

heterozygous crossed mice.  
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A. 

          
B.  

 
C. 

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

CnAβ +/+ +/+ +/+ +/+ -/- +/+ +/+ +/+ -/- 

ACTC E99K T/+ +/+ +/+ +/+ T/+ T/+ +/+ +/+ +/+ 

Genotype E99K 
TG NTG NTG NTG dTG E99K 

TG NTG NTG CnAβ KO 

 
Figure 5.2: Representative 1% agarose gel showing CnAβ and ACTC E99K PCR products. Gels were 
loaded with PCR products from WT (+/+), and heterozygous (+/-) or TG (T/+) mice. Negative (aqua; 
A; first lane) and positive (WT+/+ allele, second lane; homozygous-/- or transgenic T/+ alleles, third 
lane) controls were performed for each genotyping assay. (A) CnAβ+/+  display a single band of 
approximately 400 bp; whereas CnAβ-/- show a single band of approximately 700 bp; and CnAβ+/- 
present a two bands pattern. (B) ACTC E99K+/+does not show any bands when amplified with TG 
allele specific primers; whereas ACTC E99K T/+show a single band of approximately 1300 bp. (C) 
Table summarizing the genotyping results for mice samples 1 to 9 from one litter. Abbreviation 
used is: NTG, non-transgenic mice. 
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5.3.2 Cardiac hypertrophic phenotype of ACTC E99K TG mice at 12-15 months old 

At the investigated age of 12-15 months adult ACTC E99K TG mice exhibited significant cardiac 

hypertrophy compared with NTG littermates. 4 μm thick sections of ACTC E99K TG hearts 

highlighted by H&E (Figure 5.3), PSR (Figure 5.4), and WGA (Figure 5.5) stains exhibited significant 

cardiac fibrosis (11.93 ±0.7 vs. NT 3.7 ± 0.2 %; P <0.001). Also, these TG hearts displayed 

hypertrophy evident as visible macroscopic enlargement of the hearts and microscopic increase in 

cell size compared with their NTG littermates (582 ± 14.5 vs. 285 ± 6.5 µm²; P <0.001).  

 

A.                                                                                           B. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Representative histological sections of H&E stained hearts from NTG and ACTC E99K 
TG mice. Light micrographs of 4 µm transversal ventricular sections in 12-15 months of age in NTG 
(A) and ACTC E99K TG (B) mice. The ventricular septum and ventricular walls thickness are 
significantly different in ACTC E99K TG when compared to NTG. Bar= 1000 µm. Abbreviation used is: 
NTG, non-transgenic mice. 
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Figure 5.4: Representative histological sections of PSR stained hearts from NTG and ACTC E99K TG 
mice. Light micrographs of 4 µm transversal ventricular sections in 12-15 months of age in NTG (A) 
and ACTC E99K TG (B) mice. (C) Determination of the significant differences in ventricular fibrosis. 
Bar= 1000 µm and n=3-4 hearts/group analysed it triplets; *** P <0.001. NTG, non-transgenic mice. 
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Figure 5.5: Representative histological sections of WGA stained hearts from NTG and ACTC E99K 
TG mice. Fluorescent micrographs of 4 µm ventricular sections in 12-15 months of age in NTG (A) 
and ACTC E99K TG (B) mice. (C) Determination of the significant differences in ventricular myocytes 
size. Bar= 50 µm and n= 3-4 hearts/group; *** P <0.001. NTG, non-transgenic mice. 
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5.3.3 Increase in Rcan1 mRNA expression 

The 10-fold significant increase in the mRNA level of Rcan1 reflected the increase in calcineurin 

activity in the ACTC E99K TG hearts (P <0.001; Figure 5.6).  
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Figure 5.6: Rcan1 mRNA expression in ACTC E99K mice.  Expression of Rcan1 was analysed by RT-
PCR with total mRNA isolated from 12-15 months ACTC E99K NTG and TG mice. RT-PCR data were 
normalized to the reference GAPDH mRNA expression. Data are mean ± SEM of triplicate 
experiments. n= 5 hearts/group, *** P <0.001. NTG, non-transgenic mice. 
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5.3.4 CnAβ ablation increased the mortality rate in ACTC E99K TG mice 

Kaplan-Meier survival plot demonstrated the survival pattern among different groups and statistical 

significance was tested by the log-rank test. In this study, the Kaplan-Meier survival probability 

showed higher mortality rate (100%; P <0.05) in the dTG over very short period of time starting 

between 20 and 40 days (Figure 5.7) compared to ACTC E99K TG mice (Figure 5.1). The Mybpc3 KO 

mice were used as controls in this study as they show normal mortality. 
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Figure 5.7: Kaplan-Meier survival curve for mortality rate in ACTC E99K TG mice after CnAβ 
ablation. It was measured for the length of time the ACTC E99K TG mice survived after CnAβ 
partial/ complete removal over 12 months. The significant difference in survival times between the 
ACTC E99K TG and Mybpc3 KO mice after knocking out CnAβ was analysed and statistically 
compared using Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test; * P <0.05. ACTC E99K TG data points were derived from 
(Song et al. 2011). 
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5.3.5 CnAβ ablation morphological effects on ACTC E99K TG hearts   

The content of the interstitial fibrosis was significantly higher in 19-21 days old ACTC E99K hearts 

versus NTG (20.17 ± 0.9 and 3.27 ± 0.5%; P <0.001, respectively, Figure 5.8 A and C). This property 

of the HCM-like model persisted also after CnAβ ablation as seen in the dTG hearts (21.1 ± 1.27%; P 

<0.001, Figure 5.8 D). CnAβ KO hearts did not show any differences compared to NTG (2.3 ± 0.3%; 

P >0.05, Figure 5.8 B). 

At the same age, sarcomeres were massively disarrayed in ACTC E99K TG cardiomyocytes versus 

NTG but remarkably sarcomere structure appeared to be normal after partial and complete 

ablation of the protein phosphatase calcineurin (Figure 5.9).  
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Figure 5.8: Representative histological sections of PSR stained hearts from young ACTC 
E99K/CnAβ dTG mice.Light micrographs of 4 µm transversal ventricular sections from (A) NTG, (B) 
ACTC E99K TG, (C) CnAβ KO, and (D) dTG mice comparing the level of interstitial fibrosis between 
groups. (E) Determination of the significant differences in ventricular fibrosis compared to NTG 
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mice. n=3 hearts/group, *** P < 0.001, Bar= 100 µm. Abbreviations used are:  NTG, non-transgenic; 
dTG, double transgenic. 
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Figure 5.9: EM revealed disorganization rescue of myofibrils in young dTG hearts. Electron 
micrograph of NTG ventricular tissue showing highly ordered myofibrils, in contrary to ACTC E99K 
TG that shows extensive myofibril disarray.  Myofibril disarray in ACTC E99K TG was rescued after 
partial and complete removal of CnAβ. Scale bar=2µm.  
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5.4 Discussion 

HCM causing mutations usually result in a pattern of molecular, cellular and interstitial changes 

leading to remodelling changes in the heart size, shape, and function (Seidman et al. 2001). While 

compensatory cardiac remodelling processes maybe initially beneficial to heart function, these may 

ultimately become maladaptive and symptoms of contractile dysfunction become evident. There 

are limited ranges of compensatory responses that the heart can use such as cellular hypertrophy 

that lead to cardiac hypertrophy important in enhancing the contractile capacity of the heart (Cohn 

et al. 2000) although in HCM these responses maybe anti-compensatory (Rowlands et al. 2014). 

Also, there is induction of hypertrophy-associated genes normally expressed during development of 

the heart, and ultimately impairment of cardiac function associated with necrotic and apoptotic 

cardiomyocytes replacement by fibrotic deposits (Ashrafian et al. 2011). 

Since similar patterns of cardiac remodelling occur in response to cardiac-specific disruption of the 

gene encoding human cardiac actin, including the E99K mutation, the ACTC E99K TG mice were 

generated and analysed (Song et al. 2011). These mice reproduce many of the characteristics of 

HCM in the human due to their unique feature of preserving the identical amino acid sequence in 

both species as well as an identical isoform distribution (75% cardiac actin, and 25% skeletal actin) 

(Song et al. 2011). 

At the age of one year old, abnormal hypertrophic growth with 3-fold more interstitial fibrosis and 

disarrayed doubly sized cardiomyocytes characterised the diseased myocardium of ACTC E99K TG 

versus the NTG hearts (Figure 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4).These results strongly confirm the HCM of ACTC 

E99K TG mice and are consistent with those previously found with this mouse model (Song et al. 

2011) and other HCM mutations including ones in cMyBP-C (Harris et al. 2002;Marian et al. 2001). 
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Moreover, increase in Ca2+ sensitivity at the myofilament level, which is likely the primary effect of 

HCM mutations (Marston 2011;Robinson et al. 2007;Seidman et al. 2011) was confirmed in this 

model (Song et al. 2013).   

Although the increase in Ca2+ sensitivity might be associated with faster cross-bridge cycling and 

impaired relaxation (Tardiff 2011); the subsequent muscle growth and ultimately pathological 

hypertrophy in this model is not yet fully understood (Song et al. 2013). Apart from Ca2+ sensitivity 

and the development of cardiac hypertrophy originated from the contractile machinery defects, 

other intracellular signalling pathways might be involved such as the calcineurin/NFAT pathway 

(Heineke et al. 2012;Molkentin et al. 1998;Tardiff 2011). 

An important finding of this chapter is that the gene encoding the regulator of calcineurin – Rcan1, 

which is a key regulator of the calcineurin/NFAT signalling network (Shin et al. 2011), was highly 

expressed in ACTC E99K TG hearts (10-fold) indicating an increase in calcineurin activity (Yang et al. 

2000) which possibly associated with the HCM phenotype. Although the causes of this window of 

susceptibility are not fully understood, studies showed that genetic deletion of CnAβ rescued the 

heart from hypertrophy after transverse aortic constriction (Bueno et al. 2002) and HCM caused by 

cMyBP-C mutations (see Chapter 3).  However, a report by Heineke showed that calcineurin 

inhibition in mouse models of DCM e.g. CSRP3 KO mice is most likely harmful (Heineke et al. 2010).  

In order to examine the feasibility of calcineurin inhibition for rescuing purposes in this disease, 

ACTC E99K TG mice were crossed with CnAβ KO mice. 

Strikingly and somewhat unexpectedly, all the ACTC E99K/CnAβ dTG mice had 100% early mortality 

and died between 20 and 40 days of birth, whereas the single TG mice of ACTC E99K showed 20-

40% mortality at this time and both CnAβ KO and dKO mice of Mybpc3/CnAβ showed no mortality 

(Kaplan-Meier survival curves; Figures 5.1 and 5.7). 
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Moreover, the magnitude of fibrosis was 10-fold more in both ACTC E99K TG and dTG, and was not 

affected by calcineurin elimination (P <0.001; Figure 5.8) demonstrating the constant rate of 

cardiomyocytes loss and fibrosis replacement apart from calcineurin removal. However, there was 

no evidence of fibrosis in CnAβ KO hearts as shown previously in Chapter 3 and consistent with 

others (Schaeffer et al. 2009). Surprisingly, the ultrastructural cytoskeletal abnormalities originally 

observed in the ACTC E99K TG hearts, including myofibrillar disarray (Song et al. 2011) was 

apparently restored in 2 week old dTG mice revealing enhanced cardiomyocyte sarcomere 

organization and appearance in the myocardium (Figure 5.9). Although the macroscopic phenotype 

status of the dTG hearts is unknown; the prototypical final molecular response of cardiomyocytes to 

hypertrophic signals includes primarily cellular hypertrophy and enhanced sarcomeric organization 

(Frey et al. 2004). This could point out the subtle hypertrophy of these hearts leading to the early 

CSD phenotype. Another argument could be the potential reversibility of cardiac hypertrophy and 

sarcomere architecture after calcineurin ablation mirroring studies inhibiting calcineurin by 

cyclosporine-A on α-MHC TG mice (Molkentin et al. 1998). 

Collectively, these data confirmed the specificity of CnAβ ablation rescue effect on Mybpc3 KO since 

there was a worsening of phenotype with ACTC E99K HCM mutation, as was found with DCM 

related CSRP3 KO (Heineke et al. 2010). Although ablation of CnAβ in ACTC E99K TG mice prevented 

only the disorganization of cardiomyocyte cytoarchitecture, these results suggest that calcineurin 

inhibition merit investigation as potential therapeutics for HCM models due to cMyBP-C mutations.  
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6. Discussion 

6.1 CnAβ Ablation rescues Mybpc3 KO Mice 

Mutations in the sarcomeric protein cMyBP-C are a leading cause of HCM characterised by specific 

functional abnormalities, echocardiographic features, and disordered myocardial architecture. To 

the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a specific “super rescue” of HCM in mice in the 

background of cMyBP-C. Functional, morphological, molecular, and ultrastructure investigations 

have provided strong evidence for complete normalisation phenotypes largely compromised in 

Mybpc3 KO hearts after CnAβ ablation. In this study, the hypercontractile phenotype of cardiac 

trabeculae lacking cMyBP-C was significantly attenuated after CnAβ removal (P <0.001). The focus 

of this study was to determine whether the calcineurin rescue effect is at the mechanical apparatus 

level and whether it is a specific rescue effect. An opposite pattern of responses were detected in 

other HCM models after crossed with CnAβ KO mice confirming its specificity to HCM mutations 

caused only by cMyBP-C.   

Although both CSRP3 KO (Knoll et al. 2010) and ACTC E99K TG (Song et al. 2011) showed an increase 

in Rcan1 mRNA expression similar to Mybpc3 KO; CnAβ removal resulted in a higher mortality rate 

in the dKO/dTG compared to single KO mice. Strikingly, rescuing of the cardiomyocyte cyto-

architecture defects originally observed in ACTC E99K TG hearts was the only positive effect of CnAβ 

removal in these TG; myofibrillar disarray and sarcomere disorganisation were completely rescued 

in a short period of time (Chapter 5 - Figure 5.9).  These data could be interpreted by what the 

Kitakaze laboratory suggested; that cMLCK plays a significant role in sarcomere formation in 

cardiomyocytes (Seguchi et al. 2007).  We suggest that there is an increased magnitude of cMLCK 
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due to calcineurin removal as described in Chapter 4 - Figure 4.20 leading to the highly organised 

sarcomeres in these dTG (Seguchi et al. 2007). 

Many papers have described the calcineurin/NFAT signal transduction pathway that can induce 

hypertrophic responses in many in vivo and in vitro experimental systems (e.g. Molkentin et al. 

1998;Olson et al. 1999). However, it has been the focus of many scientists to inhibit calcineurin 

activity and thus block the cellular and molecular events associated with hypertrophy. Considerable 

attention was generated to block calcineurin activity by immunosuppressant drugs already in use in 

humans. Therefore, Prof Knӧll’s group have investigated whether 11R-VIVIT (10 mg/kg), a novel 

substance able to interfere with calcineurin activity and supposed to have fewer side effects than 

the clinically widely used cyclosporin A and tacrolimus (Sieber et al. 2009), could be useful for 

treating hypertrophy and HF in HCM-model of Mybpc3 KO mice (unpublished data). 

Echocardiography revealed lower diastolic PWT in treated KO mice vs. control KO mice after 

subjecting them to dobutamine infusion (data not shown). Furthermore, Rcan1, Nppa, and Myh7 

mRNA levels were lowered in the 11R-VIVIT-treated mice (data not shown). Although 11R-VIVIT-

mediated inhibition of calcineurin did not result in such drastic changes as the genetic ablation of 

CnAβ, these data clearly supported the concept of calcineurin inhibition in cMyBP-C deficiency. 

Given the well-known increased activation of calcineurin in patients with cardiac hypertrophy and 

HF, this approach might represent a novel and realistic therapy, at least for patients carrying 

cMyBP-C mutations (Olson et al. 1999). 
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6.2 MLC2v Phosphorylation is altered by Calcineurin Removal  

The level of MLC2v phosphorylation has been shown to have a spatial gradient decreasing from 

apex to base and from epicardium to endocardium (Davis et al. 2001;Warren et al. 2012). This 

gradient is critical for LV torsion and twisting of the heart while contracting.  Based on these facts it 

was difficult to assess the exact amount of MLC2v phosphorylation in different cardiac tissues 

obtained from various mice models. Also, there was no clear procedures in the literature for 

obtaining and processing the tissues that would retain MLC2v phosphorylation. Therefore, we were 

collecting tissues from the apex of most of the hearts and quick-freeze them before analyzing them 

in our study for uniformity. Values of MLC2v phosphorylation from WT mice were consistent with 

literature values of beating hearts of various animal species ranging between 0.35 to 0.55 mol of 

Pi/mol of MLC2v (Huang et al. 2008). The extent of MLC2v phosphorylation after CnAβ ablation was 

dramatically increased by 20-25% (P <0.001) and was associated with a mechanical improvement in 

cardiac trabeculae obtained from these mice. The level of MLC2v phosphorylation and the 

correspondent improvement of cardiomyocyte functionality was similar to what Toepfer and 

colleagues have shown due to increasing MLC2v phosphorylation in skinned rat trabeculae (Toepfer 

et al. 2013).  

Given the unique position of MLC2v within the lever arm domain wrapping around the myosin lever 

arm and acting as a mechanical stabilizer during force generation and mechanical work 

performance, this could explain why the increase in MLC2v phosphorylation could result in 

increased cycling kinetics to overcome the depressed functionality in hearts lacking cMyBP-C (Moss 

et al. 2006). Furthermore, removing CnAβ in Mybpc3 KO hearts possibly lead to a robust increase in 

MLC2v phosphorylation levels in mice ventricular tissues for at least 1 year. This marked increase 

seems to be sufficient to normalise any hypertrophic response in Mybpc3 KO hearts. 
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cMLCK is the MLC2v dedicated protein kinase that phosphorylates S-14/S-15 in murine hearts. 

Although it is not known whether the increase in MLC2v phosphorylation in the CnAβ KO and dKO 

mice was due to an increase of cMLCK activity;  that increase could arise from other unexplored 

mechanisms. Firstly, even though MLC2v is not known to be a physiological substrate for calcineurin 

phosphatase activity it could be a potential target in vivo. Calcineurin localisation around the Z-line 

was confirmed 15 years ago (Frey et al. 2000). Later, studies by Torgan and colleagues have 

confirmed the presence of calcineurin in the sarcoplasmic reticulum along the M-line and 

surrounding the contractile elements of the sarcomeres (Torgan et al. 2006) (Figure 1.21).  These 

results could point to a relation between the cellular distribution of this phosphatase and MLC2v as 

a potential target through which it could be acting as we showed earlier (Chapter 4 - Figure 4.2). 
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An alternative explanation for the greater MLC2v phosphorylation levels may be a marked increase 

in cMLCK enzymatic activity. Upon an increase in Ca2+ concentration, calmodulin binds to Ca2+ 

resulting in activating calcineurin (Rumi-Masante et al. 2012). This mechanism of activation is 

similar to that observed for Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinases e.g. cMLCK (Ding et al. 

2010). We speculate that cMLCK binds to the free Ca2+/calmodulin available after calcineurin 

removal increasing MLC2v phosphorylation. However, others have reported the cMLCK kinase 

activity does not appear to be regulated by Ca2+/calmodulin (Chan et al. 2008; Ishikawa et al. 2008) 

and so more investigations are essential. 

 

Although the role of MLC2v phosphorylation on cardiac contractility is still elusive, clinical studies 

have linked the changes in MLC2v phosphorylation with the pathology of the human heart e.g. HF 

patients confirmed the dramatic dephosphorylation of MLC2v (Muthu et al. 2014;Toepfer et al. 

2013;Van et al. 2003). Therefore, increasing levels of MLC2v phosphorylation probably will have a 

positive inotropic effect on the heart. Injecting mice deficient in cMyBP-C with pMLC2v has 

improved only the contractile performance and efficiency of these heart in vivo (P <0.05). Although 

a specific amount of force development was obtained, these results suggest that early 

administration of AAV9-pMLC2v may provide a targeted approach to prevent HF in infants with 

cMyBP-C mutations. Also, beginning treatment as early as possible could save these hearts from 

long-term damage and symptoms of HF later on. Also, MLC2v pseudophosphorylation did not 

induce hypertrophic growth in the WT hearts parallel to TG mice over expressing cMLCK (Huang et 

al. 2008). Although, a significant increase in force production capacity was not noted in the in vitro 

contractility assays using adv-pMLC2v transfected ARVMs, the relaxation profile was significantly 

different (P <0.05). As MLC2v phosphorylation improves contractility, Huang has claimed that a 
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specific amount of force could be obtained at lower Ca2+ concentration; therefore, lower Ca2+ 

concentration is released with increased MLC2v phosphorylation probably leading to the 

accelerated phenotype of in vitro relaxation time (Huang et al. 2008). Nevertheless, more 

investigations are needed to better establish the exact role played by pMLC2v at critical points of 

contractility and relaxation in vitro. Contrasting these results, others have showed that the rate of 

relaxation varies inversely with skeletal muscle were increase MLC2v phosphorylation slows 

relaxation via reducing transition rate of cross-bridges (Patel et al. 1998). 

 

6.3 Mechanisms - Causes and Effects 

Although little is known about the overlap of cMyBP-C and MLC2v; an interaction between these 

sarcomeric proteins was proposed as early as 1985 (Margossian 1985). Margossian has digested the 

MLC2v of dog heart myosin with proteases.  The actin-activated ATPase was then assayed in the 

presence and absence of cMyBP-C. Interestingly, a significant stimulation of the Vmax was detected 

in the mixture contaminated with cMyBP-C. These results suggested an early possible cooperative 

interaction between cMyBP-C and myosin in the presence of MLC2v in potentiating the actin-

activated ATPase of myosin. He also claimed that normal MLC2v is essential for cMyBP-C to exert its 

stimulatory effect but this theory needs further investigations.  

Years later, the Pfuhl’s group have confirmed this interaction through cMyBP-C extra domain C0 at 

its N-terminal (Ratti et al. 2011). According to their results this interaction could be due to either 

the binding of C0 to each MLC2v only as shown in Figure 1.13 A, or to both MLC2vs simultaneously 

by its position between the MLC2vs as shown in Figure 1.13 B. In such positions, C0 could easily 

influence the orientation of S1 by either pushing the S1 heads apart or pulling them together. 
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However, their proposal in which C0-MLC2v interaction could be controlled by MLC2v 

phosphorylation is detailed elsewhere (Pfuhl et al. 2012). 

A hypothesis could be constructed from all these results where increased MLC2v phosphorylation 

rescues mutations in both cMyBP-C and MLC2v. As many studies showed that the net negatively 

charged phosphorylation of the MLC2v N-terminal repels myosin heads away from the thick 

filament backbone, bringing them in closer proximity to actin, thereby promoting the actin cross-

bridge interaction (Toepfer et al. 2013). This role would rescue MLC2v mutation-induced reduction 

in MLC2v phosphorylation levels where it promote a stronger interaction with the thick filament 

backbone, effectively increasing the distance between myosin heads and actin (Scruggs et al. 2009).  

So constitutively phosphorylate S-14/S-15 into these hearts will induce the repulsion of myosin 

heads again to actin filaments preventing the development of a deleterious HCM phenotypes.   

Furthermore MLC2v phosphorylation is well known also to mechanically stabilise myosin lever arm 

and its ability to increase the cross-bridges step size increasing both contractile force and power 

(Sheikh et al. 2012). We believe that this mechanism may underlie the pseudophosphorylation-

induced prevention in Mybpc3 KO mice were mutations favour weak binding of the myosin cross- 

bridges to actin (Previs et al. 2012;Stohr et al. 2013). 

 

6.4 Clinical Relevance/Limitations of the Study 

Fundamental investigations on HCM-causing mutations e.g. Mybpc3 KO and MLC2v TG mice 

provided strong evidence for significant improvement of the largely compromised structural and 

functional phenotypes, by constitutive S-14/S-15 phosphorylation (Yuan et al. 2015). Most of the 

primary symptoms of HCM mutations were reduced potentially due to increased MLC2v 
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phosphorylation, which is believed to be due to the increase in myosin working stroke enhancing 

the contractile machinery (Chang et al. 2015;Yuan et al. 2015). We therefore believe that 

constitutive MLC2v phosphorylation, using pMLC2v mimetic protein, may underlie the prevention 

of the development of the HCM phenotypes detected in Mybpc3 KO and MLC2v TG mice. 

However, the feasibility of this rescue strategy used to ameliorate cardiomyopathic phenotypes in 

cMyBP-C should be investigated in a system reproducing known disease-causing mutations that 

display the most prevalent disease mechanism which is haploinsufficiency (Marston et al. 2012).  

Carrier’s group have developed the first heterozygous and homozygous Mybpc3-targeted KI mouse 

models that reflect the human HCM situation and could be valuable in studying mechanisms and 

treatment modalities (Fraysse et al. 2012). For example, they have used KI mice to investigate 

whether injecting the full length of MYBPC3 would prevent the disease phenotype (Mearini et al. 

2014). These genetically modified mice carry the homozygous state of the human c.772G4A 

MYBPC3 transition, which mimics severe neonatal HCM. Interestingly, administrating single dose of 

AAV9-MYBPC3 in 1-day-old KI mice prevented the development of cardiac hypertrophy and 

dysfunction, and increased MYBPC3 mRNA and cMyBP-C protein levels in a dose-dependent 

manner over a period of 34 weeks. This early therapy in a proper mouse model could be a realistic 

choice to possibly prevent the development of HF in patients with cMyBP-C mutations. 

Furthermore, the effect we reported here was only reversing the primary effects of cMyBP-C 

mutations, whereas all the secondaries were not reversed/rescued over the timescale of our 

experiments. Probably, long term experimentation starting at day 1 or 2 of birth or crossing these 

KO mice with TG mouse model expressing MLC2v hyperphosphorylation, resembling what Yuan et 

al. 2015 have done, would be beneficial .  
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The constructs for these pMLC2v TG mice were created during this study and the mouse chimeras 

were successfully constructed in Prof Ralph Knӧll’s lab yielding no results so far. 

 

6.5 Final Conclusion 

In conclusion, several important findings were noted in this thesis. First, we demonstrated that the 

HCM-linked cMyBP-C mutation-induced adverse changes at the level of protein, myofilament 

structure and function, and intact hearts size were offset completely by blocking calcineurin 

activity, and the majority of Mybpc3 KO phenotypes were reversed in vivo. Second, we showed that 

the primary defect in Mybpc3 KO hearts highlighted by compromised function was partially 

corrected by constitutive MLC2v S14D/S15D phosphorylation. More studies are needed to fully 

understand the mechanism by which MLC2v pseudophosphorylation is able to counterbalance a 

progressive HCM phenotype. Although this study may constitute a very small molecule therapeutic 

approach capable of correcting a mutation-induced depressed function, follow up studies in vivo, 

using rescue animal models, are necessary to further investigate the beneficial role of 

pseudophosphorylation in restoring the compromised function of cMyBP-C mutated myocardium 

and to conclude on the effectiveness of pseudophosphorylation in combating HCM phenotypes. 
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